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Regional History
The continent of Mingleton is comprised of ten countries, among them Coastlandia, 
Lockivo, and Nortica. These three states were originally one unified State called 
Shellumbria until a civil war broke out in 1946. Tensions had been increasing for a 
while as Shellumbria consisted of three distinct groups, and these tensions amounted 
to a five-year civil war. In 1949 the fighting culminated, resulting in the destruction of 
all of the major cities and thousands of lives lost.  

By 1951, the three groups signed a peace agreement, which split what was Shellumbria 
into the three States based off of the highest concentration of each ethnic group. Thus, 
the borders of Coastlandia encompass what was the coastal region of Shellumbria, 
Lockivo comprises the rainforest interior, and Norticao is made up the northernmost 
region of the continent and thereby is bordered by both sea and rainforest. See Figure 1.  

Nortica has good relations with everyone in the continent as well as internationally. After 
the separation of Shellumbria, Nortica had a smooth transition, electing a President and 
rebuilding infrastructure. Nortica utilized its prime location of access to the sea, rainforest, 
desert and mountains to attract tourists from all over the world, which quickly stimulated 
their economy. This allowed them to become the regional hub for innovative social media 
platforms, and now is the global headquarters for ChirpPlace. Both of these industries 
combined enabled Nortica to recover more quickly than Coastlandia or Lockivo. 

Tensions remain high between Coastlandia and Lockivo. The ethnic groups that 
make up both States were fairly distributed amongst both regions, and the breakup 
of Shellumbria caused a fractious exchange of populations. Much of the population 
of Lockivo, especially the descendants of those who lived for generations in what is 
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now Coastlandia, feel that the peace agreement put them at an unfair disadvantage 
as Lockivo’s lack of access to the coast has negatively impacted their economy, while 
the Coastlandian economy has boomed in no small part due to their ability to trade and 
bring in cruise ships of tourists.  

Lockivo was the most economically affected by the civil war, because it was the 
epicenter of most of the fighting. Lockivo’s recovery following the civil war was much 
slower than its neighbors as most of its vital infrastructure was completely destroyed.  
Moreover, a significant portion of its population became impoverished after choosing to 
return to the territory of Lockivo, where most of their ethnicity (Abori) were located pre 
and consequently post-civil war. Those that returned were mostly fisherman who lost 
their livelihoods due Lockivo losing access to the sea.  

The peace agreement left open the possibility of Lockivo leasing, at a small rate, a port 
on the coast of either Coastlandia or Nortica. Lockivo has continuously asked for a port, 
the use of a port, or other arrangements that will allow Lockivo to engage in maritime 
commerce as it did prior to the conflict. Lockivo has unique agriculture and terrain and 
their products are internationally desired, but the high duties imposed by Coastlandia to 
ship Lockivian goods by sea extremely costly, though much faster and not quite as costly 
as transporting goods over land. 
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COASTLANDIA



Capital: The capital of Coastlandia is Sandbria, which houses most government infrastructure, 
manufacturing plants, museums from pre and post-civil war, and the Costlandian High Court.  

Economy: Coastlandia is the regional economic power, primarily because of its long coastline 
with the Westovia Sea. Coastlandia is the wealthiest country in Mingleton and its economy has 
consistently grown since the end of the civil war. Coastlandia dominates the regional maritime 
trade.  Coastlandia has a huge fishing industry, and fish and fish products are their primary exports.  
Some of the fish exported by Coastlandia are unique to the Westovian Sea. Coastlandia also has 
a thriving tourist trade as whales and dolphins migrate to the Westovia Sea during the summer 
months, which lures tourists from all over the world. Coastlandia also began hosting internationally 
renowned religious festivals of Dolism. 

Geography: Coastlandia is on the west coast of Mingleton and shares a border of 854 miles 
with Nortica and a 632-mile border with Lockivo. Roughly 12% of the Kinabalulu Rainforest is located 
inside Coastlandia. Coastlandia controls access to the Westovian Sea, and borders Lockivo at the 
Alite mountain range and Nortica at the Shara desert.  

Government: Coastlandia is a presidential republic. The country is headed by a President, who is 
elected for 15-year terms by a committee made up of current and former military officials. The two 
parties of the republic are the Coralites and the Wavians. The current President is Fydor Akali of 
the Wavians, who have held the Presidential seat for the last ten years.  The President appoints 
the members of the judiciary, and the members of his cabinet, but is not responsible to the 
legislature. Coastlandia provides free education and healthcare to all citizens. 

Military and Security: Coastlandia has heavily invested in their military post-civil war. Their military 
services include an army, navy, and air force.  Three years of military service is compulsory for all 
citizens once they reach age 18. Coastlandia does have a Coast Guard, but it operates under the 
Department of Transportation during peace time. It can be moved under the Department of Defense 
in war by a Presidential Executive Order.

Natural Resources: Sand, marine life, copper, and cobalt. 

People and Society: 99.7% of the population of Coastlandia is made up of the same ethnic 
group and religion (Dolism). 91.8% of the population is urban.  50% of the population lives in or 
around Sandbria. Most of the remaining population lives in one of the other two major cities, which 
are along the trade routes to Nortica, Lockivo and Blamore. Coastlandia has only one populated 
rural area between the Alite region and the infamous Orcaton beach.  
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LOCKIVO



Capital: The capital of Lockivo is Gemzoo, named after their two biggest contributions to the 
economy. Approximately 5 million people live in Gemzoo, but it fluctuates depending on the season.  

Economy: The primary economy of Lockivo is agriculture and farming. Lockivo’s primary export 
is agricultural products and it produces many tropical fruits and vegetables that are considered 
delicacies throughout the world.  Moreover, recent discoveries of treatments and cures for a variety 
of diseases from medicinal plants found deep in the Kinabalulu rainforest have spurred significant 
interest from the scientific research community.  Lockivo spends millions annually to protect the 
ecosystem of the Kinabalulu rainforest and does not permit non-Lockivo visitors outside of a handful 
of prominent scientists and researchers. Lockivo is currently considering allowing tourists to visit 
parts of Kinabalulu as a new source of economic growth.  

Geography:  Lockivo is landlocked, and is bordered by the nations of Nortica, Coastlandia, 
Floraland, and Blamore, which is the East Coast of Mingleton. Lockivo contains 88% of the 
Kibanalulu rainforest, and on the very west of the State is a section of the Alite mountain range.   

Government: Lockivo is a parliamentary republic, with a legislative house of commons led by an 
executive Prime Minister. Lockivo has an independent judiciary. The current Prime Minister is Elsa 
Newbury, who is running for reelection in the parliamentary elections scheduled for next month.  

Military and Security: Lockivo has a moderately large military, who are rigorously trained and 
equipped with the most advanced weapons, which they fund through the profit from their exports. 
The country also has extremely tight border security and national security measures in place due to 
tensions with Coastlandia.  Five years of military service is required for all citizens once they reach 
the age of 18. Although not officially associated with the Lockivoan military, there have been verified 
links between the military and the organized armed group FreeTheSEA. 

Natural Resources: Gold, minerals, rare earth metals, fauna, arable land, and unique mammals and 
birds. Lockivo leads the world in the protection and preservation of wildlife.  Lockivo’s internationally 
renowned educational programs and wildlife sanctuaries have been extremely successful in 
protecting and preserving the fauna and wildlife of the Kibanalulu rainforest. 

People and Society: 99.9% of Lockivo belongs to the same ethnic group, the Aboris, and the 
population is fairly evenly divided between the region’s two major religions (Arborphile and 
Elepha). Only 25% of the population is urban, as most citizens reside in the rural areas of the 
country either as farmers or guardians of the Kibanalulu rainforest. Many Lockivians have 
inhabited the Kibanalulu rainforest for generations, even throughout the civil war. 
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NORTICA



Capital: he capital of Nortica is Poley which is home to 8.6 million people. The creation of campuses for tech 
start-ups and platforms has drawn around 90% of the population to urban areas

Economy: Due to Nortica’s varying terrain and natural beauty, and the cosmopolitan city of Poley, post-
civil war Nortica focused on its tourism industry. Due to the ability to offer every kind of vacation within its 
borders, Nortica has been rated the go-to tourist destination since 1997. By utilizing the profits made from 
tourism, Nortica began investing into its technological capabilities and is now the regional hub for innovative 
social media platforms and the global headquarters for ChirpPlace which is the fastest growing social media 
platform used by 90% of the world’s population. Nortica controls all content, access and data collection for 
every country, but is slowly creating regional headquarters around the globe. They have made a statement that 
they will continue to run the Mingleton headquarters for at least the next ten years, as no other country in the 
continent has the technological capabilities to do so. Now, the Nortican economy is heavily based on the 
tech sector, which includes not only social media companies, but their burgeoning tech development industry, 
which is leading the world in innovating new technologies. The government supports these endeavors through 
free high school and university education for all.   

Geography: Nortica covers the entire northern coast of Mingleton. It is the largest country in the continent 
covering 193,289 square miles and has the most diverse terrain next to the Westovia Sea, the Kibanalulu 
rainforest, the Shara desert, and the Alite mountainous regions. 

Government: Nortica is a democratic republic with a bi-cameral legislative Congress, an Executive branch led 
by a president, and a judiciary branch. The current president is Pamela Brown. 

Military and Security: Nortica maintains a small all-volunteer military comprised of a navy, army, air force, and 
cyber force. 

Natural Resources: Hardwood lumber, natural gas reserves, coal, iron ore, and limestone.

People and Society: Mingleton is comprised of three ethnicities, and while Coastlandia and Lockivo are 
ethnically homogenous, Nortica is diverse. This is partially due to the influx of people working in tech, but 
also after the civil war, Nortica refused to engage in the exchange of populations between Coastlandia and 
Lockivo and welcomed all former Shellumbrians. 75% of the population is urban.
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Protection of Victims of Armed Conflicts 

GC I-IV  Convention (I) for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and 

Sick in Armed Forces in the Field. Geneva, 1949. Convention (II) for the 

Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Members 

of Armed Forces at Sea. Geneva, 1949. Convention (III) relative to the 

Treatment of Prisoners of War. Geneva, 1949.  

Convention (IV) relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War. 

Geneva, 1949. 

AP I  Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, and relating to the 

Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts. Geneva, 1977. 

AP II  Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, and relating to the 

Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts. 1977. 

AP III Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, and relating to the 

Adoption of an Additional Distinctive Emblem. Geneva, 2005. 

CRC & Opt. 
Prot. 

Convention on the Rights of the Child. New York, 1989. Optional Protocol to 

the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the involvement of Children in 

Armed Conflict. New York, 2000. 

International Organizations  

UN Charter   Charter of the United Nations, San Francisco, 1945.  

ICC Statute   Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court. Rome, 1998.  

Rights and Duties on Land and Sea  

Hague Cv. IV   Laws and Customs of War on Land, Den Haag, 1907.  

Hague Cv. V    Respecting the Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers and Persons in Case of 

War on Land, Den Haag, 1907.  

Hague Cv. XIII    Concerning the Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers in Naval War, Den Haag, 1907.  

Protection of Cultural Property  

Hague Cv.    Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed 

Conflict. Den Haag, 1954.   

Hague Prot.    Protocol to the Hague Convention of 1954 for the Protection of Cultural 

Property in the Event of Armed Conflict, Den Haag, 1954.   

Hague Prot.   Second Protocol to the Hague Convention of 1954 for the Protection of 

Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict, Den Haag, 1999.  
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Misc.

ICCPR    International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. New York, 1966.  

ICESCR    International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, 1966.  

CAT & Opt. Prot.    Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading 

Treatment or Punishment, 1984. Optional Protocol to the Convention Against 

Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, 

2002.  

Treaty Law   Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, 1969.  

Gen. Conv.   Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, 1948.  

Weapons Conventions  

Gas. Prot.    Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other 

Gases, and Warfare. Geneva, 1925.  

ICESCR    Conv. On the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of 

Bacteriological and Toxin Weapons and on their Destruction. 1972.  

CCW   
Prot. I   
Prot. II   
Prot. III   
Prot. IV   
Prot. Iia   
Prot. V 

Convention on the Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain 

Conventional Weapons which may be deemed to be Excessively Injurious 

or to have Indiscriminate Effects. Geneva, 1980. Protocol on non-detectable 

Fragments (I). Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Mines, 

Booby-traps and Other Devices (I). Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions 

on the Use of Incendiary Weapons (III). Protocol on Blinding Laser Weapons. 

Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Mines, Booby-Traps 

and Other Devices as amended on 3 May 1996. Protocol on Explosive 

Remnants of War. 2003.  

CWC   Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production, Stockpiling 

and Use of Chemical Weapons and on their Destruction. Paris 1993.  

AP Mine   Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production and Transfer 

of Anti-Personnel Mines and on their Destruction. Oslo, 1997.  

Cluster Convention on Cluster Munitions. 2008. 

UN ATT Arms Trade Treaty 24 December 2014. 
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Nortica Lockivo Coastlandia Westphalia

GC I-IV   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

AP I   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

AP II   Signed   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

AP III         Ratified   Ratified  

CRC      Ratified        

Opt. Prot.      Ratified        

UN Charter   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

ICC Statute   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Hague Cv. IV   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Hague Cv. V   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Hague Cv. XIII   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Hague Cv.   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Hague Prot.      Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Hague Prot.   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

ICCPR   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified     

ICESCR   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified     

CAT   Signed   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

CAT Opt. Prot.      Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Treaty Law   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Gen. Conv.   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Gas. Prot.         Ratified     

BWC         Ratified     

CCW   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  
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Prot. I   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Prot. II   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Prot. III   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Prot. IV   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Prot. IIa      Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  

Prot. V      Ratified        

CWC   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified     

AP Mine         Ratified     

Cluster      Ratified   Ratified     

UN ATT   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified   Ratified  
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Background 
The Earth2Sea Party is a major Lockivoan political party. The 
party was founded in 1992 by Shenaia Moore in response to 
increasing climate activity. The party’s main objective is to 
push aggressive climate legislation in order to combat the 
threats of climate change.  
 
The Earth2Sea Party began as a fringe political movement, 
but has increasingly won more seats in parliament. The 
party won 15 seats in the April 2018 election, which was 
sufficient to make them a power player in the Lockivoan
political scene. As a result of Earth2Sea’s surprising 
win, Prime Minister Elsa Newburry has allied with Earth2Sea 
in order to form a governing coalition. The coalition has been 
largely successful in balancing the interests of the 75% of 
citizens that reside in rural Lockivo and of the 25% of citizens 
that reside in urban populations.  
 
 
Ideology 
Earth2Sea’s aim is to ensure protection for the Kibanalulu Rainforest. Many Lockivoans 
have innhabited the Kibanalulu rainforest for generations, throughout the 1946 Shellumbrian 
Civil War. Since the war, Lockvio has had to rely heavily on agriculture and farming. Lockivo 
used to have access to the Westovian Sea, but has not been able to secure an agreement to 
lease a port from Coastlandia. Thus, the economy had to shift to land-based means for 
economic prosperity. 
 
The Kibanalulu Rainforest has faced major threats since the 1946 civil war, the primary threat 
being deforestation. Since Lockivo has had to make the transition to agriculture, more and more 
of the rainforest has been carved away to support farmland. The rainforest is key to the health 
of the Lockivoan agriculture industry. Dust from the Shara Desert in Nortico is blown up over 
the Alite Mountain Range and falls as nutrient-dense rain on the forest. The rain picks up more 
nutrients from the forest floor and flows down into the agricultural fields. Continued deforestation 
would hamper this nutrient flow and severely cut Lockivo’s yearly rain-fall totals. 
 
FreeTheSEA Scandal 
Early on in its existence, the party was accused of being the political wing of the organized 
armed group FreeTheSEA (FTC). Earth2Sea has consistently and strongly denied its connection 
to FTC and any group that uses violence. FTC started as a peaceful lobbying group founded by 
Ji-Hoon Garcia. The group was formed with the mission to push Coastlandia to comply with the 
peace agreement to grant Lockivo access to the sea.  
 
Recently, FTC has been involved in violent confrontations with Coastlandia. The group has been 
accused of sensitizing young Lockivoan and Coastlandian citizens online and recruiting fighters 
to engage in guerrilla warfare against the Coastlandian police and armed forces. Throughout the 
violence, Earth2SEA has held its position that it is not involved with FTC in any way, even though 
both groups seem to be advancing the same agenda.  

Earth2Sea Party (Lockivo) 

wikelpedia.org
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Coastlandian Daily Report 
Rights groups warn of overcrowding in Wallin Prison 
Rebecca Spinay, Coastlandian Daily Report Staff Writer  
 
13 September 2021 

Coastlandians for the Restoration of Sea Rights (CRSR), a youth protest group turned extremist, 
have recently suffered heavy losses after their simultaneous terrorist attacks on the anniversary 
of the 1951 Peace Agreement.  

In August Human Rights Vigilance reported that approximately 30 CRSR members were 
detained when the Coastlandian forces successfully regained control over police stations and 
freed the hostages, several of whom were related to the CRSR members themselves. There 
have been approximately 100 subsequent additional arrests of individuals thought to have been 
involved in the orchestration of these events or are otherwise affiliated with the CRSR.  

Even after several months have passed since the bulk of arrests, only half of the detainees have 
been charged with a crime. When asked about the basis for continuing the detention of the others, 
a government source, speaking on the condition of anonymity, stated that “there just is not enough 
evidence to charge these guys but they are far too dangerous to just let go.” Several family
 members have claimed that they have not been allowed to contact the detainees, many of 
whom are minors.  

Rights groups also claim that Wallin Prison, which was already at capacity with approximately 
400 Coastlandians serving their sentences there, is not a suitable location to detain the CRSR 
members. “With upwards of 100 or so additional detainees, we do not even need to see the prison 
to know that there is overcrowding in a prison that is notorious for its small cells,” said Alex 
Cogens, the Director of Human Rights Vigilance. 

The government of Coastlandia issued a public statement, underscoring that all detainees are 
being held “in accordance with applicable domestic and international legal standards.”  

When asked why reporters and non-governmental organizations were not permitted to observe 
the conditions of detention, the Government has retorted that “the applicable international law 
prohibits these particular prisoners from being made the subject of public curiosity.” 
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Sandbria Herald 
Opinion 

Fatal Attraction: How the FTC and CRSR enthralled our 
citizens through social media 
By Georgina Sulpizio 
September 13, 2021 

The Internet used to be a magical place where anyone could talk to anyone about anything from the 
comfort of their own home or local library.  An endless sea of knowledge always at our fingertips. 
 
BUT NO MORE! 
 
No longer a peaceful ocean of information, the Internet is now a windy, treacherous river where the 
naïve are constantly at risk of being dashed against the rocks and drowned. According to CyberWing 
(as regular readers know, these are Coastlandia’s most elite cyber security experts) the recent terrorist 
activities by “Coastlandians for the Restoration of Sea Rights,” or CRSR, were instigated by a 
sophisticated social media campaign by the infamous terrorist organization FreetheSea (FTC).  
Anonymous sources within the CyberWing said that for the last two years, the FTC has slowly 
groomed disgruntled Coastlandian citizens into becoming zealous CRSR terrorists mainly 
through ChirpPlace and other social media platforms such as Swiffter and QuickPic. 
 
BUT WHAT INTERNET SORCERY COULD THE FTC UNLEASH TO TRANSFORM OUR LOYAL 
CITIZENS INTO ANARCHIST DEMONS?! 
 
Masters of self-promotion and Boogle analytics, the FTC has regrettably successfully marketed 
itself as an organization dedicated to environmental activism.  By keeping its membership 
secret, Coastlandia has been unable to get social media platforms to believe that the FTC lieutenants 
rebranding themselves as climate activists are actually dangerous terrorists.  Thus, these 
lieutenants under sweet-sounding monikers like “Nereid2theRescue” and “SeaPatriot” have allowed 
the FTC to bypass social media’s alleged security controls and reinvent itself through promoting 
slick Hollywood-quality videos of beach cleanups.  In what seems like a blink of an eye, the FTC 
propaganda machine has flooded the Internet with watered-down versions of their ideology and 
amassed sympathizers from all over the globe.  Instead of laying down and resigning ourselves to 
be carried out to sea, we must fight back both online and offline to unmask the FTC and show the 
world who these water demons truly are! 

Georgiana Sulpizio has been a weekly opinion columnist with the Sandbria Herald since 2001 covering 
foreign and regional politics.  She was formerly a member of the editorial board and was the first woman 
to serve as the Sandbria Herald editorial page editor, from 1994-1998.    
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JOIN US LIVE AT 7PM when we sit down with the 
mysterious Seawing Commander JPX and learn more 
about the FTC’s cryptic claim to be able to “overrun 
the landlubber Coastlandians in 12 hours” with 
their “SUPREME SECRET SEAFORCE.”

Damien Clove
@damienclove • August 3rd, 2021

1.3k 3.7k 514

BREAKING: The FTC “Rock to the Sea” fundraising concert 
raises $1,951,000.00 in bitcoin.  Coastlandian finance 
officials so far thwarted in their attempts to trace the funds 
on the dark web.

Damien Clove
@damienclove • August 5th 2021

3.2k 9.2k 74k

Unnamed sources indicate that the FTC has somehow 
acquired 25 M1 Abrams (export version) from sympathetic, 
but unknown, foreign donors.  Should Coastlandia be 
scared?  

Damien Clove
@damienclove • August 1st, 2021

32k 1.2k 15k
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87% of Lockvio has been without power for 6 hours now 
with no respite in sight.  Large, angry crowds are gathering in 
downtown Gemzoo.  We are being told to advise everyone to 
stay in their homes. 

Myra Planx
@mplanx • September 5th, 2021

53k 12.2k 7k

21 hours of darkness.  Reports of failing backup generators 
with even the Children’s Hospital of Lockivo experiencing 
intermittent blackouts.  Unrest grows, with angry crowds 
demanding the election results.  PM Elsa Newbury and 
Gemzoo Police Chief Mortimer Bluge pled for calm in a 
joint press conference. 

Myra Planx
@mplanx • September 6th, 2021

1.3k 3.7k 514

BREAKING: 37 infants and 148 seniors dead after neo-natal 
units and respirators fail during blackouts.  PM promises an 
official inquiry as rioting in downtown Gemzoo grows.

Myra Planx
@mplanx • September 8th, 2021

3.2k 9.2k 74k
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GOVERNMENT INTELLIGENCE 
DOCUMENTS



SITUATION REPORT 
SUBJECT: Analysis of FreeTheSEA, a Lockivoan lobbying group  

Executive Summary: 
FreeTheSEA (“FTC” or “footsie”) has gained increasing support among 
Coastlandian youth, which are in turn entering into violent confrontations 
with Coastlandian authorities. 

Analysis: 
FreeTheSEA was founded by Ji-Hoon Garcia, whose family for generations 
had been proud fisher folk and were deprived of their traditional livelihood 
when Lockivo became landlocked following the 1951 peace agreement 
between Coastlandia and Lockivo.  

Mr. Garcia started the group as a peaceful organization with the goal of 
pushing Coastlandia to comply with the spirit of the peace agreement and 
grant Lockivo access to the sea. However, the group has become increasingly 
militant during the fish famines of 1954 and 1962. While initially targeting 
the Lockivo government for its complicity in denying Lockivoans their 
access to “the All-Mother-Sea,” beginning in the 1970s FTC began to 
target Coastlandia. FTC instigated violence at peaceful protests of meetings 
between Lockivo and Coastlandia and began a series of arsons and industrial 
sabotage of the Coastlandian fishing industry.  
 
With the help of an influx of small arms and light weapons from foreign 
governments, and growing ranks of militants rumored at one point to have 
reached several thousand, FTC was able to control swaths of Coastlandian 
territory along its border with Lockivo until the government took it back 
in 1972.   

CONFIDENTIAL
Sandbria



In the last few years FTC increasingly turned online to sensitize 
Lockivoaun and Coastlandian citizens to FTC issues and the primary 
mission of “reclaiming the sea” for Lockivo. At the same time, FTC continues 
to recruit fighters and has continued to engage in guerilla warfare against 
the Coastlandian police and armed forces with casualties on both sides 
adding up to several hundred per year. Since the beginning of the fighting 
between Coastlandia and FTC, several thousands of civilians on both sides 
of the border have been forced to flee with 1,233 still living in IDP camps 
in both countries.   

Coastlandian intelligence has uncovered evidence that some Earth2Sea 
campaign volunteers are members of FTC. Moreover, we have become 
increasingly wary of a dramatic, troubling rise in support among 
Coastlandian youth for FTC and siding with Lockivo in its quest to reclaim 
access to the sea.  Self-styled “Coastlandians for the Restoration of Sea Rights” 
(CRSR), have staged dramatic protests over the last few months.  These 
protests were not violent and there only arrests were due to blocking traffic 
and failing to get a permit.    
 
However, CRSR become more violent in the past few months. Please see 
attached situation report on CRSR extremism for further details and analysis.  
 
Recommendations: 
 
Communicate with Lockivo regarding FTC’s influence in Coastlandia. 
FTC must immediately cease their online recruitment tactics of 
Coastlandian youth. The Coastlandian Office of Home Affairs cannot 
take direction from a foreign terrorist group.  
 
Fakray Kavali 

Fakray Kavali 
Brigadier General,  
Coastlandian Army 
Commanding 
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I really liked your post on 1951 Peace 
Agreement anniversary!

RA

I know... It’s atrocious. Have you been 
keeping up with the protests?

My family didn’t want me getting involved, 
either, but I did anyway. You should join me 
and friends! We need all the help we can get 
getting the lazy Coastlandian government to 
do what they promised.

Message me on ThatApp if you decide you’re 
interested. I can talk to you about some ways 
we can make a difference. 

Thank you! Can you believe Coastlandia 
still hasn’t given Lockivo a lease... it’s
been 50 years!

Of course! It’s all over the news... I’m 
really proud of them for taking action. My 
family won’t let me go.

Hmm... I’ll definitely think about it! 

CHIRPLACE DM THREAD SHOWING RECRUITMENT EFFORTS 
Ray Arnold (RA): FreeTheSEA  

Sarah Harding (SH): Coastlandian Youth 

RA

RA

RA

SH

SH

SH
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SITUATION REPORT 
SUBJECT: Analysis of Coastlandians for the Restoration of Sea Rights 
(CRSR) extremism and tactics  

Executive Summary:  
The modus operandi of CRSR has changed from peaceful protests to violent 
extremism. CRSR is clearly aligned with FTC and are carrying out instructions 
posted anonymously by the latter on ChirpPlace and other online 
messaging boards.  

Analysis:  
CRSR, mainly composed of Coastlandian youth, was a loosely organized 
group that has traditionally supported Lockivo and its pursuit of reclaiming 
access to the sea. It has long been believed that they are affiliated with the 
organized armed group, FreeTheSea (FTC). Earth2Sea denies that FTC 
represents their military wing, but our intelligence strongly suggests that 
FTC is actually the military wing of Earth2Sea.  

Until recently, CRSR members’ activities were limited to non-violent protest. 
There have been several arrests of CRSR members in the past, but these 
have been limited to minor infractions or misdemeanors. 

This has changed dramatically, particularly in the months leading up to the 
70th anniversary of the 1951 Peace Agreement. Since early August of 2021, 
reports show that CRSR has succeeded in obtaining small arms and light 
weapons, likely smuggled into Coastlandia by foreign elements or produced 
using foreign 3D printing technology. They have also become increasingly 
organized, with the ability to carry out coordinated terrorist acts ranging 
from deadly attacks targeting soft targets to incidents where police buildings 
and checkpoints have been temporarily overrun.  

CONFIDENTIAL
Sandbria



On September 5th, 2021, CRSR members forcibly took control of 
approximately 300 vessels, mostly small boats belonging to our nationalized 
fishing industry, sailed them to the coast of Nortica, and set them all on fire. 
CRSR members in Coastlandia meanwhile overran three local police stations 
and a Coastlandian Fishing Fleet Recruiting Center. Upwards of 100 
government officials were taken hostage. An operation was carried out 
to free the hostages through a joint operation between security forces and 
police familiar with the layout of the stations. The operation resulted in the 
killing of 27 CRSR members and 48 injuries. Coastlandian forces suffered 
heavy casualties, with 14 killed and 28 injured. Thirty-three hostages were 
also killed, either intentionally by the CRSR members or as a result of the 
fighting that ensued during the rescue operation.  

Interrogations of detained CRSR members indicates that the FTC has 
significant influence, not only in the recruitment and radicalization of 
Coastlandian youth, but also in the planning and organization of terrorist 
acts. Coastlandian authorities were alarmed to discover FTC’s sophisticated 
online presence on ChirpPlace that slowly groomed disgruntled, disenchanted, 
or bored Coastlandian citizens and turned them into loyal militants of FTC.  

Recommendations:  
Countering violent extremism online is a priority. The individuals behind the 
anonymous posts which are fueling and instructing CRSR activities must be 
identified, detained and, where appropriate, prosecuted for their terrorist 
activities.

Fakray Kavali 

Fakray Kavali 
Brigadier General,  
Coastlandian Army 
Commanding
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Phone Call Transcript: 
[SEPTEMBER 4, 2021] Between Coastlandian President Fydor Akali and 
Lockivoan Prime Minister Elsa Newbury 
 
Pres. Akali: Madam Prime Minister, thank you very much for taking the time to speak 
with me.  

P.M. Newbury: The pleasure is mine, Mr. President.  

Pres. Akali: Prime Minister, our two countries have always had a tense relationship, but 
we have been able to work out our problems. I am afraid that I must come to you today 
with a favor to ask.  

P.M. Newbury: Indeed, my team has informed me that this might be a tough phone call. 
We have benefitted from a frank and constructive dialogue with you.  

Pres. Akali: You know the problem that we share - the FTC and their CRSR surrogates. 
 P.M. Newbury: […] 

Pres. Akali: Prime Minister, this has continued to be a national security issue 
for Coastlandia. Now the threat they pose has been amplified by their ability to recruit 
and poison the minds of our youth online.  

P.M. Newbury: […] Indeed.  

Pres. Akali: I am asking you to do something about this. You know the damage they 
have caused our country, to their own families. You must be aware of their increasing 
extremism.   

P.M. Newbury: We are doing our best to deal with the extremists. But this is a matter 
relating to our domestic affairs.  

Pres. Akali: With all due respect, Prime Minister, this is hardly a domestic matter at this 
point. We will take action if you do not. Is that understood?  

P.M. Newbury: As I said, we are on the same page here. We will deal with the matter 
the Lockivoan way.   

Pres. Akali: We are running out of patience. I hope I am understood.  

P.M. Newbury: You are.  

Pres. Akali: Thank you, Prime Minister. We will speak soon. Hopefully I will see you in 
person and we can discuss more hopeful matters.  
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SITUATION REPORT

SECRET - PRIORITY
TO: GEMZOO POLICE CAPT XI  DATE: SEPTEMBER 8, 2021  

FROM: LOCKIVO MILITARY HQ  TIME: 1430 LOCAL  LOCATION: GEMZOO, LOCKIVO 

The effects of Coastlandia’s attack continues to take a serious toll on 
Gemzoo.  The attack incapacitated the power supply for over 46 hours. The 
power outage affected voting machines and four hospitals. The power from the 
hospitals’ backup generators was insufficient to power all hospital functions. As 
a result, 37 infants in neo-natal units and 128 seniors attached to respirators 
died. 26 other individuals died due to delays in treatment when they were 
rerouted to other area hospitals. 300 other individuals died during the riots 
and chaos that occurred during the 46-hour blackout.  

Although power has been mainly restored, most of Gemzoo remains at a stand-
still.  Most local industry is depressed as grocery stores, pharmacies, banks, 
law offices, and retail outlets suffered serious damage in the looting and 
rioting in the hours immediately following the blackout. Over 90% of Gemzoo 
businesses remain closed either due to damage or out of fear of further 
looting.  We estimate it may take weeks for the area to return to normal. 

Rioting and looting in the city-center has for the most part died down, 
but restless crowds continue to grow outside the Children’s Hospital of 
Lockivo  and Gemzoo National Hospital. What started as a vigil for the thirty-
seven infants who died when their neo-natal units failed and 128 seniors when 
their respirators failed, has grown into a protest of how Lockivo has handled 
the attack.  The crowds outside government buildings, including PM Elssa 
Newburry’s office, have continued to grow as Gemzoo citizens demand that 
we make Coastlandia pay.   

The failure of the parliamentary elections to go forward as scheduled 
continues to foment unrest.  Many of the voting machines broke down after the 



power grid failed, and we anticipate it will take another two weeks before 
enough machines are fixed or replaced to support the rescheduled 
elections.  Two additional national guard units will be deployed to assist 
you prior to the PM’s speech this evening. 

We have received intelligence that online agitators, including those allegedly 
affiliated with the so-called FTC, are fueling unrest by accusing the PM’s 
Progressive Moderate Conservative party of “paralysis” in the face of what they 
view as a lack of response to the Coastlandian attack.  They are capitalizing 
on the political instability to spread panic, increase membership, and 
fundraise; Lockivo CyberCommand has thus far been unsuccessful in tracing 
their activities as they are adept at hiding in the dark web.  

We encourage you and your lieutenants to closely monitor ChirpPlace in order 
to better anticipate where riots and other unrest may erupt.  There are also 
rumors circulating ChirpPlace that undercover Coastlandian operatives 
(allegedly from the elite Squid Team 6) have infiltrated the protestors and are 
encouraging further unrest.  Be on the alert for suspicious behavior, and do not 
hesitate to take rioters and other hostile elements into custody if the safety of 
the public requires it, in line with proper procedures. 
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INBOX

PROMPT #1

Greetings,  
The terrorist organization, FreeTheSea (FTC, “Footsie”), has become increasingly 
violent in the past few weeks. The group started as a Lockivoan lobbying group, but 
can no longer be considered as such. FTC is aggressively recruiting Coastlandian youth 
to join them in their tactics.  There are rumors that FTC is the armed wing of the 
Lockivoan Earth2SEA party. Earth2SEA has vehemently denied these allegations.  
 
Coastlandian youth have formed a group called “Coastlandians for the Restoration of 
Sea Rights” (CRSR). They have been staging dramatic protests over the last few months. 
These protests have not been violent and the only arrests have been due to blocking 
traffic and failing to get a permit. However, on September 5th, 2021, which happened to 
be the anniversary of the signing of the 1951 Peace Agreement, CRSR hijacked over 300 
boats in the Coastlandian Fishing Fleet. There were several fatalities.  
 
The Minister of Foreign Affairs (MoFA) will be meeting with both the Minister of Defense 
(MoD) and President Akali at the end of the day, and she would like you to prepare a 
memo answering the following questions:  
 1. Do any of the CRSR and FTC actions constitute a prohibited use of force under 
    international law?   
 2. What responsibility under international law does Lockivo have for CRSR and 
     FTC’s actions?  
 3. At what point in the tensions would events be considered an armed conflict?  

As this will be a relatively short meeting, please keep your response brief no more 
than 1,000 words (excluding any headings and citations). Remember, clear and concise 
communication is the key.  

Sincerely,  
Director of International Law Division, Coastlandian Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

TOP SECRET

TO: Coastlandian Office of Foreign Affairs, International Law Division, Public International Law Team

RE: Urgent Use of Force Analysis
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INBOX

PROMPT #2

Greetings,  
 
As you may know already, the situation unfolding in Coastlandia and Lockivo is one of 
concern. Neither nation has officially declared war. The fact that FreeTheSea (“FTC” or 
“Footsie”) and Coastlandians for the Restoration of Sea Rights (“CRSR”) are also perpe-
trating violence is also greatly concerning. 
 
Both nations have consulted us regarding the conflict. Malcolm Grant, Director of Conflict 
Zone Analysis, has a meeting with Mr. Peter Maurer and Mr. Gilles Carbonnier tomorrow 
evening. Mr. Grant is working on a presentation for Mr. Maurer and Mr. Carbonnier, during 
which he will be discussing the various armed conflicts in the region.   
 
Mr. Grant has requested that you prepare a memo answering the following questions: 
 1. Please identify and classify any armed conflicts that exist in and around 
     Lockivo and Coastlandia. Make sure to identify the parties.     
 2. If no armed conflict exists yet, what should we look for to determine when   
      events have crossed that threshold?  
 3. What protections, if any, do the CRSR members have under the international 
     humanitarian law that exists under treaty law?  

As this will be a relatively short meeting, please keep your response brief no more 
than 1,000 words (excluding any headings and citations). Remember, clear and concise 
communication is the key.  
  

Sincerely,  
Claire Statler, Director of International Committee of the Red Cross Legal Advisor Team  

TOP SECRET

TO: International Committee of the Red Cross Legal Advisors

RE: Urgent Armed Conflict Classification
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Competitor Role:!Lockivoan!Judge Advocate Generals!!
Judges’ Roles:!!
 1. Westphalian Commanding General, General Jim Mattias!
 2. Westphalian Legal!O"cers

Ever since the Great War of 1907,!Lockivoans!have maintained close ties with their neighbors, 
Westphalia.! These close ties grew!because, anciently, the!Abori!people settled in lands that 
eventually became Westphalia and the!Lockivo!region of!Shellumbria.!
!
After the civil war of 1946, and the dissolution of!Shellumbria!into three independent states, 
Westphalia has been!Lockivo’s!biggest ally. In 1951,!Lockivo!and Westphalia signed the Bilateral 
Agreement on Defense (BAD Treaty), in which, Westphalia and!Lockivo!agreed to shared resources, 
shared missile defense, and a consolidated military operations center.!
!
From the time immediately following the dissolution of!Shellumbria!up to!January 2022,!Lockivo!
has petitioned!Coastlandia!for the ability to lease, at a reduced rate, a port in!Coastlandia.!Every 
year,!including in January 2022,!Coastlandia!denies the petition and insists that “Coastlandia!is not 
stable enough to allow!Lockivo!to lease one of its ports.”!
!
The Coastlandian Coast Guard is the primary organization with the mission to enforce the denial 
of Lockivo’s use of Coastlandian ports. The Coastlandian Coast Guard falls under the Coastlandian 
Department of Transportation (CDOT) during peacetime. !Their!missions!include drug interdiction, 
port security, search & rescue, and law enforcement. During wartime, the Coast Guard is moved 
from!CDOT to under the Secretary of Defense to execute military missions; this move is executed 
through an order from!the President of!Coastlandia.!!!

Despite rising tensions between!Coastlandia!and!Lockivo, there is no evidence that this move has 
been executed.! Currently, the head of the!CDOT is Mr. Dom P. Houser.! Mr. Houser is a political 
appointee who has no military experience.!Desperate and irritated,!Lockivo!started sending fishing 
vessels into!Coastlandian!waters to fish and use the!Coastlandian!ports.! Initially, this resulted in a 
handful of tense confrontations between!Coastlandian!Coast Guard vessels and the!Lockivo!fishing 
vessels.! However, despite stern warnings from the!Coastlandian!Coast Guard,!Lockivo!fishing vessels 
would return days later.! As frustrations grew,!Coastlandia!stationed Coast Guard vessels!3!miles o" 
the coast of!Coastlandia!with explicit instructions!via o#cial memorandum!from Mr. Houser to “sink 
any and all!Lockivoan!vessels attempting to fish in!Coastlandian!waters.”!
!!
On!January!10, 2022,!2!Coastlandian!Coast Guard vessels shot at 6!Lockivoan!fishing vessels, sinking 
4, killing 11, and injuring 14 other!Lockivoan!nationals.! In response, Lockivo!invoked Article 5 of the 
BAD Treaty.!!Lockivoan!and Westphalian representatives met in the consolidated military operations 
center pursuant to Article 6.! The current commander of the coalition forces, Westphalian General 
Jim Mattias, approved a response air!strike by the coalition against the two!Coastlandian!Coast 
Guard vessels that carried out the attack, sinking them and killing 8 crew members.!
!
The air!strike led to an escalating armed conflict, resulting in two more confrontations over the last 
few months, the sinking of 4 more!Lockivoan!fishing vessels, and 2 more!Coastlandian!Coast Guard 
vessels being taken out via coalition air!strikes.! Despite the rising tensions, the!Coastlandian!Coast 
Guard remains under the direction of the DOT and Mr. Houser.!
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In response to the continued armed conflict, General Geo"rey Billerman, leader of the Lockivoan 
military, requested an immediate meeting per Article 6 of the 1951 BAD Treaty with Westphalian 
General Jim Mattias, current commander of the coalition forces.!General Billerman gained access 
to the memo from Mr. Houser with instructions to sink the!Lockivoan!fishing vessels.! Mr. Houser’s 
participation beyond issuing the instructions is unclear.! However, the!Lockivoan!intelligence forces 
gained access to communications that indicate that Mr. Houser has been personally managing the 
conflict with!Lockivo!--!communications disclose that specific directions were coming from “the 
boss” and “Mr. H.”! General Billerman is convinced that Mr. Houser is behind the!Coastlandian!Coast 
Guard’s actions.!
!
In addition, the!Lockivoan!intelligence forces found that Mr. Houser has not been able to go into the 
o#ce for the past year, due to a highly contagious outbreak in!Sandbria, the capital of!Coastlandia.! 
As such, Mr. Houser has been working exclusively from his home in Suburbia,!Coastlandia, on 
the outskirts of!Sandbria.! At the beginning of the outbreak, Mr. Houser had a Secret Information 
System (SIS)!--!the!Coastlandian!system authorized to transmit top secret information!--!installed 
in his house. General Billerman believes that Mr. Houser sent the messages to authorize the attacks 
on the!Lockivoan!fishing vessels through this system from his home.! General Billerman believes 
that Mr. Houser continues to manage the day-to-day operations of the Coast Guard from his 
residence.!Additionally, due to the outbreak in!Sandbria, Mr. Houser’s two children, ages 16 and 12, 
have not been able to attend school in-person.! Instead, they attend classes virtually from!0800 to 
1500.!!
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Bilateral Agreement on Defense!
LOCKIVO!AND WESTPHALIA!

!
Preamble!
!
WE, the proud nations of!Lockvio!and Westphalia (hereinafter “the Parties”):!
!
Confirming!the commitment to human rights and humanitarian law;!!
!
Cognizant!of the need to form a bulwark against Northumbrian aggression;!!
!
Determined!to actively promote peace through force throughout!Mingleton;!
!
Committed!to the total destruction of the Northumbrian war machine;!
!
Hereby agree to be bound by the provisions of the following Certain Success Alliance Agreement:!

Article 3:!The Parties agree that in the event of joint operations between the armed forces 
of!Lockivo!and armed forces of Westphalia, the commander of the!Allied!Forces will alternate by 
operation between the!armed forces!of!Lockivo!and Westphalia.!

The forces of!Lockvio!and Westphalia will at all times be governed by their respective Rules of 
Engagement (“ROE”).! Where the Rules of Engagement conflict, no soldier can be commanded 
to violate their respective ROE, and the conflict will be resolved by the Joint High Command 
(“JHC”), which will be comprised of 5 Westphalian Generals and 5!Lockivoan!Field Marshals.! When 
operational necessity does not allow su#cient time for resolution by the JHC, the forces who would 
violate their ROE by engaging in the operation as planned shall withdraw from the operation.!

Article 4:!The coalition (meaning Westphalian and!Lockivoan!militaries combined) would be led by 
either a Westphalian or!Lockivoan!4-Star General, switching every 2 years.!!
!
Article 5:!!An attack on either of the States is considered an attack on both, thus opening the door 
to collective self-defense.!
!
Article 6:!!Prior to any unilateral action by either State, representatives from both states must meet 
to discuss the merits of the attack.!

Article 7:!Should the two parties agree on the attack, the attack is carried out in the name of the coalition.!
!
Article 8:!!Should one party want to continue with the attack and another party not want to 
continue with the attack, the party not pursuing the attack has the ability to terminate the 1951 BAD 
Treaty, e"ective immediately.
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                      LOCKIVO:!STANDING RULES 
OF ENGAGEMENT!

 !

ALL ENEMY MILITARY PERSONNEL AND VEHICLES TRANSPORTING THE ENEMY OR THEIR SUPPLIES 
MAY BE ENGAGED SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING RESTRICTIONS:   
  
A. Do not engage anyone who has surrendered, is out of battle due to sickness or wounds, is shipwrecked, or is an 
aircrew member descending by parachute from a disabled aircraft.   
  
B. $YRLG�KDUPLQJ�FLYLOLDQV�XQOHVV�QHFHVVDU\�WR�VDYH�/RFNLYRDQ�OLYHV��'R�QRW�¿UH�LQWR�FLYLOLDQ�SRSXODWHG�DUHDV�RU�
buildings which are not defended or being used for military purposes.   
  
C. Hospitals, churches, shrines, schools, museums, national monuments, and other historical or cultural sites 
will not be engaged except in self-defense.  

 D. Schools will be given special protection. Do not engage schools unless the enemy uses the school to commit 
acts harmful to our or Westphalian forces, and then only after giving a warning and allowing a reasonable time to 
expire before engaging if the tactical situation permits.   
  
E. Booby traps may be used to protect friendly positions or to impede the progress of enemy forces. They may not 
be used on civilian personal property. They will be recovered and destroyed when the military necessity for their 
use no longer exists.   
  
F. Looting and the taking of war trophies are prohibited.   
  
G. Avoid harming civilian property unless necessary to save Lockivoan lives. Do not attack traditional civilian 
objects, such as houses, unless they are being used by the enemy for military purposes and neutralization assists 
in mission accomplishment.   
  
H. Should Lockivoan Commanders feel it is necessary to target civilian property, the approval authority for such 
DQ�DWWDFN�LV�WKH�¿UVW�*HQHUDO�2̇FHU�LQ�WKH�FKDLQ�RI�FRPPDQG���
  
I. If any attack on a valid military target is projected to have collateral damage by killing civilians, the approval 
authority is as follows:  
 

REMEMBER   
1. FIGHT ONLY COMBATANTS.   
2. ATTACK ONLY MILITARY TARGETS.   
3. SPARE CIVILIAN PERSONS AND OBJECTS.   
4. RESTRICT DESTRUCTION TO WHAT YOUR MISSION REQUIRES. 
!

Collateral Damage Approval Authority
0   Task Force Commander   

1-2   First General in the Chain of Command  

3-5 Secretary of Defense  

6+ President of Lockivo  
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WESTPHALIAN TIMES 
From BAD to Worse  

!
By:!Regina Valentine, War Correspondent !
March 1, 2022!
 !
Whoever said, “All is fair in love and war” might have to reconsider.  You would think a shared, 
rich history between Coastlandia and Lockivo would lead to better relations; however, the recent 
escalation in the armed conflict between the two nations has put to rest any hopes the world had 
for reconciliation.   !
 !
Since the dissolution of Shellumbria, Lockivo has been petitioning for access to a port in Coastlandia.  
Every year, the Coastlandians deny the request.  After 76!years of asking, Lockivo finally had enough.  
Starting!January 2022, Lockivo started sending Lockivoan fishing vessels into Coastlandian waters 
to gain access to their ports.   !
!
Coastlandia responded by sending Coastlandian Coast Guard vessels to “sink any and all Lockivoan 
vessels that enter Coastlandian waters…”  On!January 10, 2022, two Coastlandian Coast Guard vessels 
shot at 6 Lockivoan fishing vessels, sinking 4, killing 11, and injuring 14 other Lockivoan nationals. !
 !
Lockivo responded by invoking Article 5 of the Bilateral Agreement on Defense (BAD Treaty), which 
led to a joint attack with the Westphalians on two Coastlandian Coast Guard vessels, sinking both, 
and killing 8 crew members. !
!
Over the past two months, the conflict has escalated; notably, four more Lockivoan fishing vessels 
and two Coastlandian Coast Guard vessels have been destroyed.  Only time will tell, but things will 
likely get worse before they get better between Lockivo and Coastlandia. !
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The!Sandbria!Times !
Sandbrians are PARKING IT UP!  

!
By: Ellen Pruitt, Sta# Writer!
March 1, 2022!
 !
(Associated Press) The hills are alive with the sound of ... kids?  As the “stay-home” order 
transitioned to a “stay-close” order,!Sandbrians!have taken advantage of the new freedom. Parks 
in and around Sandbria!are full of families, kids, and pets as citizens are able to venture out of their 
homes into their local neighborhoods. “It feels like the end of a long winter,” said!Sandbrian!resident, 
Chasen!Gluenell.  “It’s like a family reunion – I haven’t seen my neighbors in 14 months. I feel like I’m 
finally able to breathe!”  !
!
The recent!Hytrosarviridae!Adeno-Tachycardia Helper Virus – 20 (HATCH- 20)!outbreak!drove 
most!Lockivoan!residents indoors starting at the end of 2020.  However, with a vaccine nearing 
distribution,!Lockivoan!o#cials issued new guidance, allowing citizens to leave their homes, but 
must remain within 1 kilometer of their home. “This limited release is a trial period for a wide-spread 
release in June,” said Department of Health Secretary Jeremy Grunter. “If this goes well, vaccine 
rates are high, and infection rates stay low, the full unlimited release should be implemented in June.” !
!
How are!Lockivoans!celebrating their new found freedom?  By parking it up!  Driving around the 
suburbs of!Sandbria!reveals parks teeming with families and pets.  But, don’t expect to see only 
parents and children.  Teenagers and young adults are also flocking to the open spaces, enjoying the 
last of the year’s snow sledding season and relishing the warmer temperatures. !
!
“This is the highest usage rate we’ve seen in years,” stated Ms. Lesley Nope, head of the Sandbria 
Parks and Recreation Department. “From dawn to dusk, the parks are filled with people playing, 
swinging, and jumping. They are even having s’more parties over a fire after the sun goes down. I 
always carry emergency s’more rations in my car, just in case they run out.  It is a joy to see everyone 
come together after such a long time apart.”  !
!
Indeed!it is. Let’s hope this trend continues and!Sandbrians!can spend s’more time together from 
now on! !
!



LOCKIVO AIR FORCE !
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS !
GEMZOO, LOCKIVO  !
!
 !
Intelligence Report        !!!!!!March 4, 2022/1115!
!
SUBJECT: Coastlandian Coast Guard Leadership !
!
Intelligence sources have indicated that there is a high likelihood that recent Coastlandian Coast 
Guard actions are being led by Mr. Dom P. Houser, Coastlandia’s Secretary of Transportation.  In 
addition, it appears that there is a high certainty that Mr. Houser is working out of his suburban 
home near the city of Sandbria, Coastlandia.  More details are provided below. !
 !
1.  In light of the recent conflict with Coastlandia, Lockivoan intelligence e"orts increased 
focus on the Coastlandian Coast Guard and its leadership.  The Coastlandian Coast Guard falls 
under Coastlanida’s Department of Transportation (DOT) during peacetime, and they have the 
missions of drug interdiction, port security, search & rescue, and law enforcement. During wartime, 
the Coast Guard is moved from DOT to under the Secretary of Defense to execute military missions; 
this move is executed through an order from the President of Coastlandia.  There is no evidence that 
this move have been executed.  Currently, the head of the DOT is Mr. Dom P. Houser.   !
 !
2.  Mr. Houser is a political appointee who has no military experience.  Mr. Houser 
attended Sandbria University for his undergraduate education, where he studied Political 
Science.  He received his law degree from Bailey University, School of Law.  Shortly after 
finishing law school Mr. Houser entered public service.  He is a career diplomat, who has served 
throughout Coastlandian government for the past 25 years.  Mr. Houser is married to Donna G. 
Houser,!a fourth grade school-teacher, and they have 2 children, a girl (age 16) and a boy (age 12).   !
 !
3.  Lockivoan intelligence professionals intercepted a memorandum, dated January 10, 2022,!from 
Mr. Dom P. Houser, issuing the order to sink Lockivoan vessels (attached).  Other than issuing these 
orders, Mr. Houser’s participation in the Coast Guard’s recent conflicts with Lockivoan vessels is 
unclear, largely due to the ongoing crisis.  Beginning in October 2020, an outbreak of!HATCH-20 
(an extremely contagious and deadly disease) has devastated the country of Coastlandia.  As a 
result, leadership of the Coastlandian Coast Guard (and Coastlandian Military leadership) have been 
working from home, with orders coming via secured communications.  Reliable sources indicate that 
Mr. Houser has been working from his home in a suburb of Sandbria, Coastlandia since January 2021.  
Given the temporary relocation of Coast Guard and military leadership, all orders are being provided 
via Coastlandia’s Secret Information System (SIS).  The SIS is a highly classified communication 
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system, featuring voice, video, and email communication options.  It is used by Coastlandian military 
leadership as their primary means of communication.  Each SIS node is a portable system (a laptop) 
that operates via secured radio waves (cellular data service), utilizing the established infrastructure 
(cell sites).  It has multiple redundancies, so destruction of the SIS would require simultaneous 
strikes on numerous hubs.    !
 !
4.  Fortunately, the SIS is not impenetrable.  Since obtaining this memorandum, intelligence 
professionals conducted a cyber-operation to intercept and collect communications within the 
Coast Guard, in hopes of gaining a better understanding of their leadership structure and Mr. 
Houser’s role.  Communications were intercepted through a cyber-operation that utilized a little-
known security flaw (codename: sunburst) in multi-factor authentication that operates on the SIS.  
Thousands of emails were intercepted as part of the cyber-operation, and intelligence professionals 
are still sorting through the data.  However, based on their initial review, it appears that Mr. Houser 
may still participating in Coast Guard operations.  Intelligence professionals located three emails that 
e"ectively order the Coastlandian engagement of Lockivoan vessels – references to “the boss” and 
“Mr. H” appear in the emails (attached).   !
 !
5.  There is little doubt that Mr. Houser is operating out of his suburban home near the city 
of Sandbria, Coastlandia.  Multiple reliable sources have confirmed this.  Intelligence professionals 
also believe that Mr. Houser has access to a SIS node and is using it to manage the day-to-day 
operations of the Coast Guard from his residence.  While intelligence professionals have not located 
any communications directly from Mr. Houser, they rely on references to Mr. Houser within other 
communications that indicate his continued involvement. !
 !
6.  Mr. Houser’s home is an unassuming three-bedroom house near an elementary school, park, and 
main thoroughfare.  Due to the!HATCH-20 crisis, all of Sandbria is under a modified “stay-close” 
order (as opposed to a “stay-home” order).  Under this order, all Sandbrians are allowed to leave 
their homes, but are asked to stay within 1 kilometer of their homes.  In addition, in-person education 
has been halted.  As a result, school-children and teachers have not been able to attend school in-
person, including Mr. Houser’s wife and two children.  Instead, children and teachers attend school 
virtually, video conferencing into class from their homes each weekday from 0800 to 1500.  
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COASTLANDIA  
Department of Transportation !
 !
The O"ce of the Secretary of Transportation !
January 10, 2022!
!
SUBJECT: Use of Ports by Lockivoan Flagged Vessels & Order to Sink !
!
Since 1946, our intrepid Coast Guard has maintained the use and security of our ports and protected 
our seas and shores from aggressive actors. For nearly as long, Lockivoan flagged vessels have 
continued to threaten our security and way of life through constant harassment and aggressive 
actions. Each year, they have requested to lease, at a reduced rate, one of our ports. We have 
repeatedly denied these requests while we continue to establish our domestic stability. While we 
do not desire to deny their use of a port, we are not in a position to lease a port with the current 
status of our country, the increased risk of drug and human tra#cking through our ports, and 
the continued development of our valuable fishing and tourism industries. Despite our consistent 
denial, Lockivoan leadership has not ceased in making constant requests. They have also tested our 
resolve throughout the last 75 years at various times by violating our sovereignty and fishing within 
our territorial waters. Each test was met with swift action by our Coast Guard. !
 !
Unfortunately, Lockivoan leadership has taken another aggressive and inadvisable step, once again 
testing our resolve. They have elected to ignore our denials and have been sending Lockivoan fishing 
vessels into our waters and have accessed our ports without permission.  This has led to five tense 
confrontations between our Coast Guard and Lockivoan fishermen over the last!few!months.  
Despite our stern warnings, Lockivo has not ceased their violations of our sovereignty.  For example, 
last week, only 24 hours after a tense confrontation where our Coast Guard issued a stern warning to 
a fishing vessel, that same fishing vessel reentered our waters, only to be escorted out by our Coast 
Guard members. !
 !
Given this increase in aggression, our nation calls on our intrepid Coast Guard.  I hereby order Coast 
Guard vessels to be stationed within our territorial waters three miles o" our coast with express 
permission to sink any and all Lockivoan vessels that enter Coastlandian waters or access our 
ports.  This order remains in e"ect until rescinded by me or, by direction of the President, the Coast 
Guard moves under the Department of Defense.  I have full confidence in the Coast Guard, their 
professionalism, and their steadfast defense of our ports and waters! !
!
Dom P. Houser !
Secretary !
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INBOX

ENCRYPTED BY SIS COMM 2.35 !

Honorable Mr. Houser, 

Orders received.   !
As predicted, six Lockivoan fishing vessels have entered our waters.  Four of the six were 
intercepted!today!and escorted out of Coastlandian waters with orders to not reenter.  
The other two are new vessels, but appear to be in close communication with the other four.
 !
Before we engage, I want to ensure I have read your orders correctly.  !
Standing by for your direction. !

v/r, !
CHADWICK AUSTIN !
Fleet Admiral of the Coast Guard !
Coastlandia !
“Never Give Up, Never Surrender”

TO: HOUSER, DOM <dom.houser@coastguard.coastlandia>;!
SCALES,!HENRY!<henry.scales@coastguard.coastlandia> !

FROM: AUSTIN, CHADWICK <chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia> !
!

Signed By: chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia !

Subject: Engagement 

SENT: Monday, January 10, 2022!10:25 PM
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INBOX

ENCRYPTED BY SIS COMM 2.35 !

Admiral Austin, !
IAW the orders, the boss gave the green light.  Engage! !
 !
Scales!!

v/r, !
HENRY SCALES
Assistant to the Secretary !
Department of Transportation !
Coastlandia !

TO:  AUSTIN, CHADWICK <chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia> 

FROM: SCALES, HENRY!<henry.scales@coastguard.coastlandia> 
!

Signed By:  henry.scales@coastguard.coastlandia!

Subject: RE: Engagement !

SENT: Monday, January 10. 2022!10:31 PM
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INBOX

ENCRYPTED BY SIS COMM 2.35 !

Honorable Mr. Houser, !

After the last engagement and!Lockivo’s!and Westphalia’s!response last month, we 
have been fortunate that no!Lockivoan!vessels have entered our waters.  My crews have 
appreciated the less tense environment.  Unfortunately, it appears that peace is short-
lived –!Lockivoan!vessels have started to enter our waters again last week. !

Fortunately, most of the!Lockivoan!vessels are preemptively departing our waters as 
our Coast Guard vessels approach.  However, two vessels have not been as cooperative, 
taking an aggressive position as our vessels approach (the!Lockivoan!crews were 
armed with AK-47s).  In the two past scenarios, the tense confrontation ended in the 
Lockivoan!vessels relenting and departing the area.  However, they reentered our waters 
the very next day.  I believe the next course of action is to engage these two vessels. !
IAW the ROE, I am requesting approval to engage these two vessels when they enter 
our waters again.  They are testing our resolve. !

v/r, !
CHADWICK AUSTIN !
Fleet Admiral of the Coast Guard !
Coastlandia !
“Never Give Up, Never Surrender”

TO:  HOUSER, DOM <dom.houser@coastguard.coastlandia>  !
Cc: SCALES, HENRY!<henry.scales@coastguard.coastlandia>;!
BALT, NIENKE!<nienke.balt@coastguard.coastlandia> !

FROM: AUSTIN, CHADWICK <chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia>!

Signed By:   chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia !

Subject: Two!Lockivoan!Vessels 

SENT: Wednesday, February 23, 2022 5:13 PM
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INBOX

ENCRYPTED BY SIS COMM 2.35 !

Admiral Austin, !
Mr. H’s memo is still in e"ect.  That should satisfy the ROE.  He has not deviated from 
that direction, and his resolve is stronger than ever. !

NB
v/r, !
NIENKE BALT  !
Special Assistant to the Secretary !
Department of Transportation
Coastlandia!

TO:  AUSTIN, CHADWICK <chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia> 
Cc: SCALES, HENRY!<henry.scales@coastguard.coastlandia>;! 

FROM: BALT, NIENKE <nienke.balt@coastguard.coastlandia>

Signed By:   nienke.balt@coastguard.coastlandia!

Subject: RE: Two!Lockivoan!Vessels !

SENT: Wednesday, February 23, 2022!6:02 PM 
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INBOX

ENCRYPTED BY SIS COMM 2.35 !

Honorable Mr. Houser, !
As discussed in yesterday’s Leadership Sync, conditions continue to remain tense after 
the events of last week.  Unfortunately,!Lockivo!continues to send their fishing vessels 
into our waters.  Before I request approval to engage these fishing vessels IAW the ROE, 
I want to be sure I understand current directions from our national leadership.  
 !
More to the point, during the Leadership Sync yesterday, you indicated a potential 
change to either the ROE or rescinding the Orders to sink!Lockivoan!vessels, pending 
discussions with the President and Secretary of Defense.  Have those discussions taken 
place?  If so, has your order been rescinded? Or, has the ROE changed? !

v/r, !
CHADWICK AUSTIN !
Fleet Admiral of the Coast Guard !
Coastlandia !
“Never Give Up, Never Surrender”

TO:  HOUSER, DOM <dom.houser@coastguard.coastlandia>

FROM: AUSTIN, CHADWICK <chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia> !

Signed By:  chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia !

Subject: ROE Clarification !

SENT: Monday, February 28, 2022!9:37 AM !
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INBOX

ENCRYPTED BY SIS COMM 2.35 !

Honorable Mr. Houser, !
I did not receive a response from my email!from Monday. My crews are struggling to stay 
positive after seeing their compatriots die from the!Lockivoan/Westphalian air!strikes.  
We are down 16 Coast Guardians, 4 Coast Guard vessels, and 3 mooring buoys. We are 
a mighty Coast Guard, but we can’t withstand this character of armed conflict for much 
longer.  The lack of support from the Department of Defense has significantly impaired 
our ability to sustain this pace of operations. !

Two more!Lockivoan!vessels have repeatedly entered our waters since!Monday, refusing 
to leave when intercepted by our Coast Guard.  Should we engage?  !
Standing by for your direction. !

v/r, !
CHADWICK AUSTIN !
Fleet Admiral of the Coast Guard !
Coastlandia !
“Never Give Up, Never Surrender”

TO: HOUSER, DOM <dom.houser@coastguard.coastlandia>;
RAY, WILLIAM <william.ray@coastguard.coastlandia> !

FROM: AUSTIN, CHADWICK <chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia> !

Signed By:  chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia !

Subject:  Engagement 

SENT: Tuesday, March 1, 2022!9:37 AM !
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INBOX

ENCRYPTED BY SIS COMM 2.35 !

Admiral Austin, !
The boss asked me to follow-up from your SIS phone call with him this morning.  The 
previous orders to sink any and all!Lockivoan!vessels who enter our waters remains in 
e"ect.  The boss is meeting with the President and Secretary of Defense today.  For now, 
his earlier guidance stands.   !
Scales!

v/r, !
HENRY SCALES
Assistant to the Secretary !
Department of Transportation !
Coastlandia !

TO: AUSTIN, CHADWICK <chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia> !

FROM: SCALES, HENRY!<henry.scales@coastguard.coastlandia>!

Signed By: henry.scales@coastguard.coastlandia!

Subject: RE:  Engagement 

SENT: Tuesday, March 1, 2022!3:15 PM !
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ROUND 1: Map of Neighborhood!!

Blueprint of Mr. Houser’s Home
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Attachment 6
Weapon Description and E#ects Radii !
 !
As detailed in Chapter 5, paragraphs 39 through 51, the Coalition has a limited stock of explosive 
weapons that are compatible with Coalition aircraft.  The following lists compatible weapons which 
can be used in the course of coalition operations.  Each weapon has a “lethal range,” which is ex-
pressed as a radial distance from the point of impact.  Any!humans!within this lethal range will be 
killed.  Each weapon also has a “collateral range,” expressed as a radial distance from the point 
of impact.  Any people or objects within this collateral range can be injured/killed or damaged/
destroyed, depending on a number of factors, including the area of impact, the structures (if any) 
present, environmental factors, and the unpredictable nature of explosive weapons.  When planning 
for operations, both the lethal and collateral range should be considered. !
 !
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Weapon Description Lethal Range Collateral Range

Mk-82 !  ! Unguided 500!lb!Bomb;  !
** Approved for daytime 
strikes only !

250 ft (I) !
100 ft (DF) 

400 ft (I) !
300 ft (DF)

Mk-84 ! Unguided 2k!lb!Bomb; !
** Approved for daytime 
strikes only ! !

650 ft (I) !
500 ft (DF) 

1500 ft (I) !
1300 ft (DF)

GBU-10 ! Laser-Guided 1k!lb!Bomb;  !
** Approved for daytime/
nighttime strikes

400 ft (I) !
250 ft (DF)

800 ft (I) !
700 ft (DF) 

I = Instantaneous!Fuse; DF!= Delayed Fuse !
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INBOX

Team,  !
 !
As you are aware, Westphalia has been our close ally since the Great War of 1907. I have requested 
a meeting with Westphalian Commanding General, General Jim Mattias, pursuant to Article 6 of the 
Bilateral Agreement on Defense (BAD Treaty) between our two nations.  !
 !
The Coastlandian Coast Guard (CCG) is the primary organization with the mission to enforce 
Coastlandian policy of denying Lockivo access to ports. The CCG is under the Coastlandian Department 
of Transporation (DOT) during peacetime but is moved under the Secretary of Defense during war 
time, a move executed by an order of the President. The current head of the Coastlandian DOT is Mr. 
Dom P. Houser, a civilian political appointee with no military experience.  !
 !
You know that Lockivoan fishing vessels have been accessing Coastlandian waters to fish and 
use Coastlandian ports. There have been a few small tense confrontations between CCG vessels 
and Lockivoan fishing vessels. CCG has issued stern warnings to Lockivoan citizens, but to no 
avail. Lockivoans have continued their behavior.  !
 !
I am convinced that Mr. Houser is behind the CCG’s actions against Lockivoan fishing vessels, 
especially the events that transpired!on January 10, 2022.!I believe that the best way to put an end 
to CCG’s actions against Lockivo is to target and strike Mr. Houser’s home, from where he manages 
the conflict. You will be representing me in the meeting with General Mattias. Westphalian legal 
counsel will also be present to give their opinion on the matter.!Please be prepared to explore all 
legal arguments to justify the attack on Mr. Houser’s home. You will!only!have 20 minutes!with the 
General and legal counsel!to address the following questions:  !
 !
 1. Can we lawfully conduct a strike on Mr. Dom P. Houser’s home?!!
 2. Can we!lawfully conduct a strike targeting!just!the Secret Information System (SIS)?!!
 !
I am counting on you to present your opinion expertly and mindfully. Make sure your advice is 
supported by international law, keeps Lockivoan foreign policy in mind, and addresses the concerns 
of those you are briefing. I know you may need more information, but you have enough now for an 
initial assessment. Please be sure to identify any other risks or legal ramifications of the operation 
within the context of the issues above.  !
 !
Good luck,  !
General Billerman !
 !

TO: Lockivoan Judge Advocate Generals!

FROM: General Geo"rey Billerman!

Subject: ***URGENT***!!Meeting with Westphalian Commanding General, General Jim Mattias  

SENT: March 5, 2022!

**THIS EMAIL IS CONFIDENTIAL AND CLASSIFIED** !
 !Round 1 TEAM A: LOCKIVO



ROUND 1
COVER SHEET

TEAM B



Competitor Role:!Westphalian Judge Advocate Generals!!
Judges’ Roles:!!
 1. Westphalian Commanding General, General Jim Mattias!
 2. Westphalian Legal!O"cers

Ever since the Great War of 1907,!Lockivoans!have maintained close ties with their neighbors, 
Westphalia.! These close ties grew out of the fact that, anciently, the!Abori!people settled in lands 
that eventually became Westphalia and the!Lockivo!region of!Shellumbria.!
!
After the civil war of 1946, and the dissolution of!Shellumbria!into three independent states, 
Westphalia has been!Lockivo’s!biggest ally. In 1951,!Lockivo!and Westphalia signed the Bilateral 
Agreement on Defense (BAD Treaty), in which, Westphalia and!Lockivo!agreed to shared resources, 
shared missile defense, and a consolidated military operations center.!
!
From the time immediately following the dissolution of!Shellumbria!up to!January 2022,!Lockivo
has petitioned!Coastlandia!for the ability to lease, at a reduced rate, a port in!Coastlandia. Every 
year,!Coastlandia!denies the petition and insists that “Coastlandia!is not stable enough 
to allow!Lockivo!to lease one of its ports.”!
!
The!Coastlandian!Coast Guard is the primary organization with the mission to enforce the denial 
of Lockivo’s!use of!Coastlandian!ports.! The!Coastlandian!Coast Guard falls under the!Coastlandian 
Department of Transportation (CDOT) during peacetime. Their missions include drug interdiction, 
port security, search & rescue, and law enforcement. During wartime, the Coast Guard is moved from 
CDOT to under the Secretary of Defense to execute military missions; this move is executed through 
an order from the President of!Coastlandia.!!!

There is no evidence that this move has been executed.! Currently, the head of the CDOT is Mr. 
Dom P. Houser. Mr. Houser is a political appointee who has no military experience. Desperate 
and irritated,!Lockivo!started sending fishing vessels into Coastlandian waters to fish and use the 
Coastlandian ports. Initially, this resulted in a handful of tense confrontations between Coastlandian 
Coast Guard vessels and the!Lockivo!fishing vessels. However, despite stern warnings from the 
Coastlandian!Coast Guard,!Lockivo!fishing vessels would return days later. As frustrations grew, 
Coastlandia stationed Coast Guard vessels 3 miles o" the coast of Coastlandia with explicit instructions 
from Mr. Houser to “sink any and all Lockivoan vessels attempting to fish in Coastlandian waters.
!!
On!January 10, 2022,!2!Coastlandian!Coast Guard vessels shot at 6!Lockivoan!fishing vessels, sinking 
4, killing 11, and injuring 14 other!Lockivoan!nationals.! In response,!Lockivo!invoked Article 5 of the 
BAD Treaty.!!Lockivoan!and Westphalian representatives met in the consolidated military operations 
center pursuant to Article 6.! The current commander of the coalition forces, Westphalian General 
Jim Mattias, approved a response air strike by the coalition against the two!Coastlandian!Coast 
Guard vessels that carried out the attack, sinking them and killing 8 crew members
!
The air strike led to an escalating armed conflict, resulting in two more confrontations over the last 
few months, the sinking of 4 more!Lockivoan!fishing vessels, and 2 more!Coastlandian!Coast Guard 
vessels being taken out via coalition air strikes.! Despite the rising tensions, the!Coastlandian!Coast 
Guard remains under the direction of the DOT and Mr. Houser.!
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In response to the continued armed conflict, General Geo"rey!Billerman, leader of the Lockivoan 
military, requested an immediate meeting per Article 6 of the 1951 BAD Treaty with Westphalian 
General Jim Mattias,!current commander of the coalition forces. General!Billerman!gained access 
to the memo from Mr. Houser with instructions to sink the!Lockivoan!fishing vessels.! Mr. Houser’s 
participation beyond issuing the instructions is unclear.! However, the!Lockivoan!intelligence forces 
gained access to communications that indicate that Mr. Houser has been personally managing the 
conflict with!Lockivo!--!communications disclose that specific directions were coming from “the 
boss” and “Mr. H.”! General!Billerman!is convinced that Mr. Houser is behind the!Coastlandian!Coast 
Guard’s actions.!
!
In addition, the!Lockivoan!intelligence forces found that Mr. Houser has not been able to go into the 
o#ce for the past year, due to a highly contagious outbreak in!Sandbria, the capital of!Coastlandia.! 
As such, Mr. Houser has been working exclusively from his home in Suburbia,!Coastlandia, on the 
outskirts of!Sandbria.! At the beginning of the outbreak, Mr. Houser had a Secret Information System 
(SIS)!--!the!Coastlandian!system authorized to transmit top secret information!--!installed in his 
house. General!Billerman!believes that Mr. Houser sent the messages to authorize the attacks on 
the!Lockivoan!fishing vessels through this system from his home.! General!Billerman!believes that 
Mr. Houser continues to manage the day-to-day operations of the Coast Guard from his residence. 
Additionally, due to the outbreak in!Sandbria, Mr. Houser’s two children, ages 16 and 12, have not 
been able to attend school in-person.! Instead, they attend classes virtually from!0800 to 1500.!!
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Bilateral Agreement on Defense!
LOCKIVO!AND WESTPHALIA!

!
Preamble!
!
WE, the proud nations of!Lockvio!and Westphalia (hereinafter “the Parties”):!
!
Confirming!the commitment to human rights and humanitarian law;!!
!
Cognizant!of the need to form a bulwark against Northumbrian aggression;!!
!
Determined!to actively promote peace through force throughout!Mingleton;!
!
Committed!to the total destruction of the Northumbrian war machine;!
!
Hereby agree to be bound by the provisions of the following Certain Success Alliance Agreement:!

Article 3:!The Parties agree that in the event of joint operations between the armed forces 
of!Lockivo!and armed forces of Westphalia, the commander of the!Allied!Forces will alternate by 
operation between the!armed forces!of!Lockivo!and Westphalia.!

The forces of!Lockvio!and Westphalia will at all times be governed by their respective Rules of 
Engagement (“ROE”).! Where the Rules of Engagement conflict, no soldier can be commanded 
to violate their respective ROE, and the conflict will be resolved by the Joint High Command 
(“JHC”), which will be comprised of 5 Westphalian Generals and 5!Lockivoan!Field Marshals.! When 
operational necessity does not allow su#cient time for resolution by the JHC, the forces who would 
violate their ROE by engaging in the operation as planned shall withdraw from the operation.!

Article 4:!The coalition (meaning Westphalian and!Lockivoan!militaries combined) would be led by 
either a Westphalian or!Lockivoan!4-Star General, switching every 2 years.!!
!
Article 5:!!An attack on either of the States is considered an attack on both, thus opening the door 
to collective self-defense.!
!
Article 6:!!Prior to any unilateral action by either State, representatives from both states must meet 
to discuss the merits of the attack.!

Article 7:!Should the two parties agree on the attack, the attack is carried out in the name of the coalition.!
!
Article 8:!!Should one party want to continue with the attack and another party not want to 
continue with the attack, the party not pursuing the attack has the ability to terminate the 1951 BAD 
Treaty, e"ective immediately.
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                      LOCKIVO:!STANDING RULES 
OF ENGAGEMENT!

 !

ALL ENEMY MILITARY PERSONNEL AND VEHICLES TRANSPORTING THE ENEMY OR THEIR SUPPLIES 
MAY BE ENGAGED SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING RESTRICTIONS:   
  
A. Do not engage anyone who has surrendered, is out of battle due to sickness or wounds, is shipwrecked, or is an 
aircrew member descending by parachute from a disabled aircraft.   
  
B. $YRLG�KDUPLQJ�FLYLOLDQV�XQOHVV�QHFHVVDU\�WR�VDYH�/RFNLYRDQ�OLYHV��'R�QRW�¿UH�LQWR�FLYLOLDQ�SRSXODWHG�DUHDV�RU�
buildings which are not defended or being used for military purposes.   
  
C. Hospitals, churches, shrines, schools, museums, national monuments, and other historical or cultural sites 
will not be engaged except in self-defense.  

 D. Schools will be given special protection. Do not engage schools unless the enemy uses the school to commit 
acts harmful to our or Westphalian forces, and then only after giving a warning and allowing a reasonable time to 
expire before engaging if the tactical situation permits.   
  
E. Booby traps may be used to protect friendly positions or to impede the progress of enemy forces. They may not 
be used on civilian personal property. They will be recovered and destroyed when the military necessity for their 
use no longer exists.   
  
F. Looting and the taking of war trophies are prohibited.   
  
G. Avoid harming civilian property unless necessary to save Lockivoan lives. Do not attack traditional civilian 
objects, such as houses, unless they are being used by the enemy for military purposes and neutralization assists 
in mission accomplishment.   
  
H. “For military purposes” shall be interpreted as narrowly as possible.  Commanders at all levels shall be 
DEVROXWHO\�FHUWDLQ�WKDW�FLYLOLDQ�REMHFWV�DQG�VWUXFWXUHV�DUH�DLGLQJ�WKH�PLOLWDU\�H̆RUW���,I�&RPPDQGHUV�DUH�VDWLV¿HG�
that the object or structure meets the above criteria and, in the case of individuals within civilian objects or 
structures, are directly participating in hostilities, then the attacks are permissible under these ROE  
  
I. Should Westphalian Commanders feel it is necessary to target civilian property, the approval authority for such 
DQ�DWWDFN�LV�WKH�¿UVW�*HQHUDO�2̇FHU�LQ�WKH�FKDLQ�RI�FRPPDQG���

J. If any attack on a valid military target is projected to have collateral damage by killing civilians, the approval 
authority is as follows:  

 

REMEMBER   
1. FIGHT ONLY COMBATANTS.   
2. ATTACK ONLY MILITARY TARGETS.   
3. SPARE CIVILIAN PERSONS AND OBJECTS.   
4. RESTRICT DESTRUCTION TO WHAT YOUR MISSION REQUIRES. 
!

Collateral Damage Approval Authority
0   Task Force Commander   

1-2   First General in the Chain of Command  

3-5 Secretary of Defense  
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WESTPHALIAN TIMES 
From BAD to Worse  

!
By:!Regina Valentine, War Correspondent !
March 1, 2022!
 !
Whoever said, “All is fair in love and war” might have to reconsider.  You would think a shared, 
rich history between Coastlandia and Lockivo would lead to better relations; however, the recent 
escalation in the armed conflict between the two nations has put to rest any hopes the world had 
for reconciliation.   !
 !
Since the dissolution of Shellumbria, Lockivo has been petitioning for access to a port in Coastlandia.  
Every year, the Coastlandians deny the request.  After 76!years of asking, Lockivo finally had enough.  
Starting!January 2022, Lockivo started sending Lockivoan fishing vessels into Coastlandian waters 
to gain access to their ports.   !
!
Coastlandia responded by sending Coastlandian Coast Guard vessels to “sink any and all Lockivoan 
vessels that enter Coastlandian waters…”  On!January 10, 2022, two Coastlandian Coast Guard vessels 
shot at 6 Lockivoan fishing vessels, sinking 4, killing 11, and injuring 14 other Lockivoan nationals. !
 !
Lockivo responded by invoking Article 5 of the Bilateral Agreement on Defense (BAD Treaty), which 
led to a joint attack with the Westphalians on two Coastlandian Coast Guard vessels, sinking both, 
and killing 8 crew members. !
!
Over the past two months, the conflict has escalated; notably, four more Lockivoan fishing vessels 
and two Coastlandian Coast Guard vessels have been destroyed.  Only time will tell, but things will 
likely get worse before they get better between Lockivo and Coastlandia. !
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The!Sandbria!Times !
Sandbrians are PARKING IT UP!  

!
By: Ellen Pruitt, Sta# Writer!
March 1, 2022!
 !
(Associated Press) The hills are alive with the sound of ... kids?  As the “stay-home” order 
transitioned to a “stay-close” order,!Sandbrians!have taken advantage of the new freedom. Parks 
in and around Sandbria!are full of families, kids, and pets as citizens are able to venture out of their 
homes into their local neighborhoods. “It feels like the end of a long winter,” said!Sandbrian!resident, 
Chasen!Gluenell.  “It’s like a family reunion – I haven’t seen my neighbors in 14 months. I feel like I’m 
finally able to breathe!”  !
!
The recent!Hytrosarviridae!Adeno-Tachycardia Helper Virus – 20 (HATCH- 20)!outbreak!drove 
most!Lockivoan!residents indoors starting at the end of 2020.  However, with a vaccine nearing 
distribution,!Lockivoan!o#cials issued new guidance, allowing citizens to leave their homes, but 
must remain within 1 kilometer of their home. “This limited release is a trial period for a wide-spread 
release in June,” said Department of Health Secretary Jeremy Grunter. “If this goes well, vaccine 
rates are high, and infection rates stay low, the full unlimited release should be implemented in June.” !
!
How are!Lockivoans!celebrating their new found freedom?  By parking it up!  Driving around the 
suburbs of!Sandbria!reveals parks teeming with families and pets.  But, don’t expect to see only 
parents and children.  Teenagers and young adults are also flocking to the open spaces, enjoying the 
last of the year’s snow sledding season and relishing the warmer temperatures. !
!
“This is the highest usage rate we’ve seen in years,” stated Ms. Lesley Nope, head of the Sandbria 
Parks and Recreation Department. “From dawn to dusk, the parks are filled with people playing, 
swinging, and jumping. They are even having s’more parties over a fire after the sun goes down. I 
always carry emergency s’more rations in my car, just in case they run out.  It is a joy to see everyone 
come together after such a long time apart.”  !
!
Indeed!it is. Let’s hope this trend continues and!Sandbrians!can spend s’more time together from 
now on! !
!



WESTPHALIAN!ARMY COMMAND!
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS!
JORGENSEN, WESTPHALIA!  !
!
 !
Intelligence Report        !!!!!!March 4, 2022/1115!
!
SUBJECT: Coastlandian Coast Guard Leadership !
!
Intelligence sources have indicated that there is a high likelihood that recent Coastlandian Coast 
Guard actions are being led by Mr. Dom P. Houser, Coastlandia’s Secretary of Transportation.  In 
addition, it appears that there is a high certainty that Mr. Houser is working out of his suburban 
home near the city of Sandbria, Coastlandia.!More details are provided below. ! !
 !
1.   In light of the recent conflict with Coastlandia, Westphalian!intelligence e"orts increased 
focus on the Coastlandian Coast Guard and its leadership.  The Coastlandian Coast Guard falls 
under!Coastlandia’s!Department of Transportation (DOT) during peacetime, and they have the 
missions of drug interdiction, port security, search & rescue, and law enforcement. During wartime, 
the Coast Guard is moved from DOT to under the Secretary of Defense to execute military missions; 
this move is executed through an order from the President of Coastlandia.  There is no evidence that 
this move have been executed.  Currently, the head of the DOT is Mr. Dom P. Houser.   !
 !
2.  Mr. Houser is a political appointee who has no military experience.  Mr. Houser 
attended Sandbria University for his undergraduate education, where he studied Political 
Science.  He received his law degree from Bailey University, School of Law.  Shortly after 
finishing law school Mr. Houser entered public service.  He is a career diplomat, who has served 
throughout Coastlandian government for the past 25 years.  Mr. Houser is married to Donna G. 
Houser,!a fourth grade school-teacher, and they have 2 children, a girl (age 16) and a boy (age 12).   !
 !
3.  Lockivoan intelligence professionals intercepted a memorandum, dated January 10, 2022,!from 
Mr. Dom P. Houser, issuing the order to sink Lockivoan vessels (attached).  Other than issuing these 
orders, Mr. Houser’s participation in the Coast Guard’s recent conflicts with Lockivoan vessels is 
unclear, largely due to the ongoing crisis.  Beginning in October 2020, an outbreak of!HATCH-20 
(an extremely contagious and deadly disease) has devastated the country of Coastlandia.  As a 
result, leadership of the Coastlandian Coast Guard (and Coastlandian Military leadership) have been 
working from home, with orders coming via secured communications.  Reliable sources indicate that 
Mr. Houser has been working from his home in a suburb of Sandbria, Coastlandia since January 2021.  
Given the temporary relocation of Coast Guard and military leadership, all orders are being provided 
via Coastlandia’s Secret Information System (SIS).  The SIS is a highly classified communication 
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system, featuring voice, video, and email communication options.  It is used by Coastlandian military 
leadership as their primary means of communication.  Each SIS node is a portable system (a laptop) 
that operates via secured radio waves (cellular data service), utilizing the established infrastructure 
(cell sites).  It has multiple redundancies, so destruction of the SIS would require simultaneous 
strikes on numerous hubs.    !
 !
4.  Fortunately, the SIS is not impenetrable.  Since obtaining this memorandum, intelligence 
professionals conducted a cyber-operation to intercept and collect communications within the 
Coast Guard, in hopes of gaining a better understanding of their leadership structure and Mr. 
Houser’s role.  Communications were intercepted through a cyber-operation that utilized a little-
known security flaw (codename: sunburst) in multi-factor authentication that operates on the SIS.  
Thousands of emails were intercepted as part of the cyber-operation, and intelligence professionals 
are still sorting through the data.  However, based on their initial review, it appears that Mr. Houser 
may still participating in Coast Guard operations.  Intelligence professionals located three emails that 
e"ectively order the Coastlandian engagement of Lockivoan vessels – references to “the boss” and 
“Mr. H” appear in the emails (attached).   !
 !
5.  There is little doubt that Mr. Houser is operating out of his suburban home near the city 
of Sandbria, Coastlandia.  Multiple reliable sources have confirmed this.  Intelligence professionals 
also believe that Mr. Houser has access to a SIS node and is using it to manage the day-to-day 
operations of the Coast Guard from his residence.  While intelligence professionals have not located 
any communications directly from Mr. Houser, they rely on references to Mr. Houser within other 
communications that indicate his continued involvement. !
 !
6.  Mr. Houser’s home is an unassuming three-bedroom house near an elementary school, park, and 
main thoroughfare.  Due to the!HATCH-20 crisis, all of Sandbria is under a modified “stay-close” 
order (as opposed to a “stay-home” order).  Under this order, all Sandbrians are allowed to leave 
their homes, but are asked to stay within 1 kilometer of their homes.  In addition, in-person education 
has been halted.  As a result, school-children and teachers have not been able to attend school in-
person, including Mr. Houser’s wife and two children.  Instead, children and teachers attend school 
virtually, video conferencing into class from their homes each weekday from 0800 to 1500.  
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COASTLANDIA  
Department of Transportation !
 !
The O"ce of the Secretary of Transportation !
January 10, 2022!
!
SUBJECT: Use of Ports by Lockivoan Flagged Vessels & Order to Sink !
!
Since 1946, our intrepid Coast Guard has maintained the use and security of our ports and protected 
our seas and shores from aggressive actors. For nearly as long, Lockivoan flagged vessels have 
continued to threaten our security and way of life through constant harassment and aggressive 
actions. Each year, they have requested to lease, at a reduced rate, one of our ports. We have 
repeatedly denied these requests while we continue to establish our domestic stability. While we 
do not desire to deny their use of a port, we are not in a position to lease a port with the current 
status of our country, the increased risk of drug and human tra#cking through our ports, and 
the continued development of our valuable fishing and tourism industries. Despite our consistent 
denial, Lockivoan leadership has not ceased in making constant requests. They have also tested our 
resolve throughout the last 75 years at various times by violating our sovereignty and fishing within 
our territorial waters. Each test was met with swift action by our Coast Guard. !
 !
Unfortunately, Lockivoan leadership has taken another aggressive and inadvisable step, once again 
testing our resolve. They have elected to ignore our denials and have been sending Lockivoan fishing 
vessels into our waters and have accessed our ports without permission.  This has led to five tense 
confrontations between our Coast Guard and Lockivoan fishermen over the last!few!months.  
Despite our stern warnings, Lockivo has not ceased their violations of our sovereignty.  For example, 
last week, only 24 hours after a tense confrontation where our Coast Guard issued a stern warning to 
a fishing vessel, that same fishing vessel reentered our waters, only to be escorted out by our Coast 
Guard members. !
 !
Given this increase in aggression, our nation calls on our intrepid Coast Guard.  I hereby order Coast 
Guard vessels to be stationed within our territorial waters three miles o" our coast with express 
permission to sink any and all Lockivoan vessels that enter Coastlandian waters or access our 
ports.  This order remains in e"ect until rescinded by me or, by direction of the President, the Coast 
Guard moves under the Department of Defense.  I have full confidence in the Coast Guard, their 
professionalism, and their steadfast defense of our ports and waters! !
!
Dom P. Houser !
Secretary !
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INBOX

ENCRYPTED BY SIS COMM 2.35 !

Honorable Mr. Houser, 

Orders received.   !
As predicted, six Lockivoan fishing vessels have entered our waters.  Four of the six were 
intercepted!today!and escorted out of Coastlandian waters with orders to not reenter.  
The other two are new vessels, but appear to be in close communication with the other four. !

Before we engage, I want to ensure I have read your orders correctly.  !
Standing by for your direction. !

v/r, !
CHADWICK AUSTIN !
Fleet Admiral of the Coast Guard !
Coastlandia !
“Never Give Up, Never Surrender”

TO: HOUSER, DOM <dom.houser@coastguard.coastlandia>;!
SCALES,!HENRY!<henry.scales@coastguard.coastlandia> !

FROM: AUSTIN, CHADWICK <chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia> !
!

Signed By: chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia !

Subject: Engagement 

SENT: Monday, January 10, 2022!10:25 PM
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INBOX

ENCRYPTED BY SIS COMM 2.35 !

Admiral Austin, !
IAW the orders, the boss gave the green light.  Engage! !
 !
Scales!!

v/r, !
HENRY SCALES
Assistant to the Secretary !
Department of Transportation !
Coastlandia !

TO:  AUSTIN, CHADWICK <chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia> 

FROM: SCALES, HENRY!<henry.scales@coastguard.coastlandia> 
!

Signed By:  henry.scales@coastguard.coastlandia!

Subject: RE: Engagement !

SENT: Monday, January 10. 2022!10:31 PM
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INBOX

ENCRYPTED BY SIS COMM 2.35 !

Honorable Mr. Houser, !

After the last engagement and!Lockivo’s!and Westphalia’s!response last month, we 
have been fortunate that no!Lockivoan!vessels have entered our waters.  My crews have 
appreciated the less tense environment.  Unfortunately, it appears that peace is short-
lived –!Lockivoan!vessels have started to enter our waters again last week. !

Fortunately, most of the!Lockivoan!vessels are preemptively departing our waters as 
our Coast Guard vessels approach.  However, two vessels have not been as cooperative, 
taking an aggressive position as our vessels approach (the!Lockivoan!crews were 
armed with AK-47s).  In the two past scenarios, the tense confrontation ended in the 
Lockivoan!vessels relenting and departing the area.  However, they reentered our waters 
the very next day.  I believe the next course of action is to engage these two vessels. !
IAW the ROE, I am requesting approval to engage these two vessels when they enter 
our waters again.  They are testing our resolve. !

v/r, !
CHADWICK AUSTIN !
Fleet Admiral of the Coast Guard !
Coastlandia !
“Never Give Up, Never Surrender”

TO:  HOUSER, DOM <dom.houser@coastguard.coastlandia>  !
Cc: SCALES, HENRY!<henry.scales@coastguard.coastlandia>;!
BALT, NIENKE!<nienke.balt@coastguard.coastlandia> !

FROM: AUSTIN, CHADWICK <chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia>!

Signed By:   chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia !

Subject: Two!Lockivoan!Vessels 

SENT: Wednesday, February 23, 2022 5:13 PM
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INBOX

ENCRYPTED BY SIS COMM 2.35 !

Admiral Austin, !
Mr. H’s memo is still in e"ect.  That should satisfy the ROE.  He has not deviated from 
that direction, and his resolve is stronger than ever. !

NB
v/r, !
NIENKE BALT  !
Special Assistant to the Secretary !
Department of Transportation
Coastlandia!

TO:  AUSTIN, CHADWICK <chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia> 
Cc: SCALES, HENRY!<henry.scales@coastguard.coastlandia>;! 

FROM: BALT, NIENKE <nienke.balt@coastguard.coastlandia>

Signed By:   nienke.balt@coastguard.coastlandia!

Subject: RE: Two!Lockivoan!Vessels !

SENT: Wednesday, February 23, 2022!6:02 PM 
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INBOX

ENCRYPTED BY SIS COMM 2.35 !

Honorable Mr. Houser, !
As discussed in yesterday’s Leadership Sync, conditions continue to remain tense after 
the events of last week.  Unfortunately,!Lockivo!continues to send their fishing vessels 
into our waters.  Before I request approval to engage these fishing vessels IAW the ROE, 
I want to be sure I understand current directions from our national leadership.   
!
More to the point, during the Leadership Sync yesterday, you indicated a potential 
change to either the ROE or rescinding the Orders to sink!Lockivoan!vessels, pending 
discussions with the President and Secretary of Defense.  Have those discussions taken 
place?  If so, has your order been rescinded? Or, has the ROE changed? !

v/r, !
CHADWICK AUSTIN !
Fleet Admiral of the Coast Guard !
Coastlandia !
“Never Give Up, Never Surrender”

TO:  HOUSER, DOM <dom.houser@coastguard.coastlandia>

FROM: AUSTIN, CHADWICK <chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia> !

Signed By:  chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia !

Subject: ROE Clarification !

SENT: Monday, February 28, 2022!9:37 AM !
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INBOX

ENCRYPTED BY SIS COMM 2.35 !

Honorable Mr. Houser, !
I did not receive a response from my email!from Monday. My crews are struggling to stay 
positive after seeing their compatriots die from the!Lockivoan/Westphalian air!strikes.  
We are down 16 Coast Guardians, 4 Coast Guard vessels, and 3 mooring buoys. We are 
a mighty Coast Guard, but we can’t withstand this character of armed conflict for much 
longer.  The lack of support from the Department of Defense has significantly impaired 
our ability to sustain this pace of operations. !

Two more!Lockivoan!vessels have repeatedly entered our waters since!Monday, refusing 
to leave when intercepted by our Coast Guard.  Should we engage?  !
Standing by for your direction. !

v/r, !
CHADWICK AUSTIN !
Fleet Admiral of the Coast Guard !
Coastlandia !
“Never Give Up, Never Surrender”

TO: HOUSER, DOM <dom.houser@coastguard.coastlandia>;
RAY, WILLIAM <william.ray@coastguard.coastlandia> !

FROM: AUSTIN, CHADWICK <chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia> !

Signed By:  chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia !

Subject:  Engagement 

SENT: Tuesday, March 1, 2022!9:37 AM !
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INBOX

ENCRYPTED BY SIS COMM 2.35 !

Admiral Austin, !
The boss asked me to follow-up from your SIS phone call with him this morning.  The 
previous orders to sink any and all!Lockivoan!vessels who enter our waters remains in 
e"ect.  The boss is meeting with the President and Secretary of Defense today.  For now, 
his earlier guidance stands.   !
Scales!

v/r, !
HENRY SCALES
Assistant to the Secretary !
Department of Transportation !
Coastlandia !

TO: AUSTIN, CHADWICK <chadwick.austin@coastguard.coastlandia> !

FROM: SCALES, HENRY!<henry.scales@coastguard.coastlandia>!

Signed By: henry.scales@coastguard.coastlandia!

Subject: RE:  Engagement 

SENT: Tuesday, March 1, 2022!3:15 PM !
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ROUND 1: Map of Neighborhood!!

Blueprint of Mr. Houser’s Home
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Attachment 6
Weapon Description and E#ects Radii !
 !
As detailed in Chapter 5, paragraphs 39 through 51, the Coalition has a limited stock of explosive 
weapons that are compatible with Coalition aircraft.  The following lists compatible weapons 
which can be used!in the course of!coalition operations.  Each weapon has a “lethal range,” which 
is expressed as a radial distance from the point of impact.  Any plain-clothed humans within this 
lethal range will be killed.  Each weapon also has a “collateral range,” expressed as a radial distance 
from the point of impact.  Any people or objects within this collateral range can be injured/killed or 
damaged/destroyed, depending on!a number of!factors, including the area of impact, the structures 
(if any) present, environmental factors, and the unpredictable nature of explosive weapons.  When 
planning for operations, both the lethal and collateral range should be considered. !
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Weapon Description Lethal Range Collateral Range

Mk-82 !  ! Unguided 500!lb!Bomb;  !
** Approved for daytime 
strikes only !

250 ft (I) !
100 ft (DF) 

400 ft (I) !
300 ft (DF)

Mk-84 ! Unguided 2k!lb!Bomb; !
** Approved for daytime 
strikes only ! !

650 ft (I) !
500 ft (DF) 

1500 ft (I) !
1300 ft (DF)

GBU-10 ! Laser-Guided 1k!lb!Bomb;  !
** Approved for daytime/
nighttime strikes

400 ft (I) !
250 ft (DF)

800 ft (I) !
700 ft (DF) 

I = Instantaneous!Fuse; DF!= Delayed Fuse !
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INBOX

Team,  !
 !
As you are aware,!Lockivo!has been our close ally since the Great War of 1907.!Lockivo!has 
been involved in several conflicts with!Coastlandia. General Geo"rey!Billerman!has requested a 
meeting with me pursuant to Article 6 of the BAD Treaty. General!Billerman!is convinced that 
Mr. Dom P. Houser, the civilian appointee head of the!Coastlandian!Coast Guard (CCG), is behind 
the!Coastlandian!actions against!Lockivoan!fishing vessels.  !
 !
You are aware that!Lockivoan!fishing vessels have been accessing!Coastlandian!waters to fish and use 
Coastlandian ports. There have been a few tense confrontations between CCG vessels and Lockivoan 
fishing vessels. CCG has issued stern warnings to!Lockivoan!citizens, but to no avail.!Lockivoans!have 
continued their behavior.
 !
The CCG is the primary organization with the mission to enforce!the!Coastlandian!policy of denying 
Lockivoan access to ports. The CCG is under the!Coastlandian!Department of!Transporation!(DOT) 
during peacetime but is moved under the Secretary of Defense during war time, a move executed 
by an order of the President. 
 !
General!Billerman!is advocating for a strike on Mr. Houser’s home, from where he manages the 
conflict. I will be meeting with General!Billerman’s!team of JAGS shortly to discuss the legality of 
the attack. I am not convinced that we have a legal backing to carry out this strike. I am inviting you!
to!the meeting with me and the!Lockivoan!JAGS to present your findings. Please be prepared to 
explore all legal arguments to oppose the attack on Mr. Houser’s home. You will have 20 minutes 
to address the following questions:
 !
 1. Can we lawfully conduct a strike on Mr. Dom P. Houser’s home?!!
 2. Can we!lawfully conduct a strike targeting!just!the Secret Information System (SIS)?!!
 !
I am counting on you to present your opinion expertly and mindfully. Make sure your advice is 
supported by international law, keeps!Westphalian!foreign policy in mind, and addresses the concerns 
of those you are briefing. I know you may need more information, but you have enough now for an 
initial assessment. Please be sure to identify any other risks or legal ramifications of the operation 
within the context of the issues above. !

Good luck,  !
General Mattias !
 !

TO: Westphalian Judge Advocate Generals!

FROM: General Jim Mattias!

Subject: ***URGENT***!!Meeting with Lockivoan Judge Advocate Generals pursuant to Bilateral 
Agreement on Defense (BAD) Treaty, Article 6  

SENT: March 5, 2022!

**THIS EMAIL IS CONFIDENTIAL AND CLASSIFIED** !
 !Round 1 TEAM B: WESTPHALIA
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Competitor Role:!Coastlandian Lawyers in the Ministry of Defense!!
Judges’ Roles:!Coastlandian Military Commanders

The armed conflict between Coastlandia and Lockivo has escalated into an international armed 
conflict. Coastlandia has recently lost!a number of!strategic battles and they are initially unsure why. 
News from a Lockivoan leaker indicates that the Lockivoan military has access to a satellite that 
provides imagery of Coastlandian troops, giving Lockivo Special Forces a significant advantage in 
recent battles. 

Coastlandian military commanders want to!take action!by destroying Lockivo’s imagery capability.  
After weighing!all of!the options, Coastlandian intelligence o"cers have identified only two viable 
options. The two proposed options are: (1)!disable the satellite by crashing a cube satellite into the 
solar panels of the Lockivoan satellite; or (2)!destroy the military’s satellite ground station where the 
imagery is accessed.

The Lockivoan satellite, Lockivo-TGCG-1, is a geosynchronous satellite in orbit directly over the 
continent of Mingleton.  Due to its geosynchronous orbit, it remains stationary, relative to the Earth, 
enabling monitoring of Lockivo 24-hours a day.  It was initially launched into orbit 3 years ago as 
part of Lockivo’s e#ort to preserve the ecosystem of the Kinabalulu rainforest, but given its onboard 
technology and prime location, its use has expanded to provide imagery of the entire nation 
of Lockivo.

Initially, Lockivo-TGCG-1 was predominately used by ecologists, virologists, and scientists to collect daily 
satellite imagery, tracking the evolution and development of the rainforest. This daily monitoring 
served to identify potential threats to the rainforest and the burgeoning scientific research occurring 
deep within. However, given Lockivo-TGCG-1’s impressive imagery capability, Lockivo started 
expanding its uses by government departments.  Most notably, two years ago, Lockivo’s Department 
of Agriculture started using Lockivo-TGCG-1’s imagery function to track the status of the Lockivoan 
Flood Plain.

The Flood Plain is at a lower elevation and is Lockivo’s primary location for farmlands.  It has a 
history of flooding due to the spring ice-melt o# the Alite mountain range; this flooding occurs every 
16 years, on average.  The last major flood occurred 23 years ago, when an unusually severe winter 
in the Alite Mountains caused a greater than normal ice-melt flood, devastating Lockivo’s agriculture 
community and causing the death of 213 people who were stranded when the ice-melt washed out 
the only evacuation route.

Lockivo has slowly rebuilt the agricultural community since then, bringing it back to pre-flood 
production. In an e#ort to!detect potential flooding, Lockivo started using Lockivo-TGCG-1 to 
closely monitor the Alite Mountains and the Flood Plain.  For example, last year, the Department of 
Agriculture noticed a high level of snow accumulation in the Alite Mountains, so they evacuated 345 
people out of the Flood Plain,!exercising great!caution.  Fortunately, the unusually mild summer did 
not create a significant ice-melt, but the evacuation greatly reduced farm production.  As a result, 
going forward, the Department of Agriculture has decided to wait until they observe significant ice-
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melt before evacuating the flood plain.  Given last year’s mild summer, the snow accumulation in the 
Alite Mountains is 150% the yearly average, making usage of!Lockivo-TGCG-1!critical.

Recent intelligence reports indicate that Lockivo is now using Lockivo-TGCG-1 for military imagery 
as well, tracking the movements of Coastlandian troops within the Alite Mountain range.  Lockivo-
TGCG-1 is primarily operated by a ground station close to the Kinabalulu rainforest.  However, to 
access the satellite imagery, the Lockivoan military installed ground station equipment in an old 
military building located in downtown Gemzoo.  Very little is known about the building that houses 
the second ground station.  All that is known is that it was built shortly after the Shellumbrian Civil 
War and was meant to serve as the main command and control facility for the Aboris people.

OPTION 1: 
The first option is to target Lockivo-TGCG-1 in a space-based kinetic attack.  Coastlandia has a more 
developed space program than Lockivo, and they currently maintain!a number of!satellites, including 
eight “cube” satellites (miniature satellites that cost a fraction to build, launch, and operate).

One of these satellites (Coast-Mini-3) was put into orbit in 2017 and is now nearing the end of its 
usefulness.  Coastlandian space operators could use Coast-Mini-3 to crash into Lockivo-TGCG-1’s 
solar panels, breaking and/or disabling them.  The solar panels are Lockivo-TGCG-1’s only source of 
power, so by disabling the solar panels, the satellite will slowly drain the on-board batteries until it 
can no longer function (disabling all of Lockivo’s imagery abilities).  Space operators believe that 
Lockivo-TGCG-1 will remain safely in orbit based on its current!momentum, but!will lack any of its 
current uses.

OPTION 2: 
For the second option, the Coastlandian Air Force has proposed a more conventional operation to 
target and destroy the second ground station in downtown Gemzoo. More specifically, Coastlandian 
Air Force Bombers would fly over the ground station and drop a conventional bomb on it.  However, 
little is known about the facility housing the ground station (including the building materials, any 
fortifications, and personnel present), and time does not permit further inspection.

As a result, the military planners are recommending a weapon that will guarantee the destruction 
of the facility even if heavily fortified.  But, if no fortifications exist, use of this weapon would have 
a larger lethal radius and lead to unintended death and destruction (for example, if the walls are 
wood instead of concrete, the bomb fragments could travel at lethal speeds up to 1,000 ft away).  
To complicate matters, the facility is located near (within 500 ft of) a busy outdoor shopping and 
nightlife center, the University of Gemzoo, a popular city park, and multi-family dwellings (see Figure 
1).  The estimated number of casualties range from 0 (if the ground station is fortified with concrete 
walls) to 350 (if the ground station has wood walls).
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IMAGE OF SUBSTATION IN KINABALULU RAINFOREST
TOP SECRET
SATELLITE GROUND STATION IN THE KINABALULU RAINFOREST

Image of!Ground Station!in!Gemzoo!
TOP SECRET
SATELLITE GROUND STATION IN GEMZOO

FIGURE 1
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GEMZOO!GAZETTE!
A TICKING TIME BOMB: WHEN IS THE NEXT FLOOD?!

By:!Roberto Sellers !

Lockivo has one of the best climates in the world to grow tropical fruits and vegetables. According 
to a 2020 report by the World Health Organization, one out of every 10 pieces of fruit consumed 
worldwide is grown by farmers in the plains at the base of the Alite mountain range. The soil in this 
part of the world is particularly conducive to growing tropical fruits and vegetables. The relatively 
low elevation of the plains in comparison to the Alite mountain range, the relatively mild winters, and 
the long growing season all contribute to the success.

However, just under twenty-three years ago, the plains at the base of the Alite mountain range were 
destroyed due to a flood caused by the melting snow after an unusually severe winter. This is known 
around Lockivo as “Floodgate 1999.” The impacts of Floodgate 1999 were felt worldwide as the 
prices of fruits and vegetables skyrocketed.  More importantly, though, is that 213 local farmers lost 
their lives because their sole evacuation route was destroyed by the floods.

Given the considerable time it takes to get land used for growing fruits and vegetables back from a 
natural disaster, it took over 17 years for farmers in the flood plains to harvest fruits and vegetables 
at pre-1999 levels.  Unfortunately, this area of Lockivo has a history of flooding after severe winters.  
Over the last two centuries, the plains at the base of the Alite mountain range have flooded once 
every 16 years, on average. The flood plains amount for a large portion of Lockivo’s exports. In 
fact, during the parliamentary elections in 2020, then-parliamentarian Elsa Newbury was asked the 
significance of the flood plains on Lockivo’s success in the future.  Ms. Newbury responded with one 
word, “Critical.”  In fact, since Ms. Newbury became Prime Minister two years ago, her government 
has taken significant steps to ensure the safety of the farmers as well as the crops in the flood plains.  
Most notably, Prime Minster Newbury started using satellite imagery to closely monitor the Alite 
Mountains and the flood plains.

Last year, scientists in the Department of Agriculture noticed an unusually high level of snow 
accumulation in the Alite Mountains.  Given the relatively frequent flooding in the flood plains, 
they ordered the evacuation of 345 people out of the villages at the base of the Alite Mountains.  
Fortunately, the unusually mild spring did not create a significant ice-melt, but the evacuation 
greatly reduced farm production.  However, given last year’s mild summer, the snow accumulation 
in the Alite Mountains is considerably above the yearly average.

Right now, Lockivo is sitting on a ticking time bomb.  No one knows when the next flood will occur; 
all we can do is prepare now to lessen the impacts of the flood when it occurs.   !
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The!Sandbria!Times !
Breaking News: Lockivo’s Eye in the Sky  

!
By: Mortimer Grossman!
 !
(Associated Press) Today marks the 7th day of fighting along the Coastlandia-Lockivo border in the 
hills of the Alite mountain range.  What started out as isolated fighting along the border has quickly 
escalated to war between the two countries.  The fighting is primarily between the 10th Mountain 
Division of the Coastlanidan Army and the Lockivoan Falcon Fighters, the country’s Special Forces 
trained in guerrilla warfare.   !
!
Earlier this week, General Timofey Gee, commander of the 10th Mountain Division, reportedly told 
President!Fydor!Akali that it feels like Lockivo has been able to predict his attacks before they 
happen.  No matter where General Gee sends his army, the Falcon Fighters seem to be one step ahead.   !
!
This has ba$ed military strategists for the past week, until now. A source within the Lockivo military 
(who requested to stay anonymous) revealed to The Sandbria Times that Lockivo has been able to 
use Lockivo-TGCG-1, a Lockivoan satellite in geosynchronous orbit over Mingleton, to capture the 
movement of the Coastlandian Army to remain one step ahead in what has been deemed the “War 
for Water.” !
!
According to documents received by The Sandbria Times, Lockivo-TGCG-1 was initially commissioned 
by the Lockivoan Department of Agriculture to track and support conservation e#ort for the ecosystem 
of the Kinabalulu rainforest. However, this past summer, the Lockivoan Government covertly started 
using Lockivo-TGCG-1’s imagery capability to spy on the Coastlandia-Lockivo border. They reportedly 
built a satellite ground station in downtown Gemzoo, near Gemzoo University, stating the purpose 
of the ground station was for “research, education, and training.”  Instead, however, the Falcon 
Fighters have exclusive use of the satellite substation and use the imagery captured by the satellite 
to further Lockivoan war e#orts on the border. 

As long as!that Eye in the Sky is still operational, Coastlandia will be fighting a losing battle.
!
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Satellite Brochure 
Safety From Space!  

How your Department of Agriculture uses satellite imagery to protect the Kinabalulu 

Rainforest and the Lockivoan people.

!
Many Lockivoan people know how the Department of Agriculture has increased experts of many 
tropical fruits and vegetables grown within Lockivo, providing new markets for farmers. They may 
also know how the Department has helped educate farmers on organic pesticides to increase the 
safety of their produce.!And,!they might also know how the Department is helping to cultivate 
the medicinal plants found deep in the Kinabalulu Rainforest while simultaneously ensuring the 
rainforest’s protection. However, many Lockiovan people do not know how the Department of 
Agriculture protects the rainforest, tracks farmland production, and most importantly, ensures 
safety of farmers through monitoring of the Lockivoan Flood Plain. Believe it or not the 
Department of Agriculture uses “state of the art” satellite imagery!  !
!
The satellite, Lockivo-TGCG-1, was initially launched into orbit 3 years ago to help track the ecosystem of 
the Kinabalulu Rainforest. The satellite is is known as a “geosynchronous” satellite, which means it 
always remains in the same place over the Earth. In Lockivo-TGCG-1’s case, it remains in orbit directly 
over the continent of Mingleton, allowing it to take daily photos of the rainforest. These photos 
are transmitted down to a ground station deep within the Kinabalulu Rainforest, where ecologists, 
virologists, and scientists analyze the daily satellite imagery!in order to!identify potential threats to 
the rainforest and the burgeoning scientific research occurring deep within the rainforest.  These 
daily e#orts have led directly to recent discoveries of treatments and cures for a variety of diseases 
from medicinal plants found deep in the Kinabalulu Rainforest. !
!

Expanding Uses  

Given its impressive on-board imagery capability, the Department of Agriculture began to expand 
its uses.  For example, shortly after its launch, the Department started using daily imagery to track 
production of existing farms and to identify new farmlands for cultivation. These daily images 
demonstrated Lockivo’s expanding agricultural capability, convincing other countries to open their 
markets to import Lockivoan tropical fruits and vegetables.  !
!

Flood Plain Monitoring  

Two years ago, the Department of Agriculture also started using Lockivo-TGCG-1’s imagery 
function to track the status of the Lockivo Flood Plain.  Many Lockivoan people remember the 
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devastating flood in 1999, when the spring ice-melt led to significant flooding.  Caused by high snow 
accumulation from an unusually severe winter in the Alite Mountains, the flooding destroyed many 
farms and caused the death of 213 people who were stranded when the ice-melt washed out the 
only evacuation route.  !
!
In an e#ort to!detect potential flooding, the Department of Agriculture started using Lockivo-
TGCG-1 to closely monitor the Alite Mountains and the Flood Plain.  For example, last year, the 
Department noticed a high level of snow accumulation in the Alite Mountains, so they evacuated the 
345 residents out of the Flood Plain.  Fortunately, this turned out to be unnecessary, as the unusually 
mild summer did not create a significant ice-melt.  Unfortunately, the cautious evacuation greatly 
reduced farm production, threatening many farmers’ livelihoods. !In an e#ort to!avoid another 
unnecessary evacuation and another year of reduced production, going forward, the Department of 
Agriculture has decided to wait until they observe significant ice-melt before evacuating the flood plain.  !
!

Ready and Able  

Given last year’s mild summer, the snow accumulation in the Alite Mountains is 150%!above!the 
yearly average.  Combined with the fact that it has been 23 years since the last flood (7 years 
over!the average), many are worried that Lockivo could see another flood like 1999 this April.  
However, with Lockivo-TGCG-1, the!Department of Agriculture is closely monitoring the ice-melt. 
They will evacuate the Flood Plain residents once they observe significant ice-melt.  !
!
This spring, while the over 500 residents of the Lockivo Flood Plain are plowing their fields in 
preparation for the spring planting, everyone can rest assured that the Department of Agriculture 
and Lockivo-TGCG-1 are ready and able to provide “safety from space!” !
!
SAFETY FROM SPACE; Lockivo Department of Agriculture © Copyright 2021 All Rights Reserved
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Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space

Information furnished in conformity with the Convention on 
Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space  

The Permanent Mission of the nation of Lockivo to the United Nations (Vienna), in accordance 
with Article IV of the Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space (General 
Assembly resolution 3235 (XXIX), annex), has the honour to transmit registration data on objects 
launched into outer space by Lockivo for the period from February to April 2019 (see annex). !
Lockivo requests that the space objects contained in the annexes to this document be placed on 
the Register of Objects Launched into Outer Space maintained by the United Nations

PLEASE RECYCLE

United Nations !

Secretariat Distr.: General
30 April, 2019
Original: English !

UN Satellite Registration:
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Annex I 
Registration data on space launches by the nation of Lockivo for April 2019 !
 !
As detailed in Chapter 5, paragraphs 39 through 51, the Coalition has a limited stock of explosive 
weapons that are compatible with Coalition aircraft.  The following lists compatible weapons 
which can be used!in the course of!coalition operations.  Each weapon has a “lethal range,” which 
is expressed as a radial distance from the point of impact.  Any plain-clothed humans within this 
lethal range will be killed.  Each weapon also has a “collateral range,” expressed as a radial distance 
from the point of impact.  Any people or objects within this collateral range can be injured/killed or 
damaged/destroyed, depending on!a number of!factors, including the area of impact, the structures 
(if any) present, environmental factors, and the unpredictable nature of explosive weapons.  When 
planning for operations, both the lethal and collateral range should be considered. !

Lockivo-TGCG-1 !

NAME OF SPACE OBJECT Lockivo-TGCG-1 !

DATE OF LAUNCH ! 30 April 2019 !

LOCATION OF LAUNCH SITE ! Gemzoo, Lockivo !

LAUNCH VEHICLE ! Ariane 5 !

OWNER OF SPACE OBJECT ! LAG !

ORBITAL PARAMETERS !

     NODAL PERIOD ! 1,435.8 to 1,436.4 minutes 

     MAXIMUM INCLINATION ! 0.05 degrees !

     APOGEE ALTITUDE ! 35,820 km !

     PERIGEE ALTITUDE ! 35,752 km !

     LONGITUDE ! 47.5 degrees West !

GENERAL FUNCTION OF 
SPACE OBJECT ! !

Imagery and Telecommunications Satellite !
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Intelligence Report             March 5, 2022
  
SUBJECT: Lockivoan Satellite Imagery Capability !

Recent reports indicate that a Lockivoan satellite!is capable of providing!satellite imagery that 
can be used to track Coastlandian military movements.  It is likely that Lockivoan use of this 
imagery has enabled their recent strategic victories.  The intelligence is summarized below. !
 !
1.  A source within the Lockivoan Military recently revealed the following to his Ministry of 
Defense (“MOD”) contacts: !
 !
The Lockivo military has access to a satellite that provides imagery of Coastlandian troops, 
giving Lockivo Special Forces a significant advantage in recent battles.  Lockivo is using 
the satellite to track the movements of Coastlandia troops within the Alite Mountain range, 
where the terrain and troop location is the key to victory.  While the source does not know 
the specific satellite name or location, he stated that it was initially launched to be used by 
ecologist, virologists, and scientists to collect daily satellite imagery, tracking the evolution and 
development of the rainforest.  However, given its satellite imagery capability, its uses expanded. !
!
The satellite imagery is accessed by a ground station located within downtown Gemzoo; the 
building is believed to be an old command and control facility. !
 !
2.  Based on the source’s information, Coastlandian space operators identified Lockivo-TGCG-1 as 
the likely satellite.  Given the nascence of its space program, Lockivo has few operational satellites, 
and this satellite fits the description.  Lockivo-TGCG-1 is primarily operated by Lockivo’s Department 
of Agriculture and serves multiple purposes for the country.  Initially, it was launched to monitor the 
evolution and development of the Kinabalulu Rainforest.  However, the Department of Agriculture 
started using its imagery function to track the status of the Lockivo Flood Plain approximately two 
years ago. !
 !
3.  Additional research by intelligence analysts concluded that Lockivo-TGCG-1 is primarily 
operated by a ground station close to the Kinabalulu Rainforest (image attached, see page 3); 
however, to access the satellite imagery, the Lockivo military installed ground station equipment 
in an old military building located in downtown Gemzoo (image attached, see page 3). Very little 
is known about the building that houses the second ground station.  All that is known is that it 
was built shortly after the Shellumbria Civil War and was meant to serve as the main command 
and control facility for the Aboris people. !

COASTLANDIA MINISTRY 
OF DEFENSE  
Bureau of Intelligence & Research 
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MEMORANDUM FOR LEGAL ADVISORS     March 5, 2022
  
FROM:  Ministry of Defense, Commanding Generals !
 !
SUBJECT:  Military Action Against Lockivo !
 !
1.  After su#ering!a number of!strategic losses in the first days of the ongoing conflict 
with Lockivo, we have initiated planning of a strike against Lockivo’s satellite imagery capability.  
Military planners have developed two potential options.  A planning meeting will be conducted 
on!March 5, 2022.!During the meeting, we would like your advice on which option best complies 
with!the Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC).!!
!
2.  Recent intelligence reports indicate that Lockivo is now using Lockivo-TGCG-1 for military 
advantage, tracking the movements of Coastlandia troops within the Alite Mountain range.  
Therefore, we’d like to destroy this capability.  Military planners have developed the following 
two options: !
!
a.  Option 1:  Space-based attack. Space Operations has suggested that we could use one of 
our satellites to crash into Lockivo-TGCG-1’s solar panels.  Space operators have!a number 
of!satellites that can be used for this purpose.  More specifically, they currently maintain eight 
“cube” satellites (miniature satellites that cost a fraction to build, launch, and operate).  One 
of these satellites (Coast-Mini-3) was put into orbit in 2017 and is now nearing the end of its 
usefulness.  Space operators could use Coast-Mini-3 to crash into Lockivo-TGCG-1’s solar panels, 
breaking and/or disabling them.  The solar panels are Lockivo-TGCG-1’s only source of power, 
so by disabling the solar panels, the satellite will slowly drain the on-board batteries until it can 
no longer function (disabling all of Lockivo’s imagery abilities).  If successful, Space Operations 
believes that Lockivo-TGCG-1 will remain safely in orbit based on its current!momentum, but!will 
lack the ability to perform any of its current functions. !
!
b.  Option 2:  Conventional air strike. The Air Force has proposed a more conventional 
operation to target and destroy the ground station located in downtown Gemzoo.  More 
specifically, Coastlandian Air Force Bombers would fly over the ground station and drop a 
conventional bomb on it.  Since little is known about the facility housing the ground station 
and time does not permit further inspection, the Air Force recommends using a weapon that 
will guarantee the destruction of the facility even if heavily fortified.   !
!
3.  At the meeting, please provide!the us!with a specific recommendation of the option that best 
complies with!LOAC. !Discuss the pros and cons of each operation and the legal reasoning for 
their recommendation.  If desired, you are permitted to place any constraints on the operation 
that you feel!are!required by!LOAC, but you must state those constraints and discuss your legal 
reasoning for recommending those constraints.  We expect this meeting to be short. Prepare for 
questions.!!
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Competitor Role:!Lockivoan Army!Legal Counsel!!
Judges’ Roles:!Lockivoan Army Commanders

Background:
Hyper Dollar Chemical Facility (HDCF),!is a Coastlandian nuclear military installment located in the 
north-central region of Coastlandia. It sits on 250 acres of land. The facility produces formaldehyde, 
polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), glyphosphates, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), enriched uranium, 
and other chemicals and radioactive materials. If the facility were to explode, Coastlandia would have to 
set up an 18-mile radial exclusion zone around the plant (approximately 1,017 square miles).

The facility is operated by a large civilian population working in all capacities!--!scientists, lab techs, 
administrative roles, and in other key functions. The Coastlandian military’s o"cial stance is that HDCF 
is a civilian installment and that the Coastlandian Army is there acting purely in a security sense. The 
facility has been successfully operating in compliance with the Coastlandia Infrastructure and Security 
Agency (CISA) regulations and anti-terrorism standards.

CISA has imposed a heavy regulatory burden on HDCF because of the grave danger an accident or 
act of terror could cause on the surrounding environment and civilian population. If released into the 
air, the chemicals produced by HDCF may cause skin rashes; a burning sensation of the eyes, nose, and 
respiratory passages; cancer; and even death. Plant and animal life can also be gravely a#ected. The 
chemicals oxidize into carbon monoxide, which!causes serious tissue damage.

Lockivoans need to make up for the energy lost in the satellite attack. They need to get their hospitals up 
and running to support the great medical needs arising from the protests and conflict. Lockivoans reject 
the assertion that the only purpose of the plant is civilian.

In response to the Coastlandian attack on the Lockivoan satellite, Lockivoan soldiers breach security 
measures and seize control of the HDCF. The Lockivoans sequester the Coastlandian military and civilian 
personnel into several sealed, blast-resistant, petrochemical safe chambers. These structures are located on 
HDCF premises, and are equipped with blankets, first aid, and a limited number of canned rations.

The Lockivoans are threatening to release the harmful chemicals unless Coastlandia immediately approves 
a lease for the use of one of their ports so that Lockivo can have access to the sea.  Met with!backlash, 
the Lockivoan army has decided that conducting a controlled release of some of the chemicals will give 
them a strategic military advantage. Their plan is to use the main pipeline to release a limited amount of 
chemicals into a lake located on the premises used for cooling the plant.

Due!to high winds, the chemicals are quickly pushed far and wide.  They seep into the groundwater and 
a freshwater river and poison many of the newly planted Douglas Fir trees, which Coastlandia planted 
specifically to counteract the terrible erosion a#ecting Coastlandia’s coast.
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The poisoning of the ground water and the river forces 24,000 Coastlandian civilians, who live near the 
power plant, to be evacuated.  In fear of the chemicals spreading onto their territory, and!in an attempt 
to!take further!advantage of the situation, Lockivo moves 100 miles!further!into Coastlandian territory 
and begins to build artificial wetlands to cleanse the water near their border with Coastlandia of 
chemicals.  These wetlands will also make it more di"cult for the Coastlandian army to use that portion 
of the border. The newly constructed wetlands have displaced rare muskrats who used to live in that 
area and cannot survive in wet and humid climates.  Employees of a civilian NGO who live in the new 
wet-lands and are employed!to maintain and!protect the!muskrat habitat have been detained by 
the Lockivoan Army. 
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Ministry of the Interior - Alite Mountain Region !
!
DATE: March 5, 2022!
FROM: Ministry of the Interior (Alite Mountain Region) !
TO: Minister Rishi Batra, Headquarters, Ministry of the Interior !
  !
SUBJECT: *URGENT* Initial Damage Estimates — Help Needed ASAP !
 !
The initial damage estimates from yesterday’s floods are staggering in both land destroyed and loss of life. !
!
LAND ESTIMATES !
The floods wiped out the entire Alite Mountain Region, covering over 200 square kilometers.  Due to the 
damage caused by the flood, it is my initial estimate that this region will not be able to harvest crops for 
the next three years. The region will not be back to pre-flood numbers for the harvest for another 11.5 
years, assuming there is not another flood or natural disaster in the region between now and then. !
  !
LOSS OF LIFE !
The silver lining is that the Alite Mountain Region has a relatively low population density (~35.6 
individuals per square kilometer), so the loss of life is less than it would have been in other regions.  Over 
the last 24 hours, my team has been searching for individuals in the most densely populated areas of the 
region.  Given my team’s rough estimate, we believe the loss of life will be over 100.  I will have a better 
estimate by this time tomorrow. !
  !
RESCUE EFFORTS !
We need help.  Given the size of the area damaged by the flood, my team of 24 individuals is 
inadequate.  We need help as soon as possible.  Additionally, we need excavators and other construction 
equipment to clear the area and hopefully save as many people as possible. !
  !
Sincerely, !
Kurt Mabis !
Regional Director, Alite Region !
Ministry of the Interior !

LOCKIVOAN!
FLOOD REPORT



Today the LAF commenced an operation against a military target 
in Coastlandia as a response to the disproportionate attack on 
a Lockivoan satellite. This operation commenced at 21:00 (time 
zone) and targeted a lawful military installation.

Lockivoan Armed Forces
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The public reporting on LAF operations in Coastlandia are only 
partially accurate. The Hyper Dollar Chemical Facility (HDCF) is 
the military object targeted by the LAF. LAF is acting to secure the 
health and welfare of the civilians operating in the facility.   

Lockivoan Armed Forces
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Do not be fooled by Coastlandian claims of the civilian uses of the 
HDCF. While they do employ some civilians, the uses of the facility 
LWVHOI�ZDV�PRVW�VLJQLðFDQWO\�XVHG�IRU�PLOLWDU\�SXUSRVHV��7KH�/$)�
will act accordingly….  

Lockivoan Armed Forces
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The LAF has full control over the events happening in the 
Coastlandian HDCF. Our brave armed forces will act in the interest in 
the Lockivoan people and government. Remember this is a response 
to the unwarranted attack on our satellite, which has cause irreparable 
damage to our civilian population.   

Lockivoan Armed Forces
���4HYJO�?76:-)3'[O������
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Intelligence Report             March 5, 2022
  
SUBJECT: Coastlandian Hyper Dollar Chemical Facility !
According to open source information, the Hyper Dollar Chemical Facility (HDCF) is nuclear facility 
operated by Coastlandia.  It is known as a boiling water reactor (“BWR”).  Along with producing nuclear 
power, the HDCF also produces formaldehyde, polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), glyphosphates, 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), enriched uranium, and other chemicals and radioactive materials.  
It is located on an Army installation comprised of 250 acres in the north-central region of Coastlandia, 
near the border with Lockivo.  It is purported to be operated by a large civilian population working as 
scientists, lab techs, administrative roles, and other key functions. !
  !
The!HDCF is advertised as a civilian operated facility and its presence on a military installation is claimed 
to be for security purposes only.  However, intelligence sources within Coastlandia indicate that military 
involvement is more significant.  More specifically, our sources report that there is a military leadership 
structure that supervises all HDCF operations and the Coastlandian military funds!a number of!their 
operations and experiments.  This is to ensure that military needs are prioritized in certain areas deemed 
“critical to military operations,” including power allocation (the Coastlandian military has the highest 
priority), experiments (research on nuclear power and weapons), the production of radar absorbing 
paint for planes and naval/coast guardian vessels, and cleaning and maintenance chemical solutions (for 
tanks, planes, naval vessels, etc.).  Sources also indicate that the use of the HDCF would likely increase 
during heavy military operations – particularly for power consumption and cleaning/maintenance 
solutions.  While the true extent of the military involvement is unknown, there is a moderate to high 
degree of certainty that the facility is being used for both civilian and military purposes.



1.1 CREATION 
AND AUTHORITY !

The Coastlandian Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA) and the Coastlandian Regulatory 
Commission (CRC) were established as the authority for promulgation of regulations for HDCF 
by the Energy Reorganization Act of 1942. !

2.1 RADIATION 
DOSE LIMITS 
FOR INDIVIDUAL 
MEMBERS OF 
THE PUBLIC !

(a) HDCF shall conduct operations so that – !
(1) The total e#ective dose equivalent to individual members of the public from the licensed 
operation does not exceed 0.1 rem (1 mSv) in a year, exclusive of the dose contributions from 
background radiation, from any administration the individual has received, from exposure 
to individuals administered radioactive material and released under § 35.75, from voluntary 
participation in medical research programs, and from the licensee’s disposal of radioactive 
material into sanitary sewerage in accordance with § 20.2003, and !
(2) The dose in any unrestricted area from external sources, exclusive of the dose contributions 
from patients administered radioactive material and released in accordance with § 35.75, does 
not exceed 0.002 rem (0.02 millisievert) in any one hour. !
(b) If HDCF permits members of the public to have access to controlled areas, the limits for 
members of the public continue to apply to those individuals. !

3.1 CONTROL 
OF ACCESS TO 
HIGH RADIATION 
AREAS !

(a) HDCF shall ensure that each entrance or access point to a high radiation area has one or 
more of the following features— !
(1) A control device that causes the level of radiation to be reduced below that level at which 
an individual might receive a deep-dose; !
(2) A control device that energizes a conspicuous visible or audible alarm signal so that the 
individual entering the high radiation area and the supervisor of the activity are made aware of 
the entry; or !
(3) Entryways that are locked, except during periods when access to the areas is required, with 
positive control over each individual entry. !
(b) HDCF must operate a continuous direct or electronic surveillance that can prevent 
unauthorized entry. !

4.1 LEAKAGE (a) HDCF must take every step to prevent the leakage of radioactive materials and chemicals 
produced in the facility. !
(b) Leakage of radioactive waste material will cause the following symptoms of poisoning in 
individuals found in the 18-square mile exclusion zone: !
- Skin rash and burns !
- Inflammation and damage to the mucous membranes !
- Damage to respiratory pathways !
- Cancer !
- Death !
(c) Leakage of chemicals produced by HDCF will cause the following damage to the 
surrounding agricultural installations and ecosystems: !
- Contamination of ground water !
- Contamination of plant life !
- Contamination of animal life !

4.2 EXCLUSION 
ZONE !

(a) In the event of chemical leakage or meltdown of any amount, HDCF must immediately set 
up an 18 square-mile exclusion zone and inform local authorities of the need to evacuate local 
population. !
(b) Agricultural products from the exclusion zone may not be consumed under any 
circumstances. !
(c) Animal products from the exclusion zone may not be consumed under any circumstances. !
(d) Civilian population may not return to the area until a minimum of 3 active years of clean-up 
e#orts reveals levels of chemical and radioactive material lower than that described in section 
2.1 of these regulations. !

4.3 EVACUATION 
IN CASE OF 
CHEMICAL 
LEAKAGE OR 
MELTDOWN !

(a) In the event of chemical leakage or meltdown of any amount, the local civilian 
population must be immediately evacuated outside of the 18 square-mile exclusion zone. !
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COASTLANDIAN INFRASTRUCTURE AND SECURITY AGENCY !
HYPER DOLLAR CHEMICAL FACILITY REGULATORY GUIDELINES

The Coastlandian Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA), in partnership with the Coastlandian
Regulatory Commission (CRC), has developed the following regulations for the operation of the 

Hyper Dollar Chemical Facility (HDCF).
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HYPER DOLLAR CHEMICAL FACILITY  !
  !
The Hyper Dollar Chemical Facility (HDCF) is a boiling water reactor (“BWR”) located in the 
north-central region of Coastlandia. The facility sits on 250 acres of land. BWRs produce energy 
by boiling water and funneling the steam into a turbine. The steam turns the turbine, producing 
mechanical energy that turns the electrical generator.!
  !
The heat that boils the water is produced by the nuclear core, which is located inside a 
containment structure. The nuclear core itself contains fuel rods composed of uranium 
pellets. Heat is generated when a subatomic particle (neutrons or alpha particles) collides with 
a nucleus of a uranium atom. The two structures combine and are transformed into faster-
moving fission products, which in turn sets o# a “nuclear chain reaction.”
  !
This reaction produces an excess of nuclear waste, which must be handled with care. 
The waste must be transported in a cask (radioactive-safe certified container) to a designated 
storage area. Casks are filled with inert gas to prevent corrosion of the steel within the structure 
and are subjected to numerous tests to ensure they can safely contain waste. !
  !
Risk of radioactive materials leaking only occurs in the case of nuclear meltdown. Nuclear 
meltdown occurs when water acting as coolant reaches low levels or when the heat produced 
by the generator reaches temperatures that renders the coolant ine#ective. If meltdown 
occurred, the results could be catastrophic. !
  !
In the case of meltdown, HDCF authorities would engage exclusion zone procedures. Setting 
up an exclusion zone would help limit the long-term environmental and biological e#ects of the 
meltdown, but not necessarily the immediate e#ects. HDCF’s exclusion zone covers an 18-mile 
radius (1,017 square miles). Immediate dangers of exposure to the core include gastrointestinal 
problems, changes in blood chemistry, and destruction to the central nervous system.
Populations living within exclusion zone, and even those living nearby, must be evacuated to 
avoid such harmful e#ects. !

Exclusion zones are also set up in cases of chemical leakage. HDCF produces formaldehyde, 
polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), glyphosates, polychlorinated biphenyl (PCBs), enriched 
uranium, and other chemicals and radioactive materials. Leakage of these chemicals into the 
environment may cause skin rashes, burning sensation of mucus membranes and respiratory 
passages, cancer, and even death. !
  !
Environmental dangers exist as well. Leakage of chemicals into the ground water will cause 
poisoning of agricultural installments and livestock. The area would be unlivable for a minimum 
of 3 years. It would take intense relief and clean-up e#orts, with significant governmental 
monetary investment, to return the land to its previous state. !
  !
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For these reasons, the Coastlandian Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA) has imposed 
strict regulatory standards on HDCF. HDCF has been operating successfully in compliance with 
the regulations and anti-terrorism standards. 
!
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Coastlandian Alliance for Resource Safety  
Press Release Lockivoan Invasion Brings Environmental 

Disaster to Coastlandian Countryside
!
By: Eric Schmitz!
March 5, 2022!
!
Coastlandia – We have recently learned of the invasion of Hyper Dollar Chemical Facility (“HDCF”) 
by Lockivoan Armed Forces (“LAF”) and the release of the harmful chemicals produced there into 
the surrounding areas.  !
 !
As an international non-profit organization dedicated to protecting the entire planet’s environment, 
we remain neutral in situations of armed conflict between two countries, even when one of the 
parties to the conflict is the location of our headquarters. However, we must condemn the actions 
of the Lockivoan armed forces for this irresponsible attack that lead to the evacuation of tens of 
thousands of civilians, as well as a so far unknowable scale of degradation to the lands surrounding 
the facility.  !
 !
CARS has been critical of the Coastlandian state for allowing the HDCF to handle such harmful 
substances  in a location that could cause such drastic and lasting harm to the Coastlandian 
environment and natural resources. While HDCF was operating in compliance with CISA rules 
and regulations, CARS has consistently lobbied for tighter restrictions on both the type of chemicals 
allowed at the HDCF, as well as the procedures preventing a leak. CARS has also made clear that a 
facility that works with such volatile and destructive chemicals should be phased out of use. However, 
the intentional release of these materials into the surrounding areas is beyond the pale, and the LAF 
and the civilian government must be held responsible and accountable.
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!
Coastlandia maintains a rich biodiversity with delicate ecosystems. Coastlandia has a world-famous 
muskrat population, which drives the biodiversity in the area surrounding the HDCF and it draws 
tourism to the region. We are advocating that Coastlandian and Lockivoan forces immediately cease 
hostilities until this emergency can be handled. This calls for all hands on deck. CARS is in contact 
with the Coastlandian government on what we can do. However, until the hostilities between 
the militaries is resolved, there is not much more that we can do. We have also reached out 
to Lockivoan authorities but have received no response.  !
 !
*** !
 !
CARS (Coastlandian Alliance for Resource Safety) is an international non-profit organization with a 
membership, both in person and online, of 2.5 million people. Since 1975, our mission has been to 
launch and maintain a robust international e#ort, through both advocacy and litigation, to protect 
natural resources, conserve ecosystems, and fight climate change. We maintain 8 o"ces throughout 
the world, 6 of them on countries in Mingleton, with our HQ in Coastlandia.
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The!Sandbria!Times !
SAVE OUR MUSKRATS! 

By!Rachel!Bervap !!
March 5, 2022

Since before Shellumbria disintegrated, the beloved 
Westovian Muskrats have lived in and around the 
Little Westovian River, playing an essential role in 
creating open water for ducks, geese, and other 
wildlife, and bringing joy to all who see them. Who 
among us do not remember the joyous!fieldtrips!to 
the Little Westovian River in grade school, where 
we learned to appreciate the unique role these rare 
creatures play in ensuring harmony in our special 
Coastlandian ecosystem?  According to the Guardians 
of Ondatrini (“GO”), the Coastlandian NGO created 
37 years ago by the biologist and muskrat a"cionado 
Nu Bahr, the famed Westovian Muskrats could once be 
found throughout Mingleton.  However, due to the 
negligence of our neighbors, the muskrats now can 
only be found in and around the Little Westovian River.  Because so few of these precious creatures 
are left, they enjoy special protection under Coastlandian law and over half of the area around 
the Little Westovian River operates as a preserve that is maintained by GO.  Indeed, over 35 sta# 
members of GO live on or near the preserve year-round in order to!provide round-the-clock care 
and protection to our country’s uno"cial mascots.   !
 !
However, the recent aggression by Lockvio has imperiled the survival of our fuzzy 
friends.  After Lockvio intentionally released a cocktail of toxic chemicals, poisoning our 
groundwater and damaging the Douglas Fir Trees planted two years ago to combat coastal 
erosion, Lockvio invaded our territory and began diverting water from the Little Westovian River 
to create artificial wetlands for the alleged purpose cleaning the water near their border of 
chemicals that THEY RELEASED.  Lockvio built these artificial wetlands around the mouth of 
the Little Westovian River, causing the river to dry up in many places as water is diverted to the 
artificial wetlands.  Water flow has slowed to a trickle, killing most of the unique plant life that 
famously exist only in the Little Westovian River (alas, the Flying Coastlandian Water!Lillies!may 
now be extinct).  GO fears for the survival of the muskrats, who have been displaced from their 
habitat by the drying of the river.  Due to the unique dietary needs of our muskrats, their primary 
source of food was the vegetation unique to the Little Westovian River.  Moreover, the aquatic 
plants Lockvio planted in their monstrous wetlands are well-known to be poisonous to the 
muskrats.  GO have already come across 10 dead and 27 very-ill muskrats. !
 !
GO asks citizens to consider adopting a muskrat until a new preserve can be established. Please 
stop by the Sandbria Times for!more information or contact GO directly. 
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INBOX

Team,  !
 !I will be meeting with other Lockivoan Army Commanders and the Ministry of Defense 
Legal Counsel to discuss the events that are transpiring at the Coastlandian nuclear 
military installment, the Hyper Dollar Chemical Facility (HDCF). Prime Minister Elsa 
Newbury is putting pressure on us to ahead of her discussion with Coastlandian 
President!Fydor!Akali.
 !Prime Minister Newbury has requested that Lockivoan Army o"cials and representatives 
from the Ministry of Defense!meet together!to discuss the legal ramifications of the HDCF 
takeover. She will be relying on the main points of that discussion during her conversation 
with President Akali. The Ministry of Defense is arguing that the Lockivoan Army’s presence 
in HDCF amounts to an occupation, but I am not convinced of that.

I need to you to be well prepared on the situation and the applicable law. You will have 30 
minutes to address the following questions:

1.  If!Lockivo!were to sabotage the plant to a degree which would require an exclusion zone, 
would our presence amount to an occupation of that entire radius?   !

2.  Would the intentional spreading of chemicals make the evacuation of civilians living near 
the power plant an unlawful forced transfer?  !

3.  Is Lockivo occupying the area of Coastlandia they have made a wetland? If so, what duty 
do they have towards the muskrats and the civilians?

I am counting on you to present the law expertly and mindfully. Make sure your advice 
is supported by international law, keeps Lockivoan foreign policy in mind, and addresses 
the concerns of those in the meeting. !
 !
Good luck,  !
General Geo#rey!Billerman 

TO:  Lockivoan Army!Legal Counsel

FROM: General Geo#rey!Billerman!(Lockivoan Army General)

Subject: ***URGENT***!!Meeting!with!Lockivoan Army Commanders and 
Ministry of Defense Legal Counsel

SENT: March 5, 2022

**THIS EMAIL IS CONFIDENTIAL AND CLASSIFIED** !
!
Round 3 !
TEAM A: LOCKIVOAN ARMY!LEGAL COUNSEL  



Clara Barton 
International 
Humanitarian 
Law Competition
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Competitor Role:!Ministry of Defense Legal Counsel!!
Judges’ Roles:!Lockivoan Army Commanders

Background:
In the aftermath of the Coastlandian attack on the Lockivoan satellite, a heatwave causes the snow 
accumulation in the Alite Mountains to melt and cause a huge flash flood. Many civilians are killed, 
injured, and displaced in the floodplains.  Lockivo’s flood relief e"orts have been hampered because 
of the satellite attack and since most of the inhabited areas of the floodplains are!fairly remote, it’s 
impossible to tell if another flood may harm relief workers.

Hyper Dollar Chemical Facility (HDCF),!is a Coastlandian nuclear military installment located in the 
north-central region of Coastlandia. It sits on 250 acres of land. The facility produces formaldehyde, 
polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), glyphosphates, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), enriched uranium, 
and other chemicals and radioactive materials. If the facility were to explode, Coastlandia would have to 
set up an 18-mile radial exclusion zone around the plant (approximately 1,017 square miles).

The facility is operated by a large civilian population working in all capacities!--!scientists, lab techs, 
administrative roles, and in other key functions. The Coastlandian military’s o#cial stance is that HDCF 
is a civilian installment and that the Coastlandian Army is there acting purely in a security sense. The 
facility has been successfully operating in compliance with the Coastlandia Infrastructure and Security 
Agency (CISA) regulations and anti-terrorism standards.

CISA has imposed a heavy regulatory burden on HDCF because of the grave danger an accident or 
act of terror could cause on the surrounding environment and civilian population. If released into the 
air, the chemicals produced by HDCF may cause skin rashes; a burning sensation of the eyes, nose, and 
respiratory passages; cancer; and even death. Plant and animal life can also be gravely a"ected. The 
chemicals oxidize into carbon monoxide, which causes serious tissue damage.

Lockivoans need to make up for the energy lost in the satellite attack. They need to get their hospitals up 
and running to support the great medical needs arising from the protests and conflict. Lockivoans reject the 
assertion that the only purpose of the plant is civilian.

In response to the Coastlandian attack on the Lockivoan satellite, Lockivoan soldiers breach security 
measures and seize control of the HDCF. The Lockivoans sequester the Coastlandian military and civilian 
personnel into several sealed, blast-resistant, petrochemical safe chambers. These structures are located on 
HDCF premises, and are equipped with blankets, first aid, and a limited number of canned rations.

The Lockivoans are threatening to release the harmful chemicals unless Coastlandia immediately approves 
a lease for the use of one of their ports so that Lockivo can have access to the sea.  Met with!backlash, 
the Lockivoan army has decided that conducting a controlled release of some of the chemicals will give 
them a strategic military advantage. Their plan is to use the main pipeline to release a limited amount of 
chemicals into a lake located on the premises used for cooling the plant.
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Due!to high winds, the chemicals are quickly pushed far and wide.  They seep into the groundwater and 
a freshwater river and poison many of the newly planted Douglas Fir trees, which Coastlandia planted 
specifically to counteract the terrible erosion a"ecting Coastlandia’s coast.

The poisoning of the ground water and the river forces 24,000 Coastlandian civilians, who live near the 
power plant, to be evacuated.  In fear of the chemicals spreading onto their territory, and in an attempt 
to take further advantage of the situation, Lockivo moves 100 miles further into Coastlandian territory 
and begins to build artificial wetlands to cleanse the water near their border with Coastlandia of 
chemicals.  These wetlands will also make it more di#cult for the Coastlandian army to use that portion 
of the border. The newly constructed wetlands have displaced rare muskrats who used to live in that 
area and cannot survive in wet and humid climates.  Employees of a civilian NGO who live in the new 
wet-lands and are employed to maintain and protect the muskrat habitat have been detained by 
the Lockivoan Army.
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Ministry of the Interior - Alite Mountain Region !
!
DATE: March 5, 2022!
FROM: Ministry of the Interior (Alite Mountain Region) !
TO: Minister Rishi Batra, Headquarters, Ministry of the Interior !
  !
SUBJECT: *URGENT* Initial Damage Estimates — Help Needed ASAP !
 !
The initial damage estimates from yesterday’s floods are staggering in both land destroyed and loss of life. !
!
LAND ESTIMATES !
The floods wiped out the entire Alite Mountain Region, covering over 200 square kilometers.  Due to the 
damage caused by the flood, it is my initial estimate that this region will not be able to harvest crops for 
the next three years. The region will not be back to pre-flood numbers for the harvest for another 11.5 
years, assuming there is not another flood or natural disaster in the region between now and then. !
  !
LOSS OF LIFE !
The silver lining is that the Alite Mountain Region has a relatively low population density (~35.6 
individuals per square kilometer), so the loss of life is less than it would have been in other regions.  Over 
the last 24 hours, my team has been searching for individuals in the most densely populated areas of the 
region.  Given my team’s rough estimate, we believe the loss of life will be over 100.  I will have a better 
estimate by this time tomorrow. !
  !
RESCUE EFFORTS !
We need help.  Given the size of the area damaged by the flood, my team of 24 individuals is 
inadequate.  We need help as soon as possible.  Additionally, we need excavators and other construction 
equipment to clear the area and hopefully save as many people as possible. !
  !
Sincerely, !
Kurt Mabis !
Regional Director, Alite Region !
Ministry of the Interior !

LOCKIVOAN!
FLOOD REPORT



Today the LAF commenced an operation against a military target 
in Coastlandia as a response to the disproportionate attack on 
a Lockivoan satellite. This operation commenced at 21:00 (time 
zone) and targeted a lawful military installation.

Lockivoan Armed Forces
���4HYJO�?76:-)3'[O������
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The public reporting on LAF operations in Coastlandia are only 
partially accurate. The Hyper Dollar Chemical Facility (HDCF) is 
the military object targeted by the LAF. LAF is acting to secure the 
health and welfare of the civilians operating in the facility.   

Lockivoan Armed Forces
���4HYJO�?76:-)3'[O������

��R  ��R  �R

Do not be fooled by Coastlandian claims of the civilian uses of the 
HDCF. While they do employ some civilians, the uses of the facility 
LWVHOI�ZDV�PRVW�VLJQLðFDQWO\�XVHG�IRU�PLOLWDU\�SXUSRVHV��7KH�/$)�
will act accordingly….  

Lockivoan Armed Forces
���4HYJO�?76:-)3'[O������

��R ����R ���R

The LAF has full control over the events happening in the 
Coastlandian HDCF. Our brave armed forces will act in the interest in 
the Lockivoan people and government. Remember this is a response 
to the unwarranted attack on our satellite, which has cause irreparable 
damage to our civilian population.   

Lockivoan Armed Forces
���4HYJO�?76:-)3'[O������

��R ����R ���R
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Intelligence Report             March 5, 2022
  
SUBJECT: Coastlandian Hyper Dollar Chemical Facility !
According to open source information, the Hyper Dollar Chemical Facility (HDCF) is nuclear facility 
operated by Coastlandia.  It is known as a boiling water reactor (“BWR”).  Along with producing nuclear 
power, the HDCF also produces formaldehyde, polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), glyphosphates, 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), enriched uranium, and other chemicals and radioactive materials.  
It is located on an Army installation comprised of 250 acres in the north-central region of Coastlandia, 
near the border with Lockivo.  It is purported to be operated by a large civilian population working as 
scientists, lab techs, administrative roles, and other key functions. ! !
  !
The!HDCF is advertised as a civilian operated facility and its presence on a military installation is claimed 
to be for security purposes only.  However, intelligence sources within Coastlandia indicate that military 
involvement is more significant.  More specifically, our sources report that there is a military leadership 
structure that supervises all HDCF operations and the Coastlandian military funds!a number of!their 
operations and experiments.  This is to ensure that military needs are prioritized in certain areas deemed 
“critical to military operations,” including power allocation (the Coastlandian military has the highest 
priority), experiments (research on nuclear power and weapons), the production of radar absorbing 
paint for planes and naval/coast guardian vessels, and cleaning and maintenance chemical solutions (for 
tanks, planes, naval vessels, etc.).  Sources also indicate that the use of the HDCF would likely increase 
during heavy military operations – particularly for power consumption and cleaning/maintenance 
solutions.  While the true extent of the military involvement is unknown, there is a moderate to high 
degree of certainty that the facility is being used for both civilian and military purposes.



1.1 CREATION 
AND AUTHORITY !

The Coastlandian Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA) and the Coastlandian Regulatory 
Commission (CRC) were established as the authority for promulgation of regulations for HDCF 
by the Energy Reorganization Act of 1942. !

2.1 RADIATION 
DOSE LIMITS 
FOR INDIVIDUAL 
MEMBERS OF 
THE PUBLIC !

(a) HDCF shall conduct operations so that – !
(1) The total e"ective dose equivalent to individual members of the public from the licensed 
operation does not exceed 0.1 rem (1 mSv) in a year, exclusive of the dose contributions from 
background radiation, from any administration the individual has received, from exposure 
to individuals administered radioactive material and released under § 35.75, from voluntary 
participation in medical research programs, and from the licensee’s disposal of radioactive 
material into sanitary sewerage in accordance with § 20.2003, and !
(2) The dose in any unrestricted area from external sources, exclusive of the dose contributions 
from patients administered radioactive material and released in accordance with § 35.75, does 
not exceed 0.002 rem (0.02 millisievert) in any one hour. !
(b) If HDCF permits members of the public to have access to controlled areas, the limits for 
members of the public continue to apply to those individuals. !

3.1 CONTROL 
OF ACCESS TO 
HIGH RADIATION 
AREAS !

(a) HDCF shall ensure that each entrance or access point to a high radiation area has one or 
more of the following features— !
(1) A control device that causes the level of radiation to be reduced below that level at which 
an individual might receive a deep-dose; !
(2) A control device that energizes a conspicuous visible or audible alarm signal so that the 
individual entering the high radiation area and the supervisor of the activity are made aware of 
the entry; or !
(3) Entryways that are locked, except during periods when access to the areas is required, with 
positive control over each individual entry. !
(b) HDCF must operate a continuous direct or electronic surveillance that can prevent 
unauthorized entry. 

4.1 LEAKAGE (a) HDCF must take every step to prevent the leakage of radioactive materials and chemicals 
produced in the facility. !
(b) Leakage of radioactive waste material will cause the following symptoms of poisoning in 
individuals found in the 18-square mile exclusion zone: !
- Skin rash and burns !
- Inflammation and damage to the mucous membranes !
- Damage to respiratory pathways !
- Cancer !
- Death !
(c) Leakage of chemicals produced by HDCF will cause the following damage to the 
surrounding agricultural installations and ecosystems: !
- Contamination of ground water !
- Contamination of plant life !
- Contamination of animal life !!

4.2 EXCLUSION 
ZONE !

(a) In the event of chemical leakage or meltdown of any amount, HDCF must immediately set 
up an 18 square-mile exclusion zone and inform local authorities of the need to evacuate local 
population. !
(b) Agricultural products from the exclusion zone may not be consumed under any 
circumstances. !
(c) Animal products from the exclusion zone may not be consumed under any circumstances. !
(d) Civilian population may not return to the area until a minimum of 3 active years of clean-up 
e"orts reveals levels of chemical and radioactive material lower than that described in section 
2.1 of these regulations. !

4.3 EVACUATION 
IN CASE OF 
CHEMICAL 
LEAKAGE OR 
MELTDOWN !

(a) In the event of chemical leakage or meltdown of any amount, the local civilian 
population must be immediately evacuated outside of the 18 square-mile exclusion zone. !
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COASTLANDIAN INFRASTRUCTURE AND SECURITY AGENCY !
HYPER DOLLAR CHEMICAL FACILITY REGULATORY GUIDELINES

The Coastlandian Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA), in partnership with the Coastlandian
Regulatory Commission (CRC), has developed the following regulations for the operation of the 

Hyper Dollar Chemical Facility (HDCF).
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HYPER DOLLAR CHEMICAL FACILITY  !
  !
The Hyper Dollar Chemical Facility (HDCF) is a boiling water reactor (“BWR”) located in the 
north-central region of Coastlandia. The facility sits on 250 acres of land. BWRs produce energy 
by boiling water and funneling the steam into a turbine. The steam turns the turbine, producing 
mechanical energy that turns the electrical generator. !
  !
The heat that boils the water is produced by the nuclear core, which is located inside a 
containment structure. The nuclear core itself contains fuel rods composed of uranium pellets. 
Heat is generated when a subatomic particle (neutrons or alpha particles) collides with a 
nucleus of a uranium atom. The two structures combine and are transformed into faster-moving 
fission products, which in turn sets o" a “nuclear chain reaction.”
  !
This reaction produces an excess of nuclear waste, which must be handled with care.The waste 
must be transported in a cask (radioactive-safe certified container) to a designated storage 
area. Casks are filled with inert gas to prevent corrosion of the steel within the structure and are 
subjected to numerous tests to ensure they can safely contain waste. ! !
  !
Risk of radioactive materials leaking only occurs in the case of nuclear meltdown. Nuclear 
meltdown occurs when water acting as coolant reaches low levels or when the heat produced 
by the generator reaches temperatures that renders the coolant ine"ective. If meltdown 
occurred, the results could be catastrophic. !
  !
In the case of meltdown, HDCF authorities would engage exclusion zone procedures. Setting 
up an exclusion zone would help limit the long-term environmental and biological e"ects 
of the meltdown, but not necessarily the immediate e"ects. HDCF’s exclusion zone covers 
an 18-mile radius (1,017 square miles). Immediate dangers of exposure to the core include 
gastrointestinal problems, changes in blood chemistry, and destruction to the central nervous 
system. Populations living within exclusion zone, and even those living nearby, must be 
evacuated to avoid such harmful e"ects. !

Exclusion zones are also set up in cases of chemical leakage. HDCF produces formaldehyde, 
polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), glyphosates, polychlorinated biphenyl (PCBs), enriched 
uranium, and other chemicals and radioactive materials. Leakage of these chemicals into the 
environment may cause skin rashes, burning sensation of mucus membranes and respiratory 
passages, cancer, and even death. !
  !
Environmental dangers exist as well. Leakage of chemicals into the ground water will cause 
poisoning of agricultural installments and livestock. The area would be unlivable for a minimum 
of 3 years. It would take intense relief and clean-up e"orts, with significant governmental 
monetary investment, to return the land to its previous state. !
  !
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For these reasons, the Coastlandian Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA) has imposed 
strict regulatory standards on HDCF. HDCF has been operating successfully in compliance with 
the regulations and anti-terrorism standards. 
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Coastlandian Alliance for Resource Safety  
Press Release Lockivoan Invasion Brings Environmental 

Disaster to Coastlandian Countryside
!
By: Eric Schmitz!
March 5, 2022!
!
Coastlandia – We have recently learned of the invasion of Hyper Dollar Chemical Facility (“HDCF”) 
by Lockivoan Armed Forces (“LAF”) and the release of the harmful chemicals produced there into 
the surrounding areas.  !
 !
As an international non-profit organization dedicated to protecting the entire planet’s environment, 
we remain neutral in situations of armed conflict between two countries, even when one of the 
parties to the conflict is the location of our headquarters. However, we must condemn the actions 
of the Lockivoan armed forces for this irresponsible attack that lead to the evacuation of tens of 
thousands of civilians, as well as a so far unknowable scale of degradation to the lands surrounding 
the facility.  !
 !
CARS has been critical of the Coastlandian state for allowing the HDCF to handle such harmful 
substances  in a location that could cause such drastic and lasting harm to the Coastlandian 
environment and natural resources. While HDCF was operating in compliance with CISA rules 
and regulations, CARS has consistently lobbied for tighter restrictions on both the type of chemicals 
allowed at the HDCF, as well as the procedures preventing a leak. CARS has also made clear that a 
facility that works with such volatile and destructive chemicals should be phased out of use. However, 
the intentional release of these materials into the surrounding areas is beyond the pale, and the LAF 
and the civilian government must be held responsible and accountable.
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!
Coastlandia maintains a rich biodiversity with delicate ecosystems. Coastlandia has a world-famous 
muskrat population, which drives the biodiversity in the area surrounding the HDCF and it draws 
tourism to the region. We are advocating that Coastlandian and Lockivoan forces immediately cease 
hostilities until this emergency can be handled. This calls for all hands on deck. CARS is in contact 
with the Coastlandian government on what we can do. However, until the hostilities between 
the militaries is resolved, there is not much more that we can do. We have also reached out 
to Lockivoan authorities but have received no response.  !
 !
*** !
 !
CARS (Coastlandian Alliance for Resource Safety) is an international non-profit organization with a 
membership, both in person and online, of 2.5 million people. Since 1975, our mission has been to 
launch and maintain a robust international e"ort, through both advocacy and litigation, to protect 
natural resources, conserve ecosystems, and fight climate change. We maintain 8 o#ces throughout 
the world, 6 of them on countries in Mingleton, with our HQ in Coastlandia.
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The!Sandbria!Times !
SAVE OUR MUSKRATS! 

By!Rachel!Bervap !!
March 5, 2022

Since before Shellumbria disintegrated, the beloved 
Westovian Muskrats have lived in and around the 
Little Westovian River, playing an essential role in 
creating open water for ducks, geese, and other 
wildlife, and bringing joy to all who see them. Who 
among us do not remember the joyous!fieldtrips!to 
the Little Westovian River in grade school, where 
we learned to appreciate the unique role these rare 
creatures play in ensuring harmony in our special 
Coastlandian ecosystem?  According to the Guardians 
of Ondatrini (“GO”), the Coastlandian NGO created 
37 years ago by the biologist and muskrat a#cionado 
Nu Bahr, the famed Westovian Muskrats could once be 
found throughout Mingleton.  However, due to the 
negligence of our neighbors, the muskrats now can 
only be found in and around the Little Westovian River.  Because so few of these precious creatures 
are left, they enjoy special protection under Coastlandian law and over half of the area around 
the Little Westovian River operates as a preserve that is maintained by GO.  Indeed, over 35 sta" 
members of GO live on or near the preserve year-round in order to!provide round-the-clock care 
and protection to our country’s uno#cial mascots.   !
 !
However, the recent aggression by Lockvio has imperiled the survival of our fuzzy 
friends.  After Lockvio intentionally released a cocktail of toxic chemicals, poisoning our 
groundwater and damaging the Douglas Fir Trees planted two years ago to combat coastal 
erosion, Lockvio invaded our territory and began diverting water from the Little Westovian River 
to create artificial wetlands for the alleged purpose cleaning the water near their border of 
chemicals that THEY RELEASED.  Lockvio built these artificial wetlands around the mouth of 
the Little Westovian River, causing the river to dry up in many places as water is diverted to the 
artificial wetlands.  Water flow has slowed to a trickle, killing most of the unique plant life that 
famously exist only in the Little Westovian River (alas, the Flying Coastlandian Water!Lillies!may 
now be extinct).  GO fears for the survival of the muskrats, who have been displaced from their 
habitat by the drying of the river.  Due to the unique dietary needs of our muskrats, their primary 
source of food was the vegetation unique to the Little Westovian River.  Moreover, the aquatic 
plants Lockvio planted in their monstrous wetlands are well-known to be poisonous to the 
muskrats.  GO have already come across 10 dead and 27 very-ill muskrats. !
 !
GO asks citizens to consider adopting a muskrat until a new preserve can be established. Please 
stop by the Sandbria Times for!more information or contact GO directly. 
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INBOX

Team,  !
!
I am sure you are aware of the events that are transpiring at the Coastlandian nuclear military 
installment, the Hyper Dollar Chemical Facility (HDCF). Prime Minister Elsa Newbury is 
putting pressure on us to ahead of her discussion with Coastlandian President Fydor Akali.  
 !
Prime Minister Newbury has requested that Lockivoan Army o#cials and representatives 
from our o#ce!meet together!to discuss the legal ramifications of the HDCF takeover. 
She will be relying on the main points of that discussion during her conversation with 
President Akali. General Geo"rey Billerman of the Lockivoan Army!and his legal counsel 
are arguing that the Army’s presence inside the HDCF does not amount to an occupation, 
but I disagree.  !

I need to you to be well prepared on the situation and the applicable law. You will have!30 
minutes to address the following questions: 

1.  If!Lockivo!were to sabotage the plant to a degree which would require an exclusion zone, 
would our presence amount to an occupation of that entire radius?

2.  Would the intentional spreading of chemicals make the evacuation of civilians living near 
the power plant an unlawful forced transfer?

3. Is Lockivo occupying the area of Coastlandia they have made a wetland? If so, what duty 
do they have towards the muskrats and the civilians?  !

I am counting on you to present the law expertly and mindfully. Make sure your advice 
is supported by international law, keeps Lockivoan foreign policy in mind, and addresses 
the concerns of those in the meeting. !
 !
Good luck,  !
Ronald Weich! 

TO:  Ministry of Defense Legal Counsel

FROM: Minister Ronald Weich,!Minister!Of!Defense

Subject: ***URGENT***!!Meeting!with  Lockivoan Army!Commanders 
and!Lockivoan!Army Legal Counsel

SENT: March 5, 2022

**THIS EMAIL IS CONFIDENTIAL AND CLASSIFIED** !
!
Round 3 !
TEAM B:!MINISTRY OF!DEFENSE!LEGAL!COUNSEL
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Competitor Role:!Attorneys from the International!Legal Thinktank,!Bagwell, Harper, & Jorgensen!!
Judges’ Roles:!!Hosts of the Critically-Acclaimed Television News Program, Dodgeball

Background:
Increasing support for the Coastlandian Youth for the Restoration of Sea Rights (CYRSR), who are 
aligned with Free!The!Sea (FTC) based in Lockivo, and the ongoing Space Station fiasco has created 
a sense of urgency for the Coastlandian government. In response, the Coastlandian government has 
established a junior o"cers’ training course, the Junior Intelligence Civic Education Program (JUICE).!
!

The Coastlandian government insists that JUICE is civil and educational in nature. Young 
Coastlandians enroll voluntarily in the program and learn about Coastlandian history; government; 
leadership; and other skills that include (but not limited to) how to correctly operate a firearm, how 
to read radar, how to weld, and wilderness survival.
!

The JUICE base camp is located approximately 50 miles southeast from the Coastlandian Army base 
in!Sandbria, where the!Kinabalulu!Rainforest crosses over the Alite Mountain Range. This portion of 
the rainforest is protected.! Eye witnesses have reported observing gray school busses full of young 
children arrive and depart from the Coastlandian Army base. The Coastlandian government has 
stated that regular field trips to the Army base in!Sandbria!is part of the JUICE curriculum to give 
students a sense of life in the military.!
!

The Coastlandian Coast Guard is the primary organization with the mission to enforce the denial 
of Lockivo’s use of Coastlandian ports. The Coastlandian Coast Guard falls under the Coastlandian 
Department of Transportation (CDOT) during peacetime. !Their!missions!include drug interdiction, 
port security, search & rescue, and law enforcement. During wartime, the Coast Guard is moved 
from!CDOT to under the Secretary of Defense to execute military missions; this move is executed 
through an order from!the President of!Coastlandia.!!!

Despite Coastlandian assurances that JUICE is not a Coastlandian military recruitment program, a 
whistleblower has come forward to the national newspaper, The Coastlandian Times, with evidence 
that the children are actually taking part in military activities. The NGO,!Save the Kids, issued a 
vehement condemnation of JUICE and has as alleged that JUICE is a recruitment program for the 
Coastlandian military. !
!!

The Coastlandian Minister of Defense’s communications team has urged them to address JUICE 
via a press conference before allegations get out of hand, especially given the current conflict with 
Lockivo. Lockvioan!military personnel have started suspecting that JUICE members are directly 
participating in military activities. In order to confirm their suspicions, the!Lockvioan!military 
employs the use of drones containing white phosphorous powder to burn portions of 
the!Kinabalulu!Rainforest. This would then uncover the forest floor and allow the!Lockvioan!military 
to use drones and satellites to spy on the JUICE program. 
!

The!Lockvioan!army deployed the drones at approximately 2300 hours. Roughly 12% of portion of 
the!Kinabalulu!Rainforest that is located inside Coastlandian borders were destroyed. 20% of those 
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individuals (JUICE personnel and program members) located on the JUICE base at the time su#ered 
from the e#ects of white phosphorous inhalation – di"culty breathing, eye irritation, cough, and 
other symptoms. It is unknown at this time how many individuals will su#er long-term e#ects and 
what specific e#ects they will be su#ering from.

The Coastlandian government has formally denounced!Lockvioan’s!destruction of portions of the 
has violated international law and an international convention, and thus!Coastlandia!will be justified 
in returning a proportionate response.

The television news show, Dodgeball, has requested the presence of three associates to join them for 
Sunday’s broadcast to help inform the public about the legal frameworks that govern this situation. 
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Junior Intelligence Civic Education Program!
JUICE!

WHY SHOULD!YOU!JOIN THE JUNIOR INTELLIGENCE CIVIC EDUCATION PROGRAM?
!
Preamble!
!
1. To learn to appreciate the ethical values and principles that underlie good citizenship.!
2. To develop leadership potential, while living and working cooperatively with others.!!
3. To be able to think logically and to communicate e#ectively with others, both orally and in writing.!!
4. To appreciate the importance of physical fitness in maintaining good health.!!
5. To understand the importance of high school graduation for a successful future, and learn about 

college and other advanced educational and employment opportunities.!!
6. To develop mental management abilities.!!
7. To become familiar with military history as it relates to!Coastlandia’s!culture, and understand the 

history, purpose, and structure of military service.!!
8. To develop the skills necessary to work e#ectively as a member of a team. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tuesday and Thursday field trips to!Coastlandian!Army Base in!Sandbria!for networking and training.

Sample of Available Classes:!
•   Radar Technology!
•   Firearm Training!
•   Welding!
•   Wilderness Survival!!
•   History of!Coastandian!Armed Forces, 1946 – Today!!
•   Collateral Damage Estimate and the Law of War

Enrollment open for Fall 2022.!

Spring 2022!graduation!ceremony: June 27, 2022.

Eye Witness Report/Whistleblower Statement:!

Collateral Damage Approval Authority
7:30 am! Meet at the Rotunda for!Coastlandian!National Pledge and theme song

7:35 am! Morning run!

8:15 am! Breakfast in the canteen!

9:00 – 10:45 am! M/W/F Class 1!

10:45 – 11:00 am! Break

11:00 – 12:30 pm! M/W/F/ Class 2!!

12:30 – 2:00 pm! Lunch break!

2:00 – 3:00 pm! M/W/F Class 3!

3:00 – 5:00 pm! Battle Drill Training Exercise!with!Coastlandian!3rd Infantry Division

5:00 pm – 6:30 pm! Dinner!

All between the ages of 12 – 19 
are welcome to join!!
Those who complete 3 full years 
of the JUICE program and wish to 
enroll in the!Coastlandian!Army 
will be automatically advanced 
to the rank of First Lieutenant 
(skipping 1 rank).
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LIABILITY WAIVER

As the parent/legal guardian for ________________________ (hereinafter “my child”), I hereby 
acknowledge that my child is volunteering for membership in the Junior Intelligence Civic Education 
Program (JUICE). 

I acknowledge that membership in this program can include, but is not limited to, the following:!
 • Learning how to care for, shoot, aim, and carry a firearm;!
 • Learning how to use, read, and operate a radar system;!
 • Learning how to weld;!
 • Learning how to survive in the wilderness;!
 • Learning evasive maneuvers during simulated and real-world situations;!
 • Learning what it is like to be in the military;!
 • Traveling to various points in!Coastlandia;!
 • Representing!Coastlandia!by!wearing the JUICE uniform at all times;!
 • Learning how to deal with the mental stress of combat; and!
 • Learning tactics during simulated and real-world situations.

I acknowledge that membership in JUICE is inherently dangerous and!that!my child can be 
injured!during the course of!his/her education.!I understand!and acknowledge!that my child may 
be exposed to a variety of safety hazards including, but not limited to heavy machinery, firearm 
operation, exposure to live fire during training exercises,!high temperatures, etc. I understand and 
acknowledge!that!my child may be exposed to health risks ranging from minor injuries such as 
abrasions, sprains, or strains to serious injuries and even!death.!By signing this document, I forever 
release and discharge!JUICE, the!Coastlandian!Ministry of Defense, and the!Coastlandian!Government 
for!any injury!my child may incur during his/her education!and assume full responsibility for any 
medical, legal, or other costs that arise from, are caused by, or are incidental to JUICE education.

I acknowledge that I, as the parent/legal guardian, am!solely!financially responsible for purchasing 
my child’s uniforms, equipment, firearms, ammunition. 

I voluntarily sign this document to allow my child to participate in any/all activities as part of JUICE.!
!
____________________________________!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ____________________!
Parent/Legal Guardian’s Signature!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Date!
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To the!Coastlandian!Times, please investigate the!Coastlandian!Army’s JUICE program immediately.!!
I am a!Coastlandian!Army Sergeant currently stationed at the Army base in!Sandbria. I do not wish 
to reveal my identity. I am writing to report some concerning incidents that I have witnessed on and 
around the!Sandbrian!Army Base.!

Every Tuesday and Thursday, for 6 weeks every spring and fall, 8 – 10 gray busses full of!kids!enter 
the base at 9:30 am and do not leave until 4:30 pm. There are transported here from the JUICE 
facility located about 50 miles southeast of the base. The cadets wear!military!uniforms!and military 
ranks!very similar to ours.!!

Several of the soldiers on base are instructors in the JUICE program. We are required to teach the 
cadets the following courses:!
 • Fundamentals of Soldiering;!
 • Core Army Values and Army Traditions;!
 • Basic Rifle Marksmanship;!
 • Obstacle Course Training;!and!
 • Battle drills!(such as attacking a bunker, reacting to indirect fire, reacting to a   
  chemical attack)!

Many of us have a problem with the presence of the cadets on base. It makes us uncomfortable 
to have children as young as 12 being instructed on Army operations. There are rumors that these 
young cadets might be conscripted into the Army as the conflict with!Lockivo!ramps up. This is 
quite alarming.!!

Please do something about this. Shut the JUICE program down.
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SAVE THE KIDS!!
Press Release!
JUICE is a Trap for Children!!
March 6, 2022!
!
Coastlandia!– We are continuing to sound the alarm regarding what Save the Kids, and the 
international community, views as the use of child soldiers by the Coastlandian state in the form of 
the Junior Intelligence Civic Education Program (JUICE). In light of a recent whistleblower report, 
our message is more urgent than ever.
!
As an international non-profit organization dedicated to 
protecting the rights of children through litigation and 
advocacy, Save the Kids operates all over the globe, ensuring 
countries abide by both their own domestic laws, as well as 
international laws and norms regarding the rights of children. 
A state of active armed conflict does not need to be present 
in a country for children to be at risk of abuse. However, 
armed conflict does present conditions where children are 
most vulnerable.!!
!!
Costlandia!and its ongoing armed conflict with!Lockivo!has 
caused emergency conditions for children in the region. 
We continue to strenuously condemn and advocate for the dissolution of the Lockivoan!aligned 
group,!Coastlandian!Youth for the Restoration of Sea Rights (CYRSR). However, the focus of this 
press release must be on the!Coastlandian!“response” to that group, JUICE. Irrefutable evidence has 
now been made public that JUICE is taking part in military activities.!!
!
A whistleblower has recently revealed that children in the JUICE program are regularly traveling 
from their base camp,!where the!Kinabalulu!Rainforest crosses over the Alite Mountain Range, the 
ten miles the!Coastlandian!army installation in the area. The!Coastlandian!Times, an award-winning 
publication with a long history of thorough fact vetting and editorial integrity, has published details 
on how children are being ferried to the military base for military purposes.!!
!
Coastlandia!maintains that JUICE is a civilian organization that teaches!Coastlandian!youth valuable 
life skills that could be vital to their survival but they are not otherwise learning through school 
or home life. It is the!Coastlandian!government’s argument that children involved in JUICE are 
being taught pride in their country as well through lessons in!Coastlandian!history. While Save the 
Kids advocates against the use of political propaganda, branded as “patriotic education,” that is 
not our primary concern, here. We are concerned with JUICE’s activities in their base camp, the 
nearby!Coastlandian!military base, and the aforementioned whistleblower evidence that children 
are being used for military activity.!



IMEMORANDUM!FOR! COMMANDER!
!
FROM:! Colonel Michael Tolman, Strategy Division!
SUBJECT:! JUICE Activities in!Kinabalulu Rainforest and Recommended Course of Action!
!
1. Based on reports that the Junior Intelligence Civic Education (JUICE) Program is directly 

participating in hostilities, you directed me to investigate these allegations and, if true, make a 
recommendation as to the best course of action in verifying this threat.! I coordinated with our 
Intelligence Division and the Weapons E#ects Team to reach my below conclusion.!!

2. Recently, the!Coastlandian!government established the JUICE Program, which they claim 
is a civil and educational program.! The program takes young volunteers and teaches them 
about!Coastlandian!history, government, and other skills that include (but not limited to) how to 
correctly operate a firearm, how to read radar, how to weld, and wilderness survival.! When they 
established this program, they created a base “camp” located approximately 10 miles west from 
the!Coastlandian!Army base.! The Army Base is located where the!Kinabalulu!Rainforest crosses 
over the Alite Mountain Range.!!!

3. According to intelligence sources, gray school busses full of young children leave the base 
camp and travel to the!Coastlandian!Army base for weekly “field trips.”! Once there, the busses 
are!unloaded!and the participants stay in Army barracks for the week.! Sources state that 
they believe that the JUICE participants are being used!to plan, practice, and conduct military 
operations from the base.! The!Coastlandian!government has stated that regular field trips to the 
base!are!part of the JUICE curriculum to give students a sense of life in the military.!!!

4. Unfortunately, we cannot confirm the veracity of the intelligence (the sources have not proven 
to be reliable).! Additionally, in this location, the!Kinabalulu Rainforest foliage is very dense, 
preventing our Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) assets from observing 
activities being conducted on the forest floor.!!In order to confirm these reports, we would need 
to eliminate the dense foliage that is blocking our ISR assets.!

5. WEAPONS:! The Weapons E#ects Team recommended the use of white phosphorous.! White 
phosphorous is a thick, wax-like substance that catches fire very easily.! In an aerial strike, it has 
been shown to cover dense foliage and, once on fire, maintain a hot fire, burning!anything!it is 
touching or covering.! It is a very e#ective weapon.!

6. COURSE OF ACTION:! In order to confirm these reports, I recommend that we employ 4 RQ-13 
drones equipped with white phosphorous to cover the dense foliage around the Army Base and 
then set fire to the white phosphorous to burn portions of the Kinabalulu Rainforest, uncovering 
the forest floor.! We would then use our ISR assets to provide a visual of the activities occurring 
at the base.!
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TO: DEFENSE MINISTRY 
DATE: 06.03.2022 
FROM:  MAJOR YI 
TIME: 915 LOCAL 
LOCATION: Coastlandian Military Base 
 
SITUATION REPORT | SECRET – PRIORITY  
It has been only a few days since the Lockivoan white phosphorus attack, but the short and long-term 
impacts are already becoming apparent.  While all children on the base participating in JUICE and 20% 
of the servicemembers on the base were initially hospitalized due to exposure to the white phosphorous, 
most have been discharged with nothing more serious than eye irritation and minor burns.  However, 
10% of the servicemembers and 20% of the JUICE participants have remained hospitalized due to 
[MZQW][�J]ZV[��]VIJI\ML�KW]OPQVO��IVL�LQЅK]T\a�JZMI\PQVO�IUWVO�W\PMZ�[aUX\WU[���1\�Q[�]VSVW_V�PW_�
TWVO�\PM[M�[aUX\WU[�_QTT�KWV\QV]M�IVL�_PI\�TWVŎMЄMK\[��QN�IVa��IVa�WN�\PM�QVLQ^QL]IT[�M`XW[ML�\W�_PQ\M�
phosphorus will experience. 
 
The devastation to the Kinabalulu Rainforest is easier to see.  Our scientists estimate that 
approximately 12% of the portion of the Kinabalulu Rainforest located within Coastlandian borders has 
JMMV�LM[\ZWaML���<PIVSN]TTa��\PM�JI[M�_I[�_MTT̆[]XXTQML�_Q\P�[IVL�L]M�\W�\PM�¹[IVLJIO�[\]ЅVOº�M`MZKQ[M�
XTIVVML�Ja�2=1+-�[W�_M�_MZM�IJTM�\W�X]\�W]\�\PM�UIQV�ÅZM�NIQZTa�[_QN\Ta��7]Z�NWZKM[�IZM�[\QTT�X]\\QVO�
W]\�[UITT�ÅZM[�KI][ML�Ja�[UITT�IUW]V\[�WN�QVKWUXTM\M�KWUJ][\QWV�QV�[WUM�WN�\PM�U]VQ\QWV[�LZWXXML�
by Lockivo that have been unintentionally reignited by our trucks during our survey of the damage, but 
\PM[M�ÅZM[�IZM�]VLMZ�KWV\ZWT���?M�_MZM�ZM[]XXTQML�_Q\P�[IVL�NZWU�.\��*TIKS�+I[\TM�aM[\MZLIa�IVL�IZM�
_MTT̆XZMXIZML�NWZ�IVa�N]Z\PMZ�ÅZM[����
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REPORT ON THE USE OF INCENDIARY
WEAPONS IN THE KINABALULU RAINFOREST 

 
By: Nat!Urelover!
March 6, 2022!

    The!Kinabalulu!Rainforest is one of the most beautiful and    
    biodiverse ecosystems on the continent of!Mingleton. The 
    rainforest contains a diverse array of fauna and flora, some of 
    which is used in medical procedures and research. The beauty
    of the!Kinabalulu!Rainforest inspires religious and activist 
    movements in its honor and in the defense of its existence. 
    Groups, particularly in!Lockivo, have dedicated their 
    lives!to!conservation of the forest.! Some in!Lockivo!even 
    consider themselves “guardians of the forest.”!

!
The!Kinabalulu!Rainforest spans across multiple countries on the continent of!Mingleton, mostly 
located in!Lockivo, however, it does inhabit land in both!Nortica, and approximately 12% exists 
in!Coastlandia. While there are civil society organizations in all three countries, including this one, 
solely dedicated to the protection of!Mingleton’s!natural resources, and the!Kinabalulu!Rainforest 
in particular, recent activity related to the ongoing hostilities between!Lockivo!and!Coastlandia!is 
causing extreme concern.!
!
As the!Coastlandian!Alliance for Resource Safety (CARS), our primary priority!is!Coastlandian!
natural resources. However, in the ever more interconnected world, we increasingly see our 
mission as action, activism, and advocacy, in the interest of natural resource protection 
throughout the entire world, especially when another country’s CO2 emissions can 
a#ect!Coastlandia’s!environment. That is why we are expressing our concern in solidarity 
with our!Mingleton!sister organizations, the Coalition for Overt Action in!Lockivo!(COAL) 
and the Coalition Around Resource Bu#ers of!Nortica!(CARBON) over the attack on the 
sacred!Kinabalulu!Rainforest within!Coastlandian!borders.!Our!collective!organizations work 
tirelessly to protect!Mingleton’s!natural resources.!!
!
The ongoing conflict between the nations of!Lockivo!and!Coastlandia!have taken a toll on all the 
peoples, animals, and natural resources of the entire continent of!Mingleton.!And,!recent actions 
on both sides!of!hostilities are unacceptable. Reports of incendiary weapons used by the state 
of!Lockivo!on the small portions of the!Kinabalulu!Rainforest that lie in!Coastlandia!have resulted in 
essentially the complete inability to access the land by the!Coastlandian!population.!Lockivo!should 
be ashamed of its actions. The government of!Lockivo!is representing a!group of!people who revere 
the beauty of the forest and would be horrified of any harm that would come it. And now, more 
than 10% has been rendered inaccessible, and worse, the natural resources, flora, and fauna native to 
this part of the forest are lost to this continent and planet. This will have devastating e#ects on the 
ecosystems surrounding the!Coastlandian!portion of the!Kinabalulu!Rainforest, as well as the parts 
that are in!Lockivo!and!Nortica.!!
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Coastlandia!is likely not free of responsibility here either. In fact, if reports are true that the 
government was using the forest to shield military activity, they!bear!a great deal of responsibility. 
The environment is civilian infrastructure that CANNOT be replaced. Natural resources do not take 
part in hostilities and cannot be replaced. Thus, it is unlawful, irresponsible, and immoral to be using 
these vital resources as shields for military purposes.!!
!
We are calling for immediate accountability. CARS, COAL, and CARBON have formed a working 
group called the People for the Preservation of!Mingleton!(PPM). We plan to use our combined 
resources to advocate for the protection and conservation of!Mingleton’s!environment.!!

***!
!
CARS (Coastlandian!Alliance for Resource Safety) is an international non-profit organization with 
a membership, both in person and online, of 2.5 million people. Since 1975, our mission has been 
to launch and maintain a robust international e"ort, through both advocacy and litigation, to 
protect natural resources, conserve ecosystems, and fight climate change. We maintain 8 o#ces 
throughout the world, 6 of them on countries in!Mingleton, with our HQ in!Coastlandia.!!
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INBOX

Dear!Bagwell, Harper, & Jorgensen!Communications Team,!!

My name is P.J. Hawthorne and I am the Executive Producer for Dodgeball, 
which as you are aware is the most watched news program in the world!!I am 
writing because!both!the!Coastlandian!JUICE program!and!Lockivo’s!attack on 
the!Kibanalulu!Rainforest!is dominating much of the news coverage across the globe.!!

We!are requesting that you!send three representatives to join our panel on this 
week’s broadcast, all of which should be prepared to speak on!all aspects of!JUICE!
and the!Lockivoan!show of aggression in the!Kibanalulu!Rainforest. We are hoping to 
help our viewers understand the!various legal frameworks surrounding these issues!
to help them be informed citizens.!!

Please inform them that we will be asking about the following:!

        1.    What is JUICE?!
        2.   Is it “legal?” Why are the critics saying it is not?!!
        3.   Was Lockivo’s use of white phosphorous-containing drones a violation of IHL?!
        4.  The destruction of the Kinabalulu Rainforest in Coastlandia has triggered much 
              outrage. What does the law of armed conflict have to say about this sort of incident?
!
Looking forward to having you on the show and I am sure the ratings will be 
through the roof!!
!
Sincerely,!
P.J.!Hawthorne!
Executive Producer of Dodgeball

TO: Attorneys from the International Legal Thinktank,!Bagwell, Harper, & Jorgensen

FROM: P.J. Hawthorne, Executive Producer for Dodgeball !
!

Subject: RE: Invitation to Appear on Dodgeball
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Competitor Role:!Coastlandia!Legal Representatives!!
Judges’ Roles:!!UN Mediators

Background:
In the aftermath of the!Coastlandian!attack on the!Lockivoan!satellite, a heatwave causes the snow 
accumulation in the Alite Mountains to melt and cause a huge flash flood.!Many civilians are killed, 
injured, and displaced in the floodplains. Because!Coastlandia!took out!Lockivo’s!satellite,!Lockivo’s!
relief e"orts are hampered and as most of the inhabited areas of the floodplains are fairly remote, and 
it’s impossible to tell if another flood may occur and harm relief workers.

Nortica operates a space station, the Beacon One, and allows by treaty multiple other countries, 
including Coastlandia and Lockivo, to perform experiments and do research for the benefit of 
all countries who participate. !Nortica!launches all astronauts destined for the space station from 
its territory.! In addition to astronauts from other countries,!Nortica!maintains 20 astronauts!(9 
female,!10!male,!1!nonbinary)!to permanently operate the space station.! Of these 20 astronauts, 4 
are civilian scientists and the!remaining!16!are!active!duty!military personnel.
!

At this time,!Coastlandia!has four astronauts on board (1!female,!3!male), and!Lockivo!has seven
(4!male,!3!female).! Six of!Lockivo’s!astronauts and three of!Costlandia’s!are!active!duty!military 
personnel. The other astronauts are civilian scientists.
!
Several!Lockivoan!astronauts on!Beacon!One!have relatives who live in the floodplains. Unable to stand 
by and watch!Lockivo!scramble blindly to assist the civilians in the floodplains while – in their view –
Coastlandia!takes advantage of the situation to reverse most of!Lockivoan’s!territorial gains during 
the war, the!Lockivoan!astronauts hatch a plot to take over the space station and utilize its long-
range telescopes to provide!Lockivo!with crucial weather intel.

Using a syringe,!Lockivoan!astronaut Captain!Langley, adds a sedative to the plantain-pistachio freeze-
dried ice cream that had been set aside for a station-wide celebration that evening to mark recent 
progress in an experiment designed to grow potatoes on Mars without the need for fertilizer.! At the 
celebration,!all of!the astronauts but the!Lockivoans!indulge in the ice cream!and fall asleep soon 
afterwards.!The!Lockivoans!then!lock the!sleeping astronauts!in the mess, which is!located!o" the 
galley and connects only to a small one-person bathroom and a storage closet. The closet is unlocked 
and!contains extra blankets, pillows, water, and other emergency supplies (the mess is designated as 
the station’s shelter-in-place area in case of an emergency).!
!!
After the drugged astronauts!awaken, the!Lockivoans!split!them up by nationality.! The!Norticans, as 
the largest group, stay in the mess,!while!the!Coastlandians!are taken and detained in a small room 
that had previously been used to store brooms and other cleaning supplies.! The!Lockivoans!allow 
the!Norticans!to use the!station’s!exercise facilities!in small groups while under guard.! They also 
provided a small television with a DVD player and several books.! Every other day, each!Nortican!is 
permitted to use the Deep Space Network (DSN) to communicate with their government and their family.!!!

The!Coastlandians, however, are only permitted to leave the broom closet three times a day 
(individually) for ten minutes each time to use the restroom.! The only recreational activity they 
are permitted to do is to read the draft of Captain!Langley’s!book “Lockivo: The Greatest Nation 
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That Ever Is.”! The!Coastlandians!are not permitted to use the DSN.! All the detainees are permitted 
adequate food and water.

Lockivoan!Lieutenant Petty believes that instead of separating the detainees by nationality, they 
should have been separated by gender.! However, all of the!Coastlandians!and!Norticans!refuse to 
be separated from each other.! Further, there is only one individual who identifies as nonbinary, and 
Lieutenant Petty wonders if detaining them alone would violate IHL.! 

Four of the!Norticans!(Doctors Epps and Zane!as!well as!Nurses Black and Simmons) 
constitute the medical team onboard the space station, led by Doctor Epps. Several of the 
Norticans!and!Coastlandias!su"er minor negative e"ects (stomachache, migraine) as a result 
of the sedative. Doctor Epps, a pacifist, refuses to allow his team to provide medical care to 
anyone on board the space station who is ill or injured as a result of violence believing that!if his 
team refuses to provide medical care then no one on board the space station will use violence.! 
The!Lockivoans!want to force the medical team to treat anyone on board who needs medical care, 
but!are!not sure if they are able to, because none of the members of the medical team!are civilians 
with no military background.

During a trip to the exercise room,!Nortican!Squadron Leader!Greenberg causes a distraction, which 
allows all the Nortican!and!1!Lockivoan!astronauts!(the lone!Lockivoan!who argued against the 
takeover of!Beacon!One)!to flee the space station in an escape pod.! Although intending to land 
on!Nortican!territory, escape pod lands in the high seas of the!Westovian!Sea.!Coastlandia!secretly 
rescues the astronauts and takes them to an undisclosed military base and harshly interrogates 
them.!Coastlandians!subjected the!Lockivoan!astronaut to particularly harsh interrogation in an 
attempt to extract!information on what the!Lockivoan!astronauts are doing and how they are using 
the resources of the space station to aid!Lockivo!in its war with!Coastlandia.

Nortica’s!space command knows an escape pod was!jettisoned!from!Beacon!One, and eventually 
determines that the general landing site was in the!Westovian!Sea,!and!that!the astronauts are likely 
in!Coastlandian!hands.!Nortica!demands!Coastlandia!safely!return all five astronauts. Coastlandia
agrees only to return the!four!Nortican!astronauts, which it does promptly.

The!Coastlandian!government has formally denounced!Lockivo’s!actions on!Beacon One.!They 
are alleging that!Lockivo’s!actions violated international law and thus,!Coastlandia!will be 
justified in returning a proportionate response. Having conducted detailed interviews with 
the!four!released!Nortican!astronauts, the International Committee of the Red Cross!(ICRC)!relayed 
the facts as they received them to representatives from!Coastlandia!and!Lockivo.!!In light of those 
interviews, the ICRC!has suggested that this issue be!immediately!submitted to the UN 
for mediation.
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NORTICA!
ASTRONAUT CIVILIAN OR ACTIVE MILITARY? GENDER

1. Doctor Epps! C! M!

2. Doctor Zane! C! F!

3. Nurse Black! C! M!

4. Nurse Simmons! C! M!

5. Squadron Leader Greenberg! AM! M!

6. Schwidetzky! AM! M!

7. Lynch! AM! M!

8. Tiefer! AM! M!

9. Wehle! AM! F!

10. White! AM! F!

11. Schultz! AM! F!

12. Diamond! AM! F!

13. Manrique! AM! M!

14. Harow! AM! F!

15. Zavrotny! AM! M!

16. Fieo! AM! F!

17. Johnson! AM! F!

18. Stutz! AM! F!

19. Morrell! AM! M!

20. Arhun! AM! NB!

BEACON ONE MANIFEST:
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COASTLANDIA!
ASTRONAUT CIVILIAN OR ACTIVE MILITARY? GENDER

1. Karras! AM! F!

2. Kim! C! M!

3. James! AM! M!

4. Joseph! AM! M!

LOCKIVO!!
ASTRONAUT CIVILIAN OR ACTIVE MILITARY? GENDER

1. Langley! AM! M!

2. Petty! AM! M!

3. Quiroz! AM! F!

4. DiMeglio! AM! M!

5. Lindsey! AM! F!

6. Austin! AM! M!

7. McGovern! C! F!



ICRC PRESENTATION TO UN

The ICRC is sounding the alarm today as it received serious reports 
concerning!detention!of certain astronauts aboard!the!Nortican!space 
station, Beacon!One!and!on the ground. While the ICRC has!knowledge of 
this!alarming chain of events,!it has not been given access to all!personnel 
currently being detained. The ICRC would like to remind all parties to the 
conflict that, per the Third and Fourth Geneva Conventions, the ICRC has 
a right to visit both prisoners of war and protected civilians wherever 

such persons may be located, to interview them without any witnesses,!and to bring them 
humanitarian relief. The ICRC is!gravely concerned!that the current!state of a"airs!permitted 
the violation of other international humanitarian law (IHL) rules.!The ICRC’s!right to access all 
detainees related to armed conflict is provided by IHL and its impartial and confidential role is 
fundamental to maintain this access. This vital right!has to!be safeguarded in order to protect 
all!persons!a"ected by armed conflicts.!In light of!these circumstances, the ICRC calls for 
the United Nations to conduct an expedited mediation between!Coastlandia!and!Lockivo!to 
address these concerns.
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A situation of great concern has been brought to the United Nations’!agenda. The 
armed conflict between!Coastlandia!and!Lockivo!continues to!tragically!a"ect more 
and more people.!Many civilians have been killed, injured, and displaced, most recently 
in!Lockivo’s!floodplains.!Vital fuel supplies and essential medicines and equipment 
remain!scarce!and the spiraling humanitarian crisis will likely worsen as fighting continues. 
The United Nations is actively engaged in humanitarian support to regions of!Lockivo!with 
pressing needs, including its vulnerable flood plains.!!

The UN has fielded!a number of!deeply worrying reports!concerning!human rights abuses 
perpetrated by all sides.!Most recently, allegations have surfaced concerning the detention!
of personnel on Earth and in outer space. Equally concerning are reports by the ICRC of a 
lack of access to those detained.!If not immediately addressed, these actions risk further 
escalating the armed conflict. The UN is committed to the work of saving lives and treating 
all!persons!with dignity and respect.!!

In light of!these!reports,! Member!States!Coastlandia!and!Lockivo!have agreed!to convene 
immediately for an emergency mediation session!led by!UN mediators!in an attempt 
to!address the current situation.!Dialogue is the foundation for peace and peace is the 
foundation for a stable and prosperous future. Let us all work to help secure that future for 
all people of the region.!
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SECRETARY GENERAL SOUNDS 
ALARM OVER DETENTION CONCERNS 
AND HUMANITARIAN CRISIS



By: David Jaros,!Nortican!Daily News!
March!6, 2022!

A young Nortican soldier was captured by Coastlandian forces earlier today. This soldier is 
the first transgender member of the Nortican military. Captain Arhun graduated at the top 
of their class and made history as the first transgender Captain in the Nortican military. 

Captain Arhun started their career providing legal counsel to the 17th Battalion in the early 
days of the Coastlandia-Lockivo conflict. They were transferred to the space mission at the 
beginning of 2021. Early reporting indicates that there was a disturbance on the Nortican-
run space station which has resulted in the detainment of active-duty military and civilians 
in various parts of the station. Five of the detainees have escaped. The four Nortican 
escapees have returned to Nortica and have been reunited with their families. The single 
Lockivoan escapee is being held in Coastlandian custody. 

An anonymous source has informed us that a leaked message has been received from the 
Space Station indicated that Captain Arhun is being mistreated while in the Lockivoan 
custody. The source has described Arhun as being subjected to intense interrogation 
and being denied the same regular bathroom breaks, recreational time, and Deep Space 
Network usage as the other detainees.  Lockivo has denied commenting on this issue. 
!
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NORTICAN DAILY NEWS: 
TRANSGENDER PRISONER OF WAR BEATEN AND HARASSED IN COASTLANDIAN CUSTODY 

SPARKS INTERNATIONAL DEBATE ON GENDER SEPARATION DURING DETENTION.



Dear Coastlandian Legal Representatives, 

The UN Security Council, Department of Political and Peacebuilding A"airs, is requesting 
that you join a mediation with your Lockivoan counterparts. This conflict has carried on 
far too long. While we welcome the cessation of active fighting, long term peace cannot 
become a reality without constructive dialogue between your Government and the 
Government of Lockivo.

We write this letter in hopes that you allow the UN Mediation Support Unit to facilitate this 
constructive conversation. Please make sure whomever you send is prepared to speak on 
the following and can explain your government’s side on each of the issues: !
!
1. How should Beacon One be classified when considering the actions of personnel 

aboard it? 
2. What, if any, legal rights, duties, or protections does Coastlandia allege its personnel 

aboard Beacon One are owed? 
3. What, if any, legal rights, duties, or protections does Coastlandia allege have been 

violated concerning its personnel aboard Beacon One? 
4. What was Coastlandia’s legal justification for capturing and detaining personnel who 

jettisoned from the Beacon One? 
5. What, if any, legal grounds justify Coastlandia’s continuing detention of the Lockivoan 

astronaut?

We hope we are able to assist your government in engaging with Lockivo in a constructive 
manner and resolve these issues to everyone’s satisfaction.
 !
Sincerely, !
J.Junger
Jules Junger  
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Competitor Role:!Coastlandia!Legal Representatives!!
Judges’ Roles:!!UN Mediators

Background:
In the aftermath of the!Coastlandian!attack on the!Lockivoan!satellite, a heatwave causes the snow 
accumulation in the Alite Mountains to melt and cause a huge flash flood.!Many civilians are killed, 
injured, and displaced in the floodplains. Because!Coastlandia!took out!Lockivo’s!satellite,!Lockivo’s!
relief e"orts are hampered and as most of the inhabited areas of the floodplains are fairly remote, and 
it’s impossible to tell if another flood may occur and harm relief workers.

Nortica operates a space station, the Beacon One, and allows by treaty multiple other countries, 
including Coastlandia and Lockivo, to perform experiments and do research for the benefit of all 
countries who participate.!!Nortica!launches all astronauts destined for the space station from its 
territory.! In addition to astronauts from other countries,!Nortica!maintains 20 astronauts!(9 female,!10 
male,!1!nonbinary)!to permanently operate the space station.! Of these 20 astronauts, 4 
are civilian scientists and the!remaining!16!are!active!duty!military personnel.
!

At this time,!Coastlandia!has four astronauts on board (1!female,!3!male), and!Lockivo!has seven
(4!male,!3!female).! Six of!Lockivo’s!astronauts and three of!Costlandia’s!are!active!duty!military 
personnel. The other astronauts are civilian scientists.
!
Several!Lockivoan!astronauts on!Beacon!One!have relatives who live in the floodplains. Unable to stand 
by and watch!Lockivo!scramble blindly to assist the civilians in the floodplains while – in their view –
Coastlandia!takes advantage of the situation to reverse most of!Lockivoan’s!territorial gains during 
the war, the!Lockivoan!astronauts hatch a plot to take over the space station and utilize its long-
range telescopes to provide!Lockivo!with crucial weather intel.

Using a syringe,!Lockivoan!astronaut Captain!Langley, adds a sedative to the plantain-pistachio freeze-
dried ice cream that had been set aside for a station-wide celebration that evening to mark recent 
progress in an experiment designed to grow potatoes on Mars without the need for fertilizer.! At the 
celebration,!all of!the astronauts but the!Lockivoans!indulge in the ice cream!and fall asleep soon 
afterwards.!The!Lockivoans!then!lock the!sleeping astronauts!in the mess, which is!located!o" the 
galley and connects only to a small one-person bathroom and a storage closet. The closet is unlocked 
and!contains extra blankets, pillows, water, and other emergency supplies (the mess is designated as 
the station’s shelter-in-place area in case of an emergency).!
!!
After the drugged astronauts!awaken, the!Lockivoans!split!them up by nationality.! The!Norticans, as 
the largest group, stay in the mess,!while!the!Coastlandians!are taken and detained in a small room 
that had previously been used to store brooms and other cleaning supplies.! The!Lockivoans!allow 
the!Norticans!to use the!station’s!exercise facilities!in small groups while under guard.! They also 
provided a small television with a DVD player and several books.! Every other day, each!Nortican!is 
permitted to use the Deep Space Network (DSN) to communicate with their government and their family.!!!

The!Coastlandians, however, are only permitted to leave the broom closet three times a day 
(individually) for ten minutes each time to use the restroom.! The only recreational activity they 
are permitted to do is to read the draft of Captain!Langley’s!book “Lockivo: The Greatest Nation 
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That Ever Is.”! The!Coastlandians!are not permitted to use the DSN.! All the detainees are permitted 
adequate food and water.

Lockivoan!Lieutenant Petty believes that instead of separating the detainees by nationality, they 
should have been separated by gender.! However, all of the!Coastlandians!and!Norticans!refuse to 
be separated from each other.! Further, there is only one individual who identifies as nonbinary, and 
Lieutenant Petty wonders if detaining them alone would violate IHL.! 

Four of the!Norticans!(Doctors Epps and Zane!as!well as!Nurses Black and Simmons) 
constitute the medical team onboard the space station, led by Doctor Epps. Several of the 
Norticans!and!Coastlandias!su"er minor negative e"ects (stomachache, migraine) as a result 
of the sedative. Doctor Epps, a pacifist, refuses to allow his team to provide medical care to 
anyone on board the space station who is ill or injured as a result of violence believing that!if his 
team refuses to provide medical care then no one on board the space station will use violence.! 
The!Lockivoans!want to force the medical team to treat anyone on board who needs medical care, 
but!are!not sure if they are able to, because none of the members of the medical team!are civilians 
with no military background.

During a trip to the exercise room,!Nortican!Squadron Leader!Greenberg causes a distraction, which 
allows all the Nortican!and!1!Lockivoan!astronauts!(the lone!Lockivoan!who argued against the 
takeover of!Beacon!One)!to flee the space station in an escape pod.! Although intending to land 
on!Nortican!territory, escape pod lands in the high seas of the!Westovian!Sea.!Coastlandia!secretly 
rescues the astronauts and takes them to an undisclosed military base and harshly interrogates 
them.!Coastlandians!subjected the!Lockivoan!astronaut to particularly harsh interrogation in an 
attempt to extract!information on what the!Lockivoan!astronauts are doing and how they are using 
the resources of the space station to aid!Lockivo!in its war with!Coastlandia.

Nortica’s!space command knows an escape pod was!jettisoned!from!Beacon!One, and eventually 
determines that the general landing site was in the!Westovian!Sea,!and!that!the astronauts are likely 
in!Coastlandian!hands.!Nortica!demands!Coastlandia!safely!return all five astronauts. Coastlandia
agrees only to return the!four!Nortican!astronauts, which it does promptly.

The!Coastlandian!government has formally denounced!Lockivo’s!actions on!Beacon One.!They 
are alleging that!Lockivo’s!actions violated international law and thus,!Coastlandia!will be 
justified in returning a proportionate response. Having conducted detailed interviews with 
the!four!released!Nortican!astronauts, the International Committee of the Red Cross!(ICRC)!relayed 
the facts as they received them to representatives from!Coastlandia!and!Lockivo.!!In light of those 
interviews, the ICRC!has suggested that this issue be!immediately!submitted to the UN 
for mediation.
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NORTICA!
ASTRONAUT CIVILIAN OR ACTIVE MILITARY? GENDER

1. Doctor Epps! C! M!

2. Doctor Zane! C! F!

3. Nurse Black! C! M!

4. Nurse Simmons! C! M!

5. Squadron Leader Greenberg! AM! M!

6. Schwidetzky! AM! M!

7. Lynch! AM! M!

8. Tiefer! AM! M!

9. Wehle! AM! F!

10. White! AM! F!

11. Schultz! AM! F!

12. Diamond! AM! F!

13. Manrique! AM! M!

14. Harow! AM! F!

15. Zavrotny! AM! M!

16. Fieo! AM! F!

17. Johnson! AM! F!

18. Stutz! AM! F!

19. Morrell! AM! M!

20. Arhun! AM! NB!

BEACON ONE MANIFEST:
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COASTLANDIA!
ASTRONAUT CIVILIAN OR ACTIVE MILITARY? GENDER

1. Karras! AM! F!

2. Kim! C! M!

3. James! AM! M!

4. Joseph! AM! M!

LOCKIVO!!
ASTRONAUT CIVILIAN OR ACTIVE MILITARY? GENDER

1. Langley! AM! M!

2. Petty! AM! M!

3. Quiroz! AM! F!

4. DiMeglio! AM! M!

5. Lindsey! AM! F!

6. Austin! AM! M!

7. McGovern! C! F!



ICRC PRESENTATION TO UN

The ICRC is sounding the alarm today as it received serious reports 
concerning!detention!of certain astronauts aboard!the!Nortican!space 
station, Beacon!One!and!on the ground. While the ICRC has!knowledge of 
this!alarming chain of events,!it has not been given access to all!personnel 
currently being detained. The ICRC would like to remind all parties to the 
conflict that, per the Third and Fourth Geneva Conventions, the ICRC has 
a right to visit both prisoners of war and protected civilians wherever 

such persons may be located, to interview them without any witnesses,!and to bring them 
humanitarian relief. The ICRC is!gravely concerned!that the current!state of a"airs!permitted 
the violation of other international humanitarian law (IHL) rules.!The ICRC’s!right to access all 
detainees related to armed conflict is provided by IHL and its impartial and confidential role is 
fundamental to maintain this access. This vital right!has to!be safeguarded in order to protect 
all!persons!a"ected by armed conflicts.!In light of!these circumstances, the ICRC calls for 
the United Nations to conduct an expedited mediation between!Coastlandia!and!Lockivo!to 
address these concerns.
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A situation of great concern has been brought to the United Nations’!agenda. The 
armed conflict between!Coastlandia!and!Lockivo!continues to!tragically!a"ect more 
and more people.!Many civilians have been killed, injured, and displaced, most recently 
in!Lockivo’s!floodplains.!Vital fuel supplies and essential medicines and equipment 
remain!scarce!and the spiraling humanitarian crisis will likely worsen as fighting continues. 
The United Nations is actively engaged in humanitarian support to regions of!Lockivo!with 
pressing needs, including its vulnerable flood plains.!!

The UN has fielded!a number of!deeply worrying reports!concerning!human rights abuses 
perpetrated by all sides.!Most recently, allegations have surfaced concerning the detention!
of personnel on Earth and in outer space. Equally concerning are reports by the ICRC of a 
lack of access to those detained.!If not immediately addressed, these actions risk further 
escalating the armed conflict. The UN is committed to the work of saving lives and treating 
all!persons!with dignity and respect.!!

In light of!these!reports,! Member!States!Coastlandia!and!Lockivo!have agreed!to convene 
immediately for an emergency mediation session!led by!UN mediators!in an attempt 
to!address the current situation.!Dialogue is the foundation for peace and peace is the 
foundation for a stable and prosperous future. Let us all work to help secure that future for 
all people of the region.!
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SECRETARY GENERAL SOUNDS 
ALARM OVER DETENTION CONCERNS 
AND HUMANITARIAN CRISIS



By: David Jaros,!Nortican!Daily News!
March!6, 2022!

A young Nortican soldier was captured by Coastlandian forces earlier today. This soldier is 
the first transgender member of the Nortican military. Captain Arhun graduated at the top 
of their class and made history as the first transgender Captain in the Nortican military. 

Captain Arhun started their career providing legal counsel to the 17th Battalion in the early 
days of the Coastlandia-Lockivo conflict. They were transferred to the space mission at the 
beginning of 2021. Early reporting indicates that there was a disturbance on the Nortican-
run space station which has resulted in the detainment of active-duty military and civilians 
in various parts of the station. Five of the detainees have escaped. The four Nortican 
escapees have returned to Nortica and have been reunited with their families. The single 
Lockivoan escapee is being held in Coastlandian custody. 

An anonymous source has informed us that a leaked message has been received from the 
Space Station indicated that Captain Arhun is being mistreated while in the Lockivoan 
custody. The source has described Arhun as being subjected to intense interrogation 
and being denied the same regular bathroom breaks, recreational time, and Deep Space 
Network usage as the other detainees.  Lockivo has denied commenting on this issue. 
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NORTICAN DAILY NEWS: 
TRANSGENDER PRISONER OF WAR BEATEN AND HARASSED IN COASTLANDIAN CUSTODY 

SPARKS INTERNATIONAL DEBATE ON GENDER SEPARATION DURING DETENTION.  



Dear Lockivoan Legal Representatives, 

The UN Security Council, Department of Political and Peacebuilding A"airs, is requesting 
that you join a mediation with your Coastlandian counterparts. This conflict has carried 
on far too long. While we welcome the cessation of active fighting, long term peace 
cannot become a reality without constructive dialogue between your Government and the 
Government of Coastlandia.

We write this letter in hopes that you allow the UN Mediation Support Unit to facilitate this 
constructive conversation. Please make sure whomever you send is prepared to speak on 
the following and can explain your government’s side on each of the issues: !

1. Is the space station operated by Nortica considered Nortican territory for the purpose 
of conducting an armed conflict classification analysis? 

2. How many of the detained astronauts still on the space station constitute POWs? 
3. To comply with IHL, are the detainees required to be separated against their will by 

gender? Since only one individual identifies as nonbinary, does IHL require detaining 
them alone?  

4. Should the medical team have been required to treat the ill and injured individuals on 
the space station?  

5. Is Coastlandia’s detention of the lone Lockivoan astronaut lawful?  

We hope we are able to assist your government in engaging with Coastlandia in a 
constructive manner and resolve these issues to everyone’s satisfaction.
 !
Sincerely, !
J.Junger
Jules Junger  
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Competitor Role: ICC Prosecutorial Team!

Judges’ Roles: ICC Judges!

Venue: Trial Court preliminary hearing on whether the ICC can properly exercise jurisdiction.!

Background:!
General Waterford of the Coastlandian Army was in command at the secret Coastlandian base “Atlantis.” 
This base was built by Coastlandia in the early days of the conflict with Lockivo in a vast system of caves 
near the Coastlandian and Lockivoan border. While most of the caves are in Coastlandia, some of the 
caves straddle the border and thus are partially within Lockivoan territory.!!

Civilian Lockivoan scientist Dr. Edward Kynde, as well as many other Lockivoan civilians and POWs, 
were detained here throughout the conflict.! General Waterford knew that his soldiers tortured all of the 
inmates at Atlantis, including Dr. Kynde.! Coastlandia is not a State party to the ICC.!!

Lockivo, a State party to the ICC, asked the ICC to investigate the allegations of torture at Atlantis as 
the peace agreement negotiations between Lockivo and Coastlandia began winding down.! After the 
fastest investigation in its history, the ICC has indicted General Waterford for one count of torture as a 
crime against humanity.!

Here are the defined issues the court has certified for review: !
 1. Whether the temporal jurisdiction requirement has been met.!
 2. Whether subject matter jurisdiction has been met. !
 3. Whether territorial jurisdiction been met. !
 4. Please be able to articulate what the tests for temporal, subject matter, 
  and territorial jurisdiction. !
 5. Will complementarity be an issue in this case?!!

You may use the following helpful resources to guide you in your preparations (this is not an all-inclusive list):!
 1. What is Complementarity? 
  https://www.ictj.org/sites/default/files/subsites/complementarity-icc/!
 2. Prosecutor v. Dominic Ongwen 
  https://www.icc-cpi.int/CourtRecords/CR2021_01026.PDF!
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COASTLANDIA DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF PORTLANDIA 

PORTLANDIAN DIVISION 
!

COASTLANDIA       3:18-cr-00134 
v.        INDICTMENT 1 February 2022 
CHRISTOPHER WATERFORD,    14 Coastlandian Code § 1032 
Defendant. 
!
THE GRAND JURY CHARGES: 

At all times material to this Indictment, unless a specific date is noted:!

INTRODUCTION 

1.  Atlantis Army Base is a base within the country of Coastlandia, near the border with Lockivo.! It 
was constructed in the early days of the recent armed conflict between Coastlandia and Lockivo.! It is 
comprised of many surface structures (e.g., o"ce buildings, security structures, command and control 
facilities, etc.) and a vast systems of subterranean caves.! The caves are a unique land formation that 
consist of caves underneath approximately 250 acres of land on the border of Coastlandia and Lockivo.! 
As a result, nearly half of the caves exist under Lockivoan land, but the only access point is via a tunnel in 
Coastlandia.!!!

2.  Defendant CHRISTOPHER WATERFORD (“WATERFORD”) was a General within the Coastlandian 
Army and was in command at the Atlantis Base.! WATERFORD was assigned to command the base 
shortly after its opening and remained in command of the facility and its personnel until recently.! During 
all times relevant to this Indictment, WATERFORD was in command of Atlantis Army Base and all 
operations occurring within it.!

3.  Atlantis Army Base housed prisoners of war (POWs) from Coastlandia’s recent armed conflict 
with Lockivo.! These prisoners included Lockvian civilians and soldiers, including Dr. Edward Kynde.! 
Multiple POWs (including both Lockivoan civilians and soldiers) reported maltreatment during their 
imprisonment at Atlantis Army Base.! The maltreatment was conducted by soldiers assigned to Atlantis 
Army Base, who were under the command of WATERFORD.! This conduct, it is alleged, was known to 
WATERFORD and condoned by him.!
!

COUNT 1 
(TORTURE) 

4.  The grand jury charges that at Atlantis Army Base, Coastlandia, in the District of Portlandia, WATERFORD, 
defendant herein, committed torture, in violation of Title 14 Coastlandian Code Section 1032.!!!
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5.  For the purposes of this Indictment, “torture” includes any action undertaken by a person or any 
action by a person which commands, directs, or requests a person to act in a manner that is intended to 
inflict severe physical or mental pain or su#ering upon a person under his custody or within his physical 
control.! “Severe mental pain and su#ering” includes any prolonged harm caused by or resulting from 
infliction of physical injury or su#ering; threats of physical injury; the administration or application of 
mind-altering substances; threatening the use of mind-altering substances; threatening imminent death; 
or threatening that others will be subject to severe pain and su#ering or the administration of mind 
altering substances.!!

6.  The maximum punishment for any violation of Title 14 Coastlandian Code Section 1032 is a fine or 
imprisonment of not more than 1 year, or both.!
Dated:  February 1, 2022     A TRUE BILL!
!
SIGNATURE 

Erin Womack
OFFICIATING FOREPERSON!
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Ministry of Justice!
Bureau of Public Affairs!
 !
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE       February 2, 2022  
  !
!
ATTORNEY GENERAL ANNOUNCES INVESTIGATION INTO ATLANTIS BASE!
AND GENERAL WATERFORD’S CONDUCT!
!!
Attorney General Lilith Iyapo announced today that the Ministry of Justice has opened 
an investigation into the allegations of torture, cruel and inhumane treatment, and other 
human rights abuses at the Atlantis Base during the war of Lockvian aggression.! The 
investigation will assess the treatment of the detainees at this base and the conduct of all 
uniformed personnel including General Waterford, who was in command of the Atlantis 
Base during the time the events transpired.!!
!
As part of the investigation, the Ministry of Justice will conduct a comprehensive review 
of the Coastlandian military’s policies regarding the treatment of prisoners of war, 
retained personnel, and civilians suspected in engaging in espionage.! Attorney General 
Iyapo invited all members of the public who have information of what occurred at the 
Atlantis Base to come forward, including former detainees of Atlantis.! “We have all heard 
the disturbing allegations made by Lockivo against General Waterford and our military,” 
Attorney General Iyapo said, “while we encourage our people to give no credence to 
cowardly Lockivo slander, we ask anyone with relevant information to come forward, 
and we assure the world that we take such accusations, from even such untrustworthy 
sources, very seriously. My team will not rest until we uncover the truth.”!!!
!
President Fydor Akali’s director of communications indicated that the President supports 
the Attorney General’s investigation and has every confidence that the investigation will 
clear the name of General Waterford and his associates.!
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Ministry of Justice!
Bureau of Public Affairs!
!
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE       !
!

TRIAL SET FOR GENERAL WATERFORD!
!!
Coastlandia’s Supreme Higher Court of Temporal Justice announced today that 
the proceedings against General Waterford will be set for trial on March 1, 2022 in 
Sandbria.!The Court met in a special closed session last week to consider whether 
Attorney General Iyapo had provided sufficient evidence to proceed with the charges 
against General Waterford for conspiracy to maltreat detainees, failing to protect 
detainees from abuse, cruelty, and maltreatment, dereliction of duty, and assault. 
Although the results of the special closed session will never be made publicly available, 
by setting a trial date the Court has signaled that it found sufficient evidence to 
support the charges against General Waterford.!

An insider source indicated that Associate Deputy Assistant Attorney General Lauren 
Olamina submitted as evidence the final report on the Attorney General’s comprehensive 
review of Coastlandian military’s policies and the conditions at the Atlantis Base during 
the war with Lockivo.!This report has been classified by President Fydor Akali due to 
national security concerns and thus, while it may have been found admissible in the 
special closed session, it is unlikely that it can be used in the public proceeding against 
General Waterford without significant redactions.!
!
The Court also announced new security measures that will be in place for General 
Waterford’s trial due to the unusual amount of public interest in the case.!These new 
measures were suggested by the Justice of Ministry in light of the large protests that have 
been occurring since the Attorney General first announced an investigation into Atlantis 
Base in support of General Waterford and members of his staff, who also face charges in 
connection to allegations of abuse at Atlantis Base.!

The charges against General Waterford at this point are merely accusations, and he is 
presumed innocent unless and until proven guilty.!
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ROME STATUTE:

Article 12 Preconditions to the exercise of jurisdiction

1. A State which becomes a Party to this Statute thereby accepts the jurisdiction of the Court 
with respect to the crimes referred to in article 5. 
2. In the case of article 13, paragraph (a) or (c), the Court may exercise its jurisdiction if one or 
more of the following States are Parties to this Statute or have accepted the jurisdiction of the 
Court in accordance with paragraph 3:
 (a) The State on the territory of which the conduct in question occurred or, if the crime   
 was committed on board a vessel or aircraft, the State of registration of that vessel or   
 aircraft; 
 (b) The State of which the person accused of the crime is a national.3. If the acceptance  
 of a State which is not a Party to this Statute is required under paragraph 2, that State   
 may, by declaration lodged with the Registrar, accept the exercise of jurisdiction by the   
 Court with respect to the crime in question. The accepting State shall cooperate with the  
 Court without any delay or exception in accordance with Part 9.

Article 13 Exercise of jurisdiction
The Court may exercise its jurisdiction with respect to a crime referred to in article 5 in  
accordance with the provisions of this Statute if: 
 (a) A situation in which one or more of such crimes appears to have been committed is   
 referred to the Prosecutor by a State Party in accordance with article 14; 
 (b) A situation in which one or more of such crimes appears to have been committed is   
           referred to the Prosecutor by the Security Council acting under Chapter VII of the Charter  
 of the United Nations; or 
 (c) The Prosecutor has initiated an investigation in respect of such a crime in accordance  
 with article 15

Article 17 Issues of admissibility
1.  Having regard to paragraph 10 of the Preamble and article 1, the Court shall determine that a  
case is inadmissible where: 
 (a) The case is being investigated or prosecuted by a State which has jurisdiction over it,      
            unless the State is unwilling or unable genuinely to carry out the investigation or   
 prosecution;  
 (b) The case has been investigated by a State which has jurisdiction over it and the   
 State has decided not to prosecute the person concerned, unless the decision resulted   
 from the unwillingness or inability of the State genuinely to prosecute;
 (c) The person concerned has already been tried for conduct which is the subject of the  
 complaint, and a trial by the Court is not permitted under article 20, paragraph 3; 
 (d) The case is not of sufficient gravity to justify further action by the Court.

2.  In order to determine unwillingness in a particular case, the Court shall consider, having  
regard to the principles of due process recognized by international law, whether one or more of 
the following exist, as applicable: 
 (a) The proceedings were or are being undertaken or the national decision was made for  
 the purpose of shielding the person concerned from criminal responsibility for crimes   
 within the jurisdiction of the Court referred to in article 5; 
 (b) There has been an unjustified delay in the proceedings which in the circumstances is   
 inconsistent with an intent to bring the person concerned to justice; 
 (c) The proceedings were not or are not being conducted independently or impartially,   
 and they were or are being conducted in a manner which, in the circumstances, is   
 inconsistent with an intent to bring the person concerned to justice.
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3.  In order to determine inability in a particular case, the Court shall consider whether, due to a  
total or substantial collapse or unavailability of its national judicial system, the State is unable to 
obtain the accused or the necessary evidence and testimony or otherwise unable to carry out its 
proceedings.!
!
Article 18 Preliminary rulings regarding admissibility
1. When a situation has been referred to the Court pursuant to article 13 (a) and the Prosecutor 
has determined that there would be a reasonable basis to commence an investigation, or the  
Prosecutor initiates an investigation pursuant to articles 13 (c) and 15, the Prosecutor shall notify  
all States Parties and those States which, taking into account the information available, would 
normally exercise jurisdiction over the crimes concerned. The Prosecutor may notify such States 
on a confidential basis and, where the Prosecutor believes it necessary to protect persons,  
prevent destruction of evidence or prevent the absconding of persons, may limit the scope 
of the information provided to States. 

2. Within one month of receipt of that notification, a State may inform the Court that it is 
investigating or has investigated its nationals or others within its jurisdiction with respect 
to criminal acts which may constitute crimes referred to in article 5 and which relate to the 
information provided in the notification to States. At the request of that State, the Prosecutor 
shall defer to the State’s investigation of those persons unless the Pre-Trial Chamber, on the 
application of the Prosecutor, decides to authorize the investigation. 

3. The Prosecutor’s deferral to a State’s investigation shall be open to review by the Prosecutor 
six months after the date of deferral or at any time when there has been a significant change 
of circumstances based on the State’s unwillingness or inability genuinely to carry out the 
investigation. 

4. The State concerned or the Prosecutor may appeal to the Appeals Chamber against a 
ruling of the Pre-Trial Chamber, in accordance with article 82. The appeal may be heard on an 
expedited basis. 

5. When the Prosecutor has deferred an investigation in accordance with paragraph 2, the 
Prosecutor may request that the State concerned periodically inform the Prosecutor of the 
progress of its investigations and any subsequent prosecutions. States Parties shall respond to 
such requests without undue delay. 

6. Pending a ruling by the Pre-Trial Chamber, or at any time when the Prosecutor has deferred 
an investigation under this article, the Prosecutor may, on an exceptional basis, seek authority 
from the Pre-Trial Chamber to pursue necessary investigative steps for the purpose of preserving  
evidence where there is a unique opportunity to obtain important evidence or there is a  
significant risk that such evidence may not be subsequently available. 

7.  A State which has challenged a ruling of the Pre-Trial Chamber under this article may  
challenge the admissibility of a case under article 19 on the grounds of additional significant 
facts or significant change of circumstances.
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Ministry of Foreign A"airs of Lockivo       
6 March 2022!!
Gemzoo, Lockivo!

Dear Mr. Peter Lewis, ICC Registrar!

On February 28, 2022, the Parliament in Lockivo unanimously adopted a Resolution 145 
“On the recognition of the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court by Lockivo over 
crimes against humanity and war crimes committed by senior officials of the Coastlandian 
Government from November 1, 2020, to February 28, 2022.”!

Mindful of this fact, on behalf of the State of Lockivo I have the honour to declare that in 
conformity with Article 12, paragraph 3, of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal 
Court, Lockivo accepts the jurisdiction of the Court. This acceptance is for the purpose 
of identifying, prosecuting and judging the perpetrators and accomplices of the acts 
committed in the territory of Lockivo from November 1, 2020, to February 28, 2022.!!

This Declaration is made for a finite duration and will enter into force upon its signature.!
As a consequence, Lockivo will cooperate with the Court without delay or exception, in 
conformity with Chapter IX of the Rome Statute.!

I would like to avail myself of this opportunity to express Lockivo’s sincere desire to 
maintain and strengthen the close and productive cooperation with the Court.!

Please accept, Mr. Registrar, the assurances of my highest consideration.!

Elsa Newbury!
Prime Minister of Lockivo!
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To: The O#ce of the President of Coastlandia!
!
From: The Ministry of Justice!!
!
Re: The Indictment of General Christopher Waterford and the Recommended 
Executive Pardon!!
!
The Coastlandian Ministry of Justice, under the leadership of Attorney General Lilith 
Iyapo, recommends that the President grants a full and complete pardon to General 
Waterford for his single count Indictment for the charge of torture.!!

 I. Indictment!!

!On February 1, 2022, General Christopher Waterford was Indicted by a Grand Jury in the 
Coastlandian District Court of Portlandia on one count of torture in violation of Title 14 
Coastlandian Code Section 1032. !

 II. Background!!

The Atlantis Army Base (“Atlantis”) was built in the early days of the conflict with Lockivo. 
It was located on the Coastlandian-Lockivoan border in a vast system of caves, most of 
which are in Coastlandia; though some of them are in Lockivoan territory. Atlantis served 
as a detention center in which the Coastlandian Army kept Lockivoan POWs, as well as 
civilians, including scientist Dr. Edward Kynde. Dr. Kynde alleges that during this time, he 
was subjected to inhumane and degrading treatment.!!
!
General Christopher Waterford of the Coastlandian Army was the commanding officer 
in charge of Atlantis. His command of the base spanned from shortly after it opened 
through the conclusion of the conflict with Lockivo, including during the time that POWs 
were subjected to torture. Not only is Dr. Kynde alleging that Coastlandian soldiers 
subjected him to torture; but also, General Waterford was aware of the actions of his 
subordinates. General Waterford denies condoning torture under his command.!!
!
On February 2, 2022, Coastlandia’s Attorney General Iyapo, announced an investigation 
into the conduct at Atlantis and the alleged knowledge of said conduct by General 

THE OFFICE OF 
PRESIDENT FYDOR AKALI
FEBRUARY 6, 2022!
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Waterford. The Ministry of Justice conducted a comprehensive review of the Coastlandian 
military’s policies regarding the treatment of prisoners of war, retained personnel, and 
civilians suspected in engaging in espionage.  Attorney General Iyapo invited all members 
of the public who have information of what occurred at the Atlantis Base to come 
forward, including former detainees of Atlantis.!

 III. Grounds for Pardon!!
General Waterford has had a lifetime of service in the Coastlandian Army. He has 
dedicated this lifetime to service to the People and the State. With a neighboring 
country as prone to attack Coastlandia as Lockivo, this service means constant risk of 
being drawn into conflict and constant risk to life and limb. He has sacrificed his safety, 
as well as time with his family to protect Coastlandia. That a single ground Indictment 
was returned on the basis that those in his command committed the crime of torture 
at Atlantis.!!

 IV. Ministry of Justice Recommendation!
After investigating the alleged conduct for which the distinguished General is accused 
and weighing that against his lifetime of service, the Ministry of Justice Recommends a 
full pardon for General Waterford. The International Criminal Court (“ICC”), a court that 
we contend has no authority over Coastlandian citizens, claims that General Waterford 
is guilty of a war crime and a crime against humanity. Coastlandia has not ratified any 
statute that would subject our citizens to the ICC’s jurisdiction. However, despite the 
highly suspect nature of both Lockivoan allegations and ICC involvement, Coastlandia 
conducted its own investigation.!
!
Due process has been achieved. Wrongdoing has been investigated and justice has been 
served. General Waterford’s lifetime of service should not end with a criminal conviction. 
For these reasons Coastlandia’s Ministry of Justice strongly recommends the President 
use his authority under the Constitution to grant a full pardon for General Christopher 
Waterford.!!



Executive Grant of Pardon 

The Honorable FYDOR AKALI 

President of the Republic of Coastlandia 

AFTER CONSIDERING the application for a Presidential Pardon of 

the following person and a letter from the Ministry of Justice, Office of 

Legal Counsel recommending the same, I, by the authority vested in me 

under the Coastlandian constitution, hereby grant a complete and 

unconditional pardon to the person for an offense against the Republic 

RI�&RDVWODQGLD�GHVFULEHG�LQ�WKH�2IILFH¶V�UHFRPPHQGDWLRQ:  

General CHRISTOPER WATERFORD 

A CERTIFIED COPY OF THIS PRESIDENTIAL PARDON will be 

delivered to the Ministry of Justice absolving General Waterford of 

criminal liability for the conduct described in his indictment. General 

Waterford should be released from confinement or any threat thereof. 

Signed and Certified on the 
28¶WK�GD\�RI� February in the year  
2022 in the city of Sandbria, capital 
of the Republic of Coastlandia.  

±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±± 
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Original: ENGLISH ! NO.: ICC-01/22 – 12/22!
!!! Date: 3 March 2022!

PRE-TRIAL CHAMBER 1!

BEFORE: The Esteemed Judges of the Clara Barton 
International Humanitarian Law Competition!!

SITUATION IN COASTLANDIA!!!
IN THE CASE OF THE PREOSECUTOR V. GENERAL CHRISTOPHER 

WATERFORD OF COASTLANDIA!

CONFIDENTIAL!!!
SUMMONS TO APPEAR FOR GENERAL CHRISTOPPHER WATERFORD OF COASTLANDIA!

Document to be notified, in accordance with regulation 31 
of the Regulations of the Court, to:!

The O#ce of the Prosecutor! Counsel for the Defense

Legal Representatives of Victims! Legal Representative of Applicants

Unrepresented Victims Unrepresented Applicants for 
Participation/Reparation!

The O#ce of Public Counsel for Victims! The O#ce of Public Counsel for the Defense

States Representatives Amicus Curiae

REGISTRY!

Registrar! Defense Support Section

Victims and Witnesses Unit! Detention Section

Victims Participation and Reparations 
Section

Other
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PRE-TRIAL CHAMBER I of the International Criminal Court (the “Chamber” and the 
“Court”, respectively);!
!!
1. HAVING EXAMINED the “Prosecutor’s Application under Article 58”, filed by the 
Prosecutor in the record of the Situation in Coastlandia, whereby it requested the 
Chamber to issue a warrant of arrest or, alternatively, a summons to appear for General 
Christopher Waterford;!
!!
2. HAVING EXAMINED the “Submission of information on the Prosecution’s Application 
Pursuant to Article 58 and request for summons to appear,” filed by the Prosecutor, 
whereby they requested the Chamber to issue a summons to appear for General 
Christopher Waterford;!!!
!!
3. HAVING EXAMINED all other supporting material and information submitted by the 
Prosecutor;!
!!
4. NOTING the “Report of the Prosecution Submitted pursuant to Request of the 
Chamber contained in the Confidential Annex to its decision convening a hearing filed by 
the Prosecutor;!
!!
5. CONSIDERING that there are reasonable grounds to believe that, in the context of, and 
in association with, an armed conflict, acts of torture were carried out,!
!!
FOR THESE REASONS,!
!!
ORDERS!
!!
GENERAL CHRISTOPHER WATERFORD, a male, member of the Coastlandian military, 
TO APPEAR BEFORE THE COURT on Sunday, 6 March 2022.!
!!
THE PROSECUTORIAL team, without prejudice to further decisions of the Chamber 
in this respect, must be prepared to discuss the Chambers’ temporal, subject matter, 
and territorial jurisdiction, as well as complementarity in this case, The Situation in 
Coastlandia.!
!!
Done in both English and French, the English version being authoritative.!
!!
At the Hague, The Netherlands.!
!!



Clara Barton 
International 
Humanitarian 
Law Competition

Layout by Lindsay Womack | www.lindsaywomackdesigns.com
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Competitor Role: General Waterford Defense Counsel!

Judges’ Roles: ICC Judges!

Venue: Trial Court preliminary hearing on whether the ICC can properly exercise jurisdiction.

Background:!
General Waterford of the Coastlandian Army was in command at the secret Coastlandian base “Atlantis.” 
This base was built by Coastlandia in the early days of the conflict with Lockivo in a vast system of caves 
near the Coastlandian and Lockivoan border. While most of the caves are in Coastlandia, some of the 
caves straddle the border and thus are partially within Lockivoan territory.!!

Civilian Lockivoan scientist Dr. Edward Kynde, as well as many other Lockivoan civilians and POWs, 
were detained here throughout the conflict.! General Waterford knew that his soldiers tortured all of the 
inmates at Atlantis, including Dr. Kynde.! Coastlandia is not a State party to the ICC.!!

Lockivo, a State party to the ICC, asked the ICC to investigate the allegations of torture at Atlantis as the 
peace agreement negotiations between Lockivo and Coastlandia began winding down.! After the fastest 
investigation in its history, the ICC has indicted General Waterford for one count of torture as a crime 
against humanity!!

Here are the defined issues the court has certified for review:!!
 1. Whether the temporal jurisdiction requirement has been met.!
 2. Whether subject matter jurisdiction has been met.!!
 3. Whether territorial jurisdiction been met.!!
 4. Please be able to articulate what the tests for temporal, subject matter, and territorial  
  jurisdiction.!!
 5. Will complementarity be an issue in this case?!!

You may use the following helpful resources to guide you in your preparations (this is not an all-inclusive list):!
 1. What is Complementarity? 
  https://www.ictj.org/sites/default/files/subsites/complementarity-icc/!
 2. Prosecutor v. Dominic Ongwen 
  https://www.icc-cpi.int/CourtRecords/CR2021_01026.PDF!
!
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COASTLANDIA DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF PORTLANDIA 

PORTLANDIAN DIVISION 
!

COASTLANDIA       3:18-cr-00134 
v.        INDICTMENT 1 February 2022 
CHRISTOPHER WATERFORD,    14 Coastlandian Code § 1032 
Defendant. 
!
THE GRAND JURY CHARGES: 

At all times material to this Indictment, unless a specific date is noted:!

INTRODUCTION 

1.  Atlantis Army Base is a base within the country of Coastlandia, near the border with Lockivo.! It 
was constructed in the early days of the recent armed conflict between Coastlandia and Lockivo.! It is 
comprised of many surface structures (e.g., o"ce buildings, security structures, command and control 
facilities, etc.) and a vast systems of subterranean caves.! The caves are a unique land formation that 
consist of caves underneath approximately 250 acres of land on the border of Coastlandia and Lockivo.! 
As a result, nearly half of the caves exist under Lockivoan land, but the only access point is via a tunnel in 
Coastlandia.!!!

2.  Defendant CHRISTOPHER WATERFORD (“WATERFORD”) was a General within the Coastlandian 
Army and was in command at the Atlantis Base.! WATERFORD was assigned to command the base 
shortly after its opening and remained in command of the facility and its personnel until recently.! During 
all times relevant to this Indictment, WATERFORD was in command of Atlantis Army Base and all 
operations occurring within it.!

3.  Atlantis Army Base housed prisoners of war (POWs) from Coastlandia’s recent armed conflict 
with Lockivo.! These prisoners included Lockvian civilians and soldiers, including Dr. Edward Kynde.! 
Multiple POWs (including both Lockivoan civilians and soldiers) reported maltreatment during their 
imprisonment at Atlantis Army Base.! The maltreatment was conducted by soldiers assigned to Atlantis 
Army Base, who were under the command of WATERFORD.! This conduct, it is alleged, was known to 
WATERFORD and condoned by him.!
!

COUNT 1 
(TORTURE) 

4.  The grand jury charges that at Atlantis Army Base, Coastlandia, in the District of Portlandia, WATERFORD, 
defendant herein, committed torture, in violation of Title 14 Coastlandian Code Section 1032.!!!
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5.  For the purposes of this Indictment, “torture” includes any action undertaken by a person or any 
action by a person which commands, directs, or requests a person to act in a manner that is intended to 
inflict severe physical or mental pain or su#ering upon a person under his custody or within his physical 
control.! “Severe mental pain and su#ering” includes any prolonged harm caused by or resulting from 
infliction of physical injury or su#ering; threats of physical injury; the administration or application of 
mind-altering substances; threatening the use of mind-altering substances; threatening imminent death; 
or threatening that others will be subject to severe pain and su#ering or the administration of mind 
altering substances.!!

6.  The maximum punishment for any violation of Title 14 Coastlandian Code Section 1032 is a fine or 
imprisonment of not more than 1 year, or both.!
Dated:  February 1, 2022     A TRUE BILL!
!
SIGNATURE 

Erin Womack
OFFICIATING FOREPERSON!
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Ministry of Justice!
Bureau of Public Affairs!
 !
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE       February 2, 2022  
  !
!
ATTORNEY GENERAL ANNOUNCES INVESTIGATION INTO ATLANTIS BASE!
AND GENERAL WATERFORD’S CONDUCT!
!!
Attorney General Lilith Iyapo announced today that the Ministry of Justice has opened 
an investigation into the allegations of torture, cruel and inhumane treatment, and other 
human rights abuses at the Atlantis Base during the war of Lockvian aggression.! The 
investigation will assess the treatment of the detainees at this base and the conduct of all 
uniformed personnel including General Waterford, who was in command of the Atlantis 
Base during the time the events transpired.!!
!
As part of the investigation, the Ministry of Justice will conduct a comprehensive review 
of the Coastlandian military’s policies regarding the treatment of prisoners of war, 
retained personnel, and civilians suspected in engaging in espionage.! Attorney General 
Iyapo invited all members of the public who have information of what occurred at the 
Atlantis Base to come forward, including former detainees of Atlantis.! “We have all heard 
the disturbing allegations made by Lockivo against General Waterford and our military,” 
Attorney General Iyapo said, “while we encourage our people to give no credence to 
cowardly Lockivo slander, we ask anyone with relevant information to come forward, 
and we assure the world that we take such accusations, from even such untrustworthy 
sources, very seriously. My team will not rest until we uncover the truth.”!!!
!
President Fydor Akali’s director of communications indicated that the President supports 
the Attorney General’s investigation and has every confidence that the investigation will 
clear the name of General Waterford and his associates.!
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Ministry of Justice!
Bureau of Public Affairs!
!
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE       !
!

TRIAL SET FOR GENERAL WATERFORD!
!!
Coastlandia’s Supreme Higher Court of Temporal Justice announced today that 
the proceedings against General Waterford will be set for trial on March 1, 2022 in 
Sandbria.!The Court met in a special closed session last week to consider whether 
Attorney General Iyapo had provided sufficient evidence to proceed with the charges 
against General Waterford for conspiracy to maltreat detainees, failing to protect 
detainees from abuse, cruelty, and maltreatment, dereliction of duty, and assault. 
Although the results of the special closed session will never be made publicly available, 
by setting a trial date the Court has signaled that it found sufficient evidence to 
support the charges against General Waterford.!

An insider source indicated that Associate Deputy Assistant Attorney General Lauren 
Olamina submitted as evidence the final report on the Attorney General’s comprehensive 
review of Coastlandian military’s policies and the conditions at the Atlantis Base during 
the war with Lockivo.!This report has been classified by President Fydor Akali due to 
national security concerns and thus, while it may have been found admissible in the 
special closed session, it is unlikely that it can be used in the public proceeding against 
General Waterford without significant redactions.!
!
The Court also announced new security measures that will be in place for General 
Waterford’s trial due to the unusual amount of public interest in the case.!These new 
measures were suggested by the Justice of Ministry in light of the large protests that have 
been occurring since the Attorney General first announced an investigation into Atlantis 
Base in support of General Waterford and members of his staff, who also face charges in 
connection to allegations of abuse at Atlantis Base.!

The charges against General Waterford at this point are merely accusations, and he is 
presumed innocent unless and until proven guilty.!
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ROME STATUTE:

Article 12 Preconditions to the exercise of jurisdiction

1. A State which becomes a Party to this Statute thereby accepts the jurisdiction of the Court 
with respect to the crimes referred to in article 5. 
2. In the case of article 13, paragraph (a) or (c), the Court may exercise its jurisdiction if one or 
more of the following States are Parties to this Statute or have accepted the jurisdiction of the 
Court in accordance with paragraph 3:
 (a) The State on the territory of which the conduct in question occurred or, if the crime   
 was committed on board a vessel or aircraft, the State of registration of that vessel or   
 aircraft; 
 (b) The State of which the person accused of the crime is a national.3. If the acceptance  
 of a State which is not a Party to this Statute is required under paragraph 2, that State   
 may, by declaration lodged with the Registrar, accept the exercise of jurisdiction by the   
 Court with respect to the crime in question. The accepting State shall cooperate with the  
 Court without any delay or exception in accordance with Part 9.

Article 13 Exercise of jurisdiction
The Court may exercise its jurisdiction with respect to a crime referred to in article 5 in  
accordance with the provisions of this Statute if: 
 (a) A situation in which one or more of such crimes appears to have been committed is   
 referred to the Prosecutor by a State Party in accordance with article 14; 
 (b) A situation in which one or more of such crimes appears to have been committed is   
           referred to the Prosecutor by the Security Council acting under Chapter VII of the Charter  
 of the United Nations; or 
 (c) The Prosecutor has initiated an investigation in respect of such a crime in accordance  
 with article 15

Article 17 Issues of admissibility
1.  Having regard to paragraph 10 of the Preamble and article 1, the Court shall determine that a  
case is inadmissible where: 
 (a) The case is being investigated or prosecuted by a State which has jurisdiction over it,      
            unless the State is unwilling or unable genuinely to carry out the investigation or   
 prosecution;  
 (b) The case has been investigated by a State which has jurisdiction over it and the   
 State has decided not to prosecute the person concerned, unless the decision resulted   
 from the unwillingness or inability of the State genuinely to prosecute;
 (c) The person concerned has already been tried for conduct which is the subject of the  
 complaint, and a trial by the Court is not permitted under article 20, paragraph 3; 
 (d) The case is not of sufficient gravity to justify further action by the Court.

2.  In order to determine unwillingness in a particular case, the Court shall consider, having  
regard to the principles of due process recognized by international law, whether one or more of 
the following exist, as applicable: 
 (a) The proceedings were or are being undertaken or the national decision was made for  
 the purpose of shielding the person concerned from criminal responsibility for crimes   
 within the jurisdiction of the Court referred to in article 5; 
 (b) There has been an unjustified delay in the proceedings which in the circumstances is   
 inconsistent with an intent to bring the person concerned to justice; 
 (c) The proceedings were not or are not being conducted independently or impartially,   
 and they were or are being conducted in a manner which, in the circumstances, is   
 inconsistent with an intent to bring the person concerned to justice.
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3.  In order to determine inability in a particular case, the Court shall consider whether, due to a  
total or substantial collapse or unavailability of its national judicial system, the State is unable to 
obtain the accused or the necessary evidence and testimony or otherwise unable to carry out its 
proceedings.!
!
Article 18 Preliminary rulings regarding admissibility
1. When a situation has been referred to the Court pursuant to article 13 (a) and the Prosecutor 
has determined that there would be a reasonable basis to commence an investigation, or the  
Prosecutor initiates an investigation pursuant to articles 13 (c) and 15, the Prosecutor shall notify  
all States Parties and those States which, taking into account the information available, would 
normally exercise jurisdiction over the crimes concerned. The Prosecutor may notify such States 
on a confidential basis and, where the Prosecutor believes it necessary to protect persons,  
prevent destruction of evidence or prevent the absconding of persons, may limit the scope 
of the information provided to States. 

2. Within one month of receipt of that notification, a State may inform the Court that it is 
investigating or has investigated its nationals or others within its jurisdiction with respect 
to criminal acts which may constitute crimes referred to in article 5 and which relate to the 
information provided in the notification to States. At the request of that State, the Prosecutor 
shall defer to the State’s investigation of those persons unless the Pre-Trial Chamber, on the 
application of the Prosecutor, decides to authorize the investigation. 

3. The Prosecutor’s deferral to a State’s investigation shall be open to review by the Prosecutor 
six months after the date of deferral or at any time when there has been a significant change 
of circumstances based on the State’s unwillingness or inability genuinely to carry out the 
investigation. 

4. The State concerned or the Prosecutor may appeal to the Appeals Chamber against a 
ruling of the Pre-Trial Chamber, in accordance with article 82. The appeal may be heard on an 
expedited basis. 

5. When the Prosecutor has deferred an investigation in accordance with paragraph 2, the 
Prosecutor may request that the State concerned periodically inform the Prosecutor of the 
progress of its investigations and any subsequent prosecutions. States Parties shall respond to 
such requests without undue delay. 

6. Pending a ruling by the Pre-Trial Chamber, or at any time when the Prosecutor has deferred 
an investigation under this article, the Prosecutor may, on an exceptional basis, seek authority 
from the Pre-Trial Chamber to pursue necessary investigative steps for the purpose of preserving  
evidence where there is a unique opportunity to obtain important evidence or there is a  
significant risk that such evidence may not be subsequently available. 

7.  A State which has challenged a ruling of the Pre-Trial Chamber under this article may  
challenge the admissibility of a case under article 19 on the grounds of additional significant 
facts or significant change of circumstances.
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Ministry of Foreign A"airs of Lockivo 
6 March 2022!!
Gemzoo, Lockivo!

Dear Mr. Peter Lewis, ICC Registrar!

On February 28, 2022, the Parliament in Lockivo unanimously adopted a Resolution 145 
“On the recognition of the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court by Lockivo over 
crimes against humanity and war crimes committed by senior officials of the Coastlandian 
Government from November 1, 2020, to February 28, 2022.”!

Mindful of this fact, on behalf of the State of Lockivo I have the honour to declare that in 
conformity with Article 12, paragraph 3, of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal 
Court, Lockivo accepts the jurisdiction of the Court. This acceptance is for the purpose 
of identifying, prosecuting and judging the perpetrators and accomplices of the acts 
committed in the territory of Lockivo from November 1, 2020, to February 28, 2022.!!

This Declaration is made for a finite duration and will enter into force upon its signature.!
As a consequence, Lockivo will cooperate with the Court without delay or exception, in 
conformity with Chapter IX of the Rome Statute.!

I would like to avail myself of this opportunity to express Lockivo’s sincere desire to 
maintain and strengthen the close and productive cooperation with the Court.!

Please accept, Mr. Registrar, the assurances of my highest consideration.!

Elsa Newbury!
Prime Minister of Lockivo!
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To: The O#ce of the President of Coastlandia!

From: The Ministry of Justice!!

Re: The Indictment of General Christopher Waterford and the Recommended 
Executive Pardon!!

The Coastlandian Ministry of Justice, under the leadership of Attorney General Lilith 
Iyapo, recommends that the President grants a full and complete pardon to General 
Waterford for his single count Indictment for the charge of torture.!!

I. Indictment

!On February 1, 2022, General Christopher Waterford was Indicted by a Grand Jury in the 
Coastlandian District Court of Portlandia on one count of torture in violation of Title 14 
Coastlandian Code Section 1032. !

II. Background

The Atlantis Army Base (“Atlantis”) was built in the early days of the conflict with Lockivo. 
It was located on the Coastlandian-Lockivoan border in a vast system of caves, most of 
which are in Coastlandia; though some of them are in Lockivoan territory. Atlantis served 
as a detention center in which the Coastlandian Army kept Lockivoan POWs, as well as 
civilians, including scientist Dr. Edward Kynde. Dr. Kynde alleges that during this time, he 
was subjected to inhumane and degrading treatment.!!

General Christopher Waterford of the Coastlandian Army was the commanding officer 
in charge of Atlantis. His command of the base spanned from shortly after it opened 
through the conclusion of the conflict with Lockivo, including during the time that POWs 
were subjected to torture. Not only is Dr. Kynde alleging that Coastlandian soldiers 
subjected him to torture; but also, General Waterford was aware of the actions of his 
subordinates. General Waterford denies condoning torture under his command.!!

On February 2, 2022, Coastlandia’s Attorney General Iyapo, announced an investigation 
into the conduct at Atlantis and the alleged knowledge of said conduct by General 

THE OFFICE OF 
PRESIDENT FYDOR AKALI
FEBRUARY 6, 2022!
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Waterford. The Ministry of Justice conducted a comprehensive review of the Coastlandian 
military’s policies regarding the treatment of prisoners of war, retained personnel, and 
civilians suspected in engaging in espionage.  Attorney General Iyapo invited all members 
of the public who have information of what occurred at the Atlantis Base to come 
forward, including former detainees of Atlantis.!

III. Grounds for Pardon
General Waterford has had a lifetime of service in the Coastlandian Army. He has 
dedicated this lifetime to service to the People and the State. With a neighboring 
country as prone to attack Coastlandia as Lockivo, this service means constant risk of 
being drawn into conflict and constant risk to life and limb. He has sacrificed his safety, 
as well as time with his family to protect Coastlandia. That a single ground Indictment 
was returned on the basis that those in his command committed the crime of torture 
at Atlantis.!!

IV. Ministry of Justice Recommendation
After investigating the alleged conduct for which the distinguished General is accused 
and weighing that against his lifetime of service, the Ministry of Justice Recommends a 
full pardon for General Waterford. The International Criminal Court (“ICC”), a court that 
we contend has no authority over Coastlandian citizens, claims that General Waterford 
is guilty of a war crime and a crime against humanity. Coastlandia has not ratified any 
statute that would subject our citizens to the ICC’s jurisdiction. However, despite the 
highly suspect nature of both Lockivoan allegations and ICC involvement, Coastlandia 
conducted its own investigation.!

Due process has been achieved. Wrongdoing has been investigated and justice has been 
served. General Waterford’s lifetime of service should not end with a criminal conviction. 
For these reasons Coastlandia’s Ministry of Justice strongly recommends the President 
use his authority under the Constitution to grant a full pardon for General Christopher 
Waterford.!!



Executive Grant of Pardon 

The Honorable FYDOR AKALI 

President of the Republic of Coastlandia 

AFTER CONSIDERING the application for a Presidential Pardon of 

the following person and a letter from the Ministry of Justice, Office of 

Legal Counsel recommending the same, I, by the authority vested in me 

under the Coastlandian constitution, hereby grant a complete and 

unconditional pardon to the person for an offense against the Republic 

RI�&RDVWODQGLD�GHVFULEHG�LQ�WKH�2IILFH¶V�UHFRPPHQGDWLRQ:  

General CHRISTOPER WATERFORD 

A CERTIFIED COPY OF THIS PRESIDENTIAL PARDON will be 

delivered to the Ministry of Justice absolving General Waterford of 

criminal liability for the conduct described in his indictment. General 

Waterford should be released from confinement or any threat thereof. 

Signed and Certified on the 
28¶WK�GD\�RI� February in the year  
2022 in the city of Sandbria, capital 
of the Republic of Coastlandia.  

±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±± 
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Original: ENGLISH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! NO.: ICC-01/22 – 12/22!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Date: 3 March 2022!
!!
PRE-TRIAL CHAMBER 1!
!!

BEFORE: The Esteemed Judges of the Clara Barton 
International Humanitarian Law Competition!!

!!
SITUATION IN COASTLANDIA!!!

IN THE CASE OF THE PREOSECUTOR V. GENERAL CHRISTOPHER 
WATERFORD OF COASTLANDIA!

!!
CONFIDENTIAL!!!

SUMMONS TO APPEAR FOR GENERAL CHRISTOPPHER WATERFORD OF COASTLANDIA!
!!
!!

Document to be notified, in accordance with regulation 31 
of the Regulations of the Court, to:!

The O#ce of the Prosecutor! Counsel for the Defense

Legal Representatives of Victims! Legal Representative of Applicants

Unrepresented Victims Unrepresented Applicants for 
Participation/Reparation!

The O#ce of Public Counsel for Victims! The O#ce of Public Counsel for the Defense

States Representatives Amicus Curiae

REGISTRY!

Registrar! Defense Support Section

Victims and Witnesses Unit! Detention Section

Victims Participation and Reparations 
Section

Other
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PRE-TRIAL CHAMBER I of the International Criminal Court (the “Chamber” and the 
“Court”, respectively);!
!!
1. HAVING EXAMINED the “Prosecutor’s Application under Article 58”, filed by the 
Prosecutor in the record of the Situation in Coastlandia, whereby it requested the 
Chamber to issue a warrant of arrest or, alternatively, a summons to appear for General 
Christopher Waterford;!
!!
2. HAVING EXAMINED the “Submission of information on the Prosecution’s Application 
Pursuant to Article 58 and request for summons to appear,” filed by the Prosecutor, 
whereby they requested the Chamber to issue a summons to appear for General 
Christopher Waterford;!!!
!!
3. HAVING EXAMINED all other supporting material and information submitted by the 
Prosecutor;!
!!
4. NOTING the “Report of the Prosecution Submitted pursuant to Request of the 
Chamber contained in the Confidential Annex to its decision convening a hearing filed by 
the Prosecutor;!
!!
5. CONSIDERING that there are reasonable grounds to believe that, in the context of, and 
in association with, an armed conflict, acts of torture were carried out,!
!!
FOR THESE REASONS,!
!!
ORDERS!
!!
GENERAL CHRISTOPHER WATERFORD, a male, member of the Coastlandian military, 
TO APPEAR BEFORE THE COURT on Sunday, 6 March 2022.!
!!
THE DEFENSE team, without prejudice to further decisions of the Chamber in 
this respect, must be prepared to discuss the Chambers’ temporal, subject matter, 
and territorial jurisdiction, as well as complementarity in this case, The Situation in 
Coastlandia.!
!!
Done in both English and French, the English version being authoritative.!
!!
At the Hague, The Netherlands.!
!!
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